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SUMMARY
The flow field behind chemical explosions in multiphase environments is investi-
gated using a robust, state-of-the-art simulation strategy that accounts for the ther-
modynamics, gas dynamics and fluid mechanics of relevance to the problem. Focus
is laid on the investigation of blast wave propagation, growth of hydrodynamic in-
stabilities behind explosive blasts, the mixing aspects behind explosions, the effects
of afterburn and its quantification, and the role played by solid particles in these
phenomena. In particular, the confluence and interplay of these different physical
phenomena are explored from a fundamental perspective, and applied to the problem
of chemical explosions.
A solid phase solver suited for the study of high-speed, two-phase flows has been
developed and validated. This solver accounts for the inter-phase mass, momentum
and energy transfer through empirical laws, and ensures two-way coupling between
the two phases, viz. solid particles and gas. For dense flow fields, i.e., when the solid
volume fraction becomes non-negligible (∼ 60%), the finite volume method with a
Godunov type shock-capturing scheme requires modifications to account for volume
fraction gradients during the computation of cell interface gas fluxes. To this end,
the simulation methodology is extended with the formulation of an Eulerian gas, La-
grangian solid approach, thereby ensuring that the so developed two-phase simulation
strategy can be applied for both flow conditions, dilute and dense alike. Moreover, un-
der dense loading conditions the solid particles inevitably collide, which is accounted
for in the current research effort with the use of an empirical collision/contact model
xxvi
from literature. Furthermore, the post-detonation flow field consists of gases un-
der extreme temperature and pressure conditions, necessitating the use of real gas
equations of state in the multiphase model. This overall simulation strategy is then
extended to the investigation of chemical explosions in multiphase environments, with
emphasis on the study of hydrodynamic instability growth, mixing, afterburn effects
ensuing from the process, particle ignition and combustion (if reactive), dispersion,
and their interaction with the vortices in the mixing layer.
The problems of chemical explosions into air as well as dilute aluminum particle
clouds are investigated, and hydrodynamic instabilities such as Rayleigh-Taylor and
Richtmyer-Meshkov are observed in the post-detonation regime. These instabilities
inevitably give rise to a mixing layer where the inner detonation products mix with
the outer air and afterburn. The growth of these hydrodynamic instabilities, and the
amount of mixing and afterburn are investigated for a suite of identified parameters.
The particles in the ambient cloud, when present, are observed to pick up signifi-
cant amounts of momentum and heat from the gas, and thereafter disperse, ignite
and burn. Small particles which have response time scales comparable to the fluid
mechanic time scales in the mixing layer, are observed to cluster as they traverse
the mixing layer, which leads to their preferential ignition/combustion. Overall, this
study demonstrates that three-dimensional effects such as hydrodynamic instabilities
are crucial for the analysis of explosions in multiphase environments.
Building on the above accomplishments, the post-detonation behavior of hetero-
geneous explosives is addressed by using three parts to the investigation. In the first
part, only one-dimensional effects are considered, with the goal to assess the presently
developed dense two-phase formulation. The total deliverable impulsive loading from
heterogeneous explosive charges containing inert steel particles is estimated for a suite
of operating parameters and compared, and it is demonstrated that heterogeneous ex-
plosive charges deliver a higher near-field impulse than homogeneous explosive charges
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containing the same mass of the high explosive. In the second part, three-dimensional
effects such as hydrodynamic instabilities are accounted for, with the focus on char-
acterizing the mixing layer ensuing from the detonation of heterogeneous explosive
charges containing inert steel particles. It is shown that particles introduce signifi-
cant amounts of hydrodynamic instabilities in the mixing layer, resulting in additional
physical phenomena that play a prominent role in the flow features. In particular,
the fluctuation intensities, fireball size and growth rates are augmented for heteroge-
neous explosions vis-à-vis homogeneous explosions, thereby demonstrating that solid
particles enhance the perturbation intensities in the flow.
In the third part of the investigation of heterogeneous explosions, dense, alu-
minized explosions are considered, and the particles are observed to burn in two
phases, with an initial quenching due to the rarefaction wave, and a final quenching
outside the fireball. Due to faster response time scales, smaller particles are observed
to heat and accelerate more during early times, and also cool and decelerate more at
late times, compared to counterpart larger particle sizes. Furthermore, the average
particle velocities at late times are observed to be independent of the initial solid
volume fraction in the explosive charge, as the particles eventually reach an equilib-
rium with the local gas. These studies have provided some crucial insights to the flow
physics of dense, aluminized explosives.
Overall, a wide range of physical phenomena has been studied in relation to hy-
drodynamic instabilities in multiphase chemical explosions, on mixing and afterburn
effects, on particle ignition and burning (when reactive), and particle dispersion char-
acteristics due to explosions. In addition, these investigations also demonstrate the
efficacy of the presently developed two-phase formulation to study dense, two-phase,





One of the earliest use of explosive material was in the form of Gunpowder, and was
invented, documented, and used in ancient China by the military forces of the time
in rockets, guns and cannons. Later, the technology of explosives spread to other
parts of the world, and with further research, developed from low-yield explosives to
high explosives with enhanced destructive power. High explosives have been in use
for many centuries and have also found applications outside the military. Civilian
applications of explosives include commercial blasting for construction or mining,
fire-fighting (especially in the petroleum industry), metal welding and forming, etc.
Many different types of explosives are in use with different strengths and signatures,
and these characteristics determine their application. A proper understanding of the
physics that govern their behavior is essential to the research and development of the
next generation of explosives with tailored performance characteristics. Experimental
studies are often expensive and hazardous, and data collection can be cumbersome due
to the very high temperatures and pressures in the flow field. In addition, the post-
detonation flow field is inevitably sensitive to hydrodynamic instabilities involving a
wide range of time and length scales, all of which cannot be measured. Computational
simulations can therefore play a vital role in investigating the governing physics,
provided efficient and state-of-the-art simulation tools are used.
Solid particles are widely used along with explosives, as they augment the impul-
sive loading delivered. The mechanism of impulse augmentation from explosives due
to solid particles can be classified into two kinds: (1) impulse augmentation due to
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bombardment and (2) impulse augmentation due to afterburn. In the former, the par-
ticles pick up momentum from the gas very early, and by virtue of their inertia, retain
most of their momentum for a longer time. Upon bombardment with a structure, the
contribution to the total impulse is due to both the gas and the solid particles. Since
solid particles have a higher inertia than the gas, enhanced deliverable impulse on the
structure can be made available due to direct particle bombardment. On the other
hand, for impulse augmentation of the second kind, chemically reactive solid particles
are added to explosive charges. These particles acquire heat from the explosion and
may melt, ignite and/or burn, releasing additional energy into the multiphase flow
field.
Naturally, heavy and large inert solid particles such as steel, tungsten and lead are
ideal candidates for impulse augmentation due to direct bombardment as they have
high inertia and can therefore retain most of their momentum for a longer time and
space. For the use of solid particles of the second kind with explosives, chemically-
reactive particles such as aluminum, magnesium and zirconium are ideal candidates.
Obviously, these particles have to be small in size so that they can easily pick up heat
from the gas and subsequently ignite. For both the first and the second kind, the
solid particles may be present inside the charge or encapsulated in an outside shell.
The advantages and disadvantages of using solid particles within the charge vis-á-vis
outside are still not well understood, and further investigations are warranted. To this
end, this study assesses these different explosive-solid particle configurations from a
fundamental perspective.
Upon explosive dispersal, solid particles initially pick up momentum and heat
from the gas. The early forces on the particles are primarily due to viscous drag,
pressure drag, and inter-particle collisions (if dense), all of these forces have varying
magnitudes that change with time. The viscous drag coefficient is generally higher
under dense loading conditions, as the gas flow around a spherical particle will be
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affected by the presence of other particles in the close vicinity. After particles pick
up significant amounts of momentum, they are set into motion, and by virtue of their
higher inertia than the gas, preserve a significant enough amount of their momentum.
Furthermore, at early times, heat transfer—both convective as well as radiative—
can also be significant depending on the particle size, and can raise the particle
temperature. If particles are reactive (for instance aluminum), they may reach an
ignition temperature, after which they can burn. Much later, as the particles disperse
outward due to the explosion, large particles may even catch-up with the leading blast
wave and can overtake it. Aerodynamic drag may slow down the particles, thereby
reversing the momentum transfer between the two phases in relation to that at earlier
times. In addition, at later times, the local gas may also be cooler than the particles,
thereby reversing the flow of heat transfer between the two phases as well. It is
of interest to quantify the effects of the inter-phase momentum and heat transfer
at different stages of the explosive dispersal, and this study also investigates these
inter-phase coupling aspects.
The primary focus of this study, inter alia, is on characterizing the growth of
hydrodynamic instabilities, mixing and afterburn effects involved in chemical explo-
sions, and the role played by solid particles to the same. In addition, also of interest
are the particle burning (if reactive) and dispersion aspects due to explosions, and
their interaction with the ensuing hydrodynamic instabilities.
1.1.1 On the physics of explosions
The basic premise of a chemical explosion from a high explosive is as follows: when
a condensed explosive charge is detonated, a detonation wave propagates through
the unreacted explosive material. The detonation wave is essentially a reactive shock
wave, and in the thickness of this wave, the unreacted explosive is converted into
detonation product gases and soot. As this detonation wave reaches the outer surface
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of the explosive charge, a blast wave propagates outward, and a rarefaction wave in-
wards, forcing an outward acceleration of the detonation product gases. A schematic
representation is presented in Fig. 1. The contact surface between the detonation
products and the shock compressed air is swept outward by the exploding detonation
product gases. Due to the high density gradient, the contact surface is hydrodynam-
ically unstable to perturbations, and a slight distortion of the equilibrium between
the heavy and the light fluids on either side can grow, resulting in Rayleigh-Taylor
[192] instabilities.
At the same time, the inward moving rarefaction wave may also over-expand the
flow and result in the formation of a secondary shock [34]. The secondary shock is
initially weak, and is swept outward by the detonation product gases. During this
time, the secondary shock strengthens, and subsequently implodes inward [34]. When
the secondary shock reflects from the origin, it propagates outward and interacts with
the Rayleigh-Taylor structures, giving rise to further growth of these hydrodynamic
instabilities, this time in the form of Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities [169]. Such
hydrodynamic instabilities inevitably result in a non-spherically symmetric fireball, as
is evidenced by experimental photography shown in Fig. 2. During this interaction, a
second rarefaction wave can also be generated moving inward. This rarefaction wave,
like its predecessor, can also over-expand the flow, giving rise to a tertiary shock.
This process of subsequent shock formation repeats until most of the energy of the
detonation product gases is expended as kinetic energy of the outward flow [34].
The scale of the instability growth is critical to the mixing process between the
detonation products and the shock-compressed air. If the initial surface of the charge
is rough, the initial instabilities start to grow from the scale of the surface roughness.
On the other hand, if the initial charge surface is hydrodynamically smooth, the
instabilities start to grow from molecular scales at a rate predicted by the linear
stability theory [38]. In both scenarios, the instabilities grow to macroscopic scales
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Figure 1: Wave diagram of the flow field in the post-detonation phase of a high
explosive charge.
Figure 2: Non-spherical fireballs from chemical explosions.
and form a turbulent mixing layer. The resulting inevitable mixing between the core
detonation products and the outer air results in afterburn, which occurs at a rate
controlled by turbulent mixing, rather than by molecular diffusion [120]. The role
of these hydrodynamic instabilities is significant, as it dictates the amount of mixing
and afterburn, which are crucial for carbon-rich explosives such as TNT.
1.1.2 Simulation challenges
Numerical simulation of both homogeneous and heterogeneous explosives involves
several complex physical phenomena that have to be captured in order to successfully
predict their behavior. These complex phenomena include, but are not limited to,
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the Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DDT) [68] in an explosive charge, blast
wave propagation and subsequent decay, shock-particle interaction, particle-particle
collision, inter-phase momentum and energy transfer, growth of hydrodynamic insta-
bilities, afterburn and the concomitant energy release, particle ignition and burning
(if reactive), particle clustering effects (for small particles), and impact material be-
havior to shock and particle cloud bombardment. These various physical phenomena
must be properly accounted for in order to make accurate computations.
Computational studies offer promise and leverage in the elucidation of the physics
that governs the blast characteristics and mixing behind explosions. Many computa-
tional methodologies rely on the finite volume scheme, where the simulation domain
is broken down into a series of finite volumes [7, 129, 191, 194]. Using the conser-
vation laws, flux vectors are calculated at each cell face. In turn, these vectors are
used to compute volume averaged properties in each cell. The methodology em-
ployed to compute the fluxes decides the overall accuracy of the simulation strategy,
and is often problem dependent. For instance, when the flow field involves strong
discontinuities such as shock waves and contact surfaces, a shock-capturing scheme
such as MUSCL (Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for Conservation Laws) [200]
or WENO (Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory) [132], or higher order Godunov
schemes such as PPM (Piecewise Parabolic Method) [47] are required, along with a
Riemann solver to compute the fluxes at the cell boundaries [194]. For smooth flow
regions such as shear layers, on the other hand, a central scheme is required, as shock-
capturing schemes are dissipative by nature. This necessitates the use of a hybrid
approach that computes fluxes based on a shock-capturing or higher order Godunov
scheme in sharp regions, and a central scheme in smoother regions [78, 79]. Fur-
thermore, for time accuracy of the simulations, a predictor-corrector [138] or Runge-
Kutta type integration are common and widely used in Computational Fluid Dynamic
(CFD) codes [7, 129]. Thus, simulation strategies need to incorporate appropriate
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schemes to compute the fluxes, for this inevitably decides the overall accuracy of the
computed results.
Another challenge of the current investigation pertains to the presence of two
phases, viz. gas and solid particles, and both are generally governed by different
physics; in addition, both phases also interact. This necessitates the use of governing
equations for each phase to also account for the existence and interaction of the other
phase. While the gas phase is generally solved by means of an Eulerian approach
with the assumption of continuum validity, the dispersed phase (solid or liquid, as
the case may be) can be solved either by an Eulerian approach similar to the gas, or
by a Lagrangian approach [51]. In the former, also termed Eulerian-Eulerian (EE),
continuum is assumed to govern the behavior also of the dispersed phase; this is not
the case in the latter, also termed Eulerian-Lagrangian (EL), in which the particle
trajectories are determined explicitly due to the tracking of individual particles (or
groups of particles).
Both EE and EL approaches have been used in past studies to investigate fluid-
particle problems, and both approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages.
The EE approach allows no restrictions on the number of particles that can be con-
sidered for a simulation, since individual particles are not tracked but only their
number density is evaluated. However, the EE approach suffers from its inability to
predict individual particle trajectories. The EL approach, on the other hand, tracks
individual particles (or groups of particles), thereby enabling the estimation of par-
ticle trajectories. However, the major drawback of the EL approach is that the total
number of particles (or groups) that can be accounted is restricted by available com-
putational memory. For instance, the computation of a 1 m radius cloud comprising
of 10 µm radius particles with a volume fraction of 1% will require 10,000,000,000,000
particles—each of which cannot be tracked with present day computing power. Many
engineering applications involving two-phase flows usually require sufficiently large
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number of particles to be tracked, which can be achieved—to some extent—using the
concept of a parcel [51, 160, 186]. Here, a parcel represents a group of particles with
the same particle position vectors, velocity vectors, radius and temperature. The
number of particles assigned to each parcel is chosen based on available computa-
tional memory and the desired particle concentration/loading. It must, however, be
ensured that the computational accuracy is not compromised when too many parti-
cles are assigned per parcel. Due to the aforesaid advantages of the EL approach, the
current study employs this simulation strategy.
Heterogeneous explosions involve solid particles in the dense regime [75]. By dense,
it is referred to the flow-field being characterized by significantly large amounts of solid
particles, thereby rendering the total volume to not be exclusively available to any one
phase, gas or solid. Due to this non-negligible volumes occupied by the two phases,
additional modifications have to be included in the simulation strategy. To better
illustrate this discussion, the gas phase Navier-Stokes equations, applicable in dense
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The above equations and the flow variables will be described in detail in Chapter 3. As
evident, the governing equations are in a non-conservative form, where conservative


















The non-conservative terms, also referred to as “nozzling terms” [1], inhibit the use of
a Hugoniot-type Riemann solver [194] directly. These terms have to be integrated at
cell interfaces which encounter volume fraction discontinuities. Furthermore, another
challenge with dense two phase flows pertains to the closure used for the pressure
and velocity at the interface, which has to be appropriately evaluated. In addition,
suitable models have to be used to account for the presence of inter-particle collisions
and contact, which will be significant for dense flow fields. These aspects are taken
into account in the present simulation strategy, and it is ensured that their efficacy is
not compromised when applied in conjunction with the other numerical developments.
The problem currently under study involves high density gradients across the
contact surface, which inevitably leads to a Rayleigh-Taylor Instability (RTI) [192].
A RTI is a hydrodynamic instability that occurs when an interface separating high and
low density fluids is accelerated, with small perturbations growing into larger scale
structures. Although RTI have been studied in the past by numerous researchers,
their application to a chemical explosion is still in its infancy. Explosive charges are
generally not “hydrodynamically smooth,” resulting in perturbations on the contact
surface/interface at the onset of detonation. Even if the surface of the explosive
charge is smooth, perturbations still exist at the molecular scales. In both scenarios,
these perturbations inevitably grow into a RTI. At the later stages of an explosion,
a secondary shock [34] propagates outward and interacts with the hydrodynamic
structures, across which density gradients still exist. This impulsive acceleration of a
density interface is termed as a Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI) [169], and grows
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at different rates vis-à-vis a RTI. Such hydrodynamic instabilities are encountered
in various engineering applications such as Scramjets [78] and explosions [74, 120,
121], as well as natural phenomena such as supernovae explosions [151, 152]. These
instabilities will also be described in more detail later as they are of direct relevance
to the current problem of interest. In addition, particles can also interact with these
hydrodynamic instabilities, thereby giving rise to different dispersion characteristics,
and will also be investigated in this study.
The flow field behind explosions inevitably transitions to turbulence after the
aforementioned hydrodynamic instabilities break down, cascading kinetic energy from
larger to smaller scales. Moreover, when solid particles are present in an explosion,
they often introduce perturbations that augment turbulence in the flow. Thus, dur-
ing the later stages of explosions, a range of time and length scales exist, which pose
a great computational challenge. One approach to solve for fluid turbulence is by
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), where all scales are resolved. However, present
day computational resources do not permit the resolution of most engineering prob-
lems, thereby necessitating the use of other simulation strategies. To this end, often
only the large scales are resolved in simulations, and appropriate models are used to
account for the effect of the small scales (also termed as sub-grid scales) on the large
scales. Generally, universality of the small scales—first envisioned by Kolmogorov
in 1941 [115, 116]—is exploited to formulate the sub-grid model. This separation of
scales enables robust CFD simulations of many engineering problems, and offers a
useful tool for the design and development of various practical systems in aerospace,
mechanical, chemical, civil and petrochemical industries. Both incompressible as well
as compressible turbulence have been studied in the past, and often require different
modeling approaches. To permit the resolution of the relevant scales, the current for-
mulation employs a one-equation sub-grid kinetic equation to model the small scales,
the mathematical form will be elaborated upon later.
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1.2 Literature Review
In this section, some of the past work on pertinent physics and computational ap-
proaches that are of direct relevance to the current research effort are presented.
1.2.1 Two-phase modeling
Research on two-phase modeling has been undertaken entensively in the past, and
detailed discussions of early research works can be identified by the review papers of
Gokhale & Krier [89] and Drew [59]. Two approaches are common in the modeling of
two-phase flows as aforementioned: Eulerian-Eulerian and Eulerian-Lagrangian. In
this section, the Eulerian-Eulerian modeling approach is reviewed first, followed by
the Eulerian-Lagrangian approach.
One of the very popular numerical studies of two-phase granular flows was under-
taken by Baer & Nunziato [11], where Deflagration to Detonation Transition (DDT) in
granular explosives such as HMX was studied employing a two-fluid Eulerian-Eulerian
model. The presence of non-conservative terms (discussed earlier in this chapter) in
the governing equations was identified, and closures were required for interface veloc-
ity and pressure. This two-phase model, despite some minor weaknesses, forms the
basis for many two-phase approaches to come in the later years. In particular, issues
related to interface closures, treatment of non-conservative terms, handling of equa-
tions of state for mixtures, etc., have been widely addressed in the coming years with
this model as the baseline. For instance, the non-conservative terms were treated like
source terms in [20, 106], and were neglected in [91]—both these approaches have no
physical justification. In the former ([20, 106]), the treatment of these terms as source
terms negates their proper evaluation at volume fraction discontinuities; in the latter
([91]), pressure forces at volume fraction discontinuities will inhibit a dense multi-
phase system at rest to continue to remain at rest. In another approach, Sainsaulieu
[174] introduces additional viscous effects to regularise the solution, and estimate the
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solution under the limit of a viscosity parameter tending to zero. The mathematical
treatment of the non-conservative term may have a significant impact on the solution
[101], thereby emphasizing that this term should be accurately computed.
A step aimed to address two-phase modeling issues was undertaken by Saurel &
Abgrall [175], focusing on micro-scale motion by accounting for relaxation parameters
for pressure and velocity. Building on this achievement, the same research group
extended the approach to the Discrete Equations Method (DEM) [1], in which the
system of equations are discretely solved for both phases and then averaged. Stated in
these terms, volume fraction discontinuities are allowed at inter-cell interfaces, where
the fluxes are evaluated as a summation of multiple combinations of pure-fluids on
either side. This approach permits the use of pure fluid equations of state (EOS) for
each fluid, unlike the use of a mixture EOS in previous approaches. Later, the authors
extended the study to heterogeneous detonation [44] and to evaporating fronts [125].
A description of using different interface pressure closures in the DEM was recently
addressed [154].
Several other closely-related formulations also exist in literature from the same
DEM originators, and have been applied to a wide variety of two-fluid problems such
as cavitating flows and shocks in multiphase mixtures [176, 177, 179]. Recently, an-
other research group independently developed an Eulerian-Eulerian approach very
similar in mathematical form to the DEM, and successfully applied it to the study
of shock-interface problems [39, 40]. All these approaches offer different simulation
strategies for multiphase flow problems, and have different advantages and disadvan-
tages.
Eulerian-Lagrangian approaches have also been employed in the past to model
two-phase flows, in which the gas phase is treated to obey Eulerian continuum laws,
and the discrete phase (solid particles or liquid droplets) is solved using a Lagrangian
tracking approach. Andrews & O’Rourke [8] and Snider et al. [185] presented a
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multiphase particle-in-cell (MP-PIC) method for particulate flows accounting for full
coupling between the carrier and the dispersed phases. An inter-particle stress model
was developed to empirically compute the force due to inter-particle interactions,
which prevents the particle volume fraction from exceeding the close packing limit.
A mapping procedure was used in these studies to obtain particle properties to and
from an Eulerian grid. Later, Snider [186] extended the approach to the study of
gravity-dominated sedimentation of particles, two-phase Rayleigh-Taylor instability
under gravity, and gas-particle jets, thereby demonstrating the two-phase numerical
approach for a range of problems, albeit in the low-speed regime. The same simula-
tion strategy was then employed by Patankar & Joseph [160] and applied to study
bubbling fluidized beds and gravity-dominated sedimentation under different condi-
tions. These references have demonstrated the efficacy and challenges involved in
Eulerian-Lagrangian modeling of two-phase flows.
The physics and mathematics of multiphase flows has also been elaborately dis-
cussed in the books by Gidaspow [81] and Crowe et al. [51]. The mathematics and
computation of multicomponent flows is also comprehensively detailed in the book by
Drew & Passman [60], with primary applications to bubbly liquids and particle-fluid
mixtures, albeit in the low-speed regime. They derived the two-phase equations using
ensemble averaging, and also discuss closure for dispersed flows from a fundamental
perspective. Their exposition in terms of ensemble averaging was new, and forms
the averaging procedure in many two-phase methods developed henceforth, including
the Discrete Equations Method (DEM) [1, 44]. The choice of applying an appropri-
ate method is problem dependent, thereby also emphasizing that the scope for the
development of more robust two-phase methodologies still exists.
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1.2.2 Homogeneous explosives
Several studies have been carried out in the past to study blast waves from homo-
geneous explosives, and based on available experimental data, scaling laws for blast
wave decay and impulse have been reported in the past [12]. The earliest scaling
law of Hopkinson (1915) [12] suggested that blast waves from two different charges of
different mass, but of the same explosive, would have the same strength at the same
scaled distance. This scaled distance (units: mKg−1/3) is given by r/W1/3, where r
denotes the distance from the explosive in m, and W is the mass of the explosive in
the charge in Kg. This scaling law forms the basis of many scaling laws proposed
for explosives in the later years. For example, the Sachs scaling law (1944) [12] is
a modification of the Hopkinson law to account for atmospheric conditions, and the
scaled distance is given by rpo
1/3/E1/3, where po is the ambient pressure in bar, and
E is the detonation energy from the charge in Joules. This scaling law assumes that
air behaves as a perfect gas, and that the effects of viscosity and gravity are neg-
ligible [12]. Experiments of chemical explosions have been carried out for decades,
and pressures and impulses have been consolidated by Kingery & Bulmash [113] and
Kinney & Graham [114], both of which are widely used by the research community
for comparisons. Another widely used scaling is the TNT equivalence, which has been
reported for a few commercial blasting explosives [55, 69, 206]. However, recent ex-
perimental studies [93] on gram-range explosive charges has shown that a single TNT
equivalence value is insufficient to represent the overall explosive strength. Thus, sev-
eral such scaling laws and parameters exist to characterize the behavior of explosives,
assuming one-dimensional post-detonation behavior of the explosion.
Numerical studies on blast effects from explosives have also been undertaken.
Brode [34] undertook one of the first numerical studies of an explosive charge (TNT)
using a one-dimensional assumption and presented overpressure impulse. This study
was the first to show the presence of secondary and tertiary shocks in an explosion.
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Another study focusing on bursting spheres was carried out by Vanderstraeten et al.
[201], and they proposed an empirical model to estimate the peak overpressure as a
function of the energy scaled distance. They also presented an empirical expression
for the explosive efficiency as a function of the contact surface velocity. A general
discussion of the phenomena involved in the estimation of blast loading from three
explosive scenarios, i.e., from atomic weapons, conventional high explosives, and un-
confined vapor cloud explosions on above-ground structures was reported by Beshara
[28]. In this study, loading was characterized from dynamic pressure and reflected
overpressure. A comparison of several scaling laws proposed for TNT has been re-
ported [32] with simple curve-fit expressions for the blast wave parameters. In another
one-dimensional study, the afterburn energy release was parametrically assumed [6]
and it was postulated that the total energy release of explosions in closed chambers is
a function only of the end-state quasi-static pressure. Recently, the blast effects were
assessed from the simulation of explosions in a variety of city-like configurations [46],
and compared to experimental observations. The role of multiple wave interactions
was identified, thereby emphasizing that the presence of structures alters the blast
characteristics of explosions compared to free-explosions.
All the above noted studies were based on a one-dimensional assumption of the
blast effects from explosive charges. However, viewing photographic images of chem-
ical explosions (Fig. 2), it is evident that three-dimensional effects such as hydrody-
namic instabilities and turbulence are prominent; in particular, the fireball is non-
spherically symmetric. The growth of instabilities in the contact surface of an ex-
plosive fireball was first reported by Anisimov & Zeldovich [9, 10]. They identified
two limiting cases, i.e., when the length scale of the instability is much less than the
distance between the primary and secondary shock (they refer to it as free Rayleigh-
Taylor turbulence), and when the scale of the instability is of the same order. They
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identified that the position of the secondary shock decides the spatial scale of the ini-
tial Taylor modes, and hence, the rate of mixing between the detonation products and
the shock-compressed air. Kuhl et al. [120, 121], in a series of papers, performed a
numerical investigation of the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities in explosives and
its significance to the afterburn of the detonation products, using an adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) technique. Four different regimes/phases were identified by the
authors: (i) blast wave, (ii) implosion, (iii) re-shock, and (iv) asymptotic mixing [120].
The study reported that while the mean kinetic energy decays rapidly, the fluctuating
component asymptotes to a constant value at late times, thereby highlighting the tur-
bulent nature of the mixing region. Baroclinic torque effect (misaligned pressure and
density gradients) was observed to cause vorticity in the mixing region, which decays
at late times. In [121], the authors reported that most (∼ 90%) of the afterburn of
the detonation products occurs in the asymptotic mixing phase, due to the merging
of vortex rings and the accompanying wrinkling of the exothermic surface.
Recently, different kinds of explosions, viz. blast from pressure vessel rupture,
blast from explosive evaporation of superheated liquids, fuel-air explosive blast and
high-explosive blasts, were studied [27] with the goal to assess the “BLAST” soft-
ware. Although this study demonstrates the differences in the physics involved for
the different types of explosions, the effects of hydrodynamic instabilities—critical to
the problem of explosions—was not addressed to detail. The current research effort
will address these three-dimensional effects, the role of solid particles, mixing, and
afterburn behind chemical explosions, etc., and characterize and quantify the same
in order to provide valuable physical insights to the problem.
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1.2.3 Heterogeneous explosives
Heterogeneous explosives are formed when solid metal particles are added to a charge
of a high explosive. Although the fundamental understanding of the physics of het-
erogeneous explosives is still in its infancy, both experimental and numerical investi-
gations of heterogeneous explosives have been undertaken and provide some valuable
insights. The detonation of a heterogeneous explosive charge is characterized by a
detonation velocity deficit in comparison with a homogeneous charge, as observed in
experiments undertaken by Lee et al. [126], due to the associated momentum and en-
ergy transfer. Lanovets et al. [122] performed a numerical study based on a two-fluid
approach and reported that for a certain range of particle size and density, the solid
particles can catch-up with the shock front and overtake it. Milne [153] developed a
mesoscale model to study detonation of a nitromethane charge with inert particles
using a simple one step Arrhenius kinetics, and explained the increase in detonation
failure diameter with particle size for small inert particles. A one-dimensional model
of the steady-state detonation of a heterogeneous explosive with reactive particles
was developed by Gonor et al. [90], and applied to study RDX charges comprising of
aluminum particles. It was reported that ultra-dispersed aluminum particles (0.1 µm)
burn completely in the RDX reaction zone, but 5 µm-sized aluminum particles do
not. Furthermore, the authors also concluded that the reduction in mass fraction of
the gaseous component of the detonation products is an important factor that affects
the decrease in detonation velocity.
Later, Zhang et al. [214] carried out experimental and numerical studies to obtain
the shock front and the particle cloud trajectory for a nitromethane charge containing
steel particles. They found that for spherical and cylindrical charges, the possibility
of the solid particles overtaking the shock front exists, but is highly unlikely for pla-
nar charges due to their lower attenuation rates. They also noted that the distance
required for the large particles to overtake the shock front strongly depends on the
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Figure 3: Photographic image of a heterogeneous explosion from [214].
charge size and material density, but weakly on the solid volume fraction. Photo-
graphic images of particle dispersal due to explosion are shown in Fig. 3 at different
times, and indicate that for the large particle size considered (463 µm steel), the
exploding particle cloud is spherically symmetric. In addition, they also concluded
that a particle size limit exists, above which the distance required for the particles
to penetrate the shock front is less sensitive to the particle size, and below which,
the distance required depends on particle size. In another study, Zhang et al. [215]
reported that the momentum transfer from an explosive to the solid particles dur-
ing the particle crossing of the detonation front is insignificant for heavy-metal and
significant for light-metal particles. These studies provide valuable insights on the
physics of detonation interactions with solid particle clouds.
Some joint experimental and numerical efforts have also been undertaken to evalu-
ate impulsive loading from a heterogeneous charge comprising of a high explosive and
inert/reacting solid particles. Frost et al. [72] investigated the critical conditions re-
quired for the ignition of metal particles in heterogeneous explosive charges, and later,
presented the blast wave pressure and impulse for heterogeneous charges containing
spherical magnesium particles and a liquid explosive such as Nitromethane, varying
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: Photographic image of heterogeneous explosions showing hydrodynamic
instabilities in a fireball [74].
both the particle size and charge diameter [73]. Then, the same research group [74]
presented some photographic images of explosions from heterogeneous charges, clearly
showing hydrodynamic instabilities, and some of these are displayed in Fig. 4. Later,
Frost et al. [75] carried out a combined experimental and numerical study focusing
on particle momentum and impulse effects of a nitromethane charge with steel parti-
cles. They showed that the integrated particle momentum flux is larger than the gas
momentum flux by a factor of about 3-4 in the near field, and the impulsive load on
a near-field structure was increased by a factor of 2 for a heterogeneous charge, when
compared to a homogeneous charge.
Massoni et al. [141] proposed a reactive model for aluminized explosive charges
in spherical coordinates. They combined an ALE method and a detonation tracking
technique, and matched blast wave parameters with experiments for aluminized ex-
plosive charges. Ripley et al. [171] numerically obtained velocity and temperature
transmission factors, defined as the ratio of velocity and temperature, respectively, of
particle to the gas as the detonation wave crosses the particle in a heterogeneous ex-
plosive. They identified three different regimes of interest, i.e., when the particle size
is much smaller, comparable to, and much larger than the reaction zone thickness.
Although these studies have provided valuable insights to the problem of heteroge-
neous explosions, additional insights are required to characterize the physics of the
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flow field, in particular to the dependence of the impulsive loading on particle size,
growth of hydrodynamic instabilities from heterogeneous explosions, the associated
mixing and afterburn aspects, etc., and these areas will be focused in the current
research.
1.2.4 Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities
Hydrodynamic instabilities have been studied in the past extensively—theoretically,
experimentally and numerically. Despite this, several interesting physics still remains
unexplored. For the study of explosions, both Rayleigh-Taylor Instability (RTI) as
well as Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI) are of relevance as aforementioned,
and some of the major research efforts in the past aimed to understand these are
hereby discussed. The science of RTI started with the seminal work of Taylor [192],
who investigated the growth of instabilities on accelerated liquid surfaces. Later,
Layzer [124] applied perturbation theory to obtain analytic expressions for the rise of
multiple bubbles in a vertical column subjected to an accelerating field and derived
Bessel functions based solutions. The theory of perturbation growth can be best
identified with the pioneering work of Chandrasekhar [38], which forms the foundation
for most of the later theoretical works in the field. Studies have shown that RTI
grows as “bubbles” of lighter fluid “rising” into the heavier fluid, and “spikes” of
heavier fluid “falling” into the lighter fluid. Furthermore, “bubble competition” is a
well established feature of multi-mode hydrodynamic instabilities. Here, contiguous
bubbles interact with each other, with larger bubbles overtaking smaller bubbles and
engulfing them completely, leading to amalgamation of bubbles. Consequently, larger
length scales appear with time.
Experimental studies of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities have been carried out by
Read & Youngs [167, 168], focusing on the turbulent mixing ensuing from RTI. At
the same time, Youngs [211] undertook two-dimensional numerical simulations by
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adding perturbations to a fluid interface, and demonstrated that RTI grows linearly
at early times, soon transitioning into a non-linear growth that eventually leads to
a loss of memory of the initial conditions. One of the early detail reviews on RTI
was presented by Sharp [183]. With advances in computing power, more elaborate
numerical studies on RTI have been undertaken in the later years. A front-tracking
approach was used to numerically study RTI [86, 87], and runaway growth of bub-
bles was also reported to occur under certain conditions. A different approach was
introduced by Alon et al. [5], who used a statistical model for predicting RTI bub-
ble growth and demonstrated scale-invariance and runaway growth regimes; later,
the same group applied a potential flow model [97] to investigate the same problem.
DNS studies of three-dimensional RTI was undertaken [48] and it was shown that the
growth rates and the amount of mixing are sensitive to the initial conditions, and
that the height of the mixing zone, rather than time, was postulated to be a suitable
parameter for scaling the turbulent statistics. In another study, a self-similar scaling
law for fluid mixing in the compressible regime of RTI was established [80], and it
was demonstrated that compressible effects enhance the amount of mixing. The same
research group then assessed grid and sub-grid effects to validate turbulent mixing
for RTI simulations [127], with emphasis on physical mass diffusion, thereby illus-
trating grid requirements for large scale simulations of RTI. Very recently, Youngs &
Williams [212] have undertaken numerical simulations to quantify turbulent mixing
in spherical implosions using a spherical sector grid, with particular focus on kinetic
energy dissipation in the mixing layer.
The study of RTI driven by a blast wave is of significance to supernovae explosions,
and forms the basis for a series of papers by Miles and co-workers [149, 150, 151, 152]
at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The authors focused on the effect
of initial conditions on the late time behavior of multi-mode RTI driven by blast
waves, and speculated that quasi-self-similar growth of Rayleigh-Taylor structures is
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possible at late times, thereby opening up more discussions on the physics of RTIs
from explosions. These authors used a bubble merger model as well as a buoyancy-
drag model, and complement their results with numerical simulations. In summary,
RTI is encountered in various engineering problems and natural phenomena, and their
characterization and understanding requires more detailed analysis. To this end, the
further advance of computing power will enable more understanding of the same.
The Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI), closely related to RTI, was first iden-
tified theoretically by Richtmyer [169] and experimentally by Meshkov [146]. The
primary difference between RTI and RMI is that the latter involves an impulsive
acceleration, unlike the former. Perhaps the earliest numerical simulation of RMI
was undertaken by Meyer & Blewett [148], using a two-dimensional Lagrangian in-
viscid hydrocode, and they obtained good agreement with Richtmyer’s formula. To
complement the theoretical developments, experiments have also been undertaken.
Vetter & Sturtevant [202] reported flow visualization experiments of RMI in an air-
SF6 combination, and it was shown that whereas the thin membrane that forms the
initial surface plays a significant influence on the initial growth of the interface, the
growth rates measured after the first reflected shock are independent of the same. To
circumvent membrane effects, another research group [105] employed a novel mem-
braneless shock tube where the light and heavy fluids flow from opposite directions
of a vertical shock tube, and obtained good agreement with Richtmyer’s theory. A
research group based in Israel have also studied the RTI and RMI using theoretical,
numerical and experimental approaches [107, 128, 158, 170, 189], and emphasized on
the significance of bubble competition in the RMI growth behavior. Both classical as
well as re-shocked RMI were considered, and it was shown in [128] that the late time
mixing zone loses memory of the initial perturbations, and depends strongly on the
strength of the re-shock.
Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of RMI with re-shock have also been undertaken
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recently [98, 123, 198], demonstrating that sub-grid modeling can capture the small
scales associated with the problem. In addition, the RMI has also been investigated
in cylindrical [133, 134, 135, 219] and spherical geometries [147], demonstrating that
the problem involves multiple combinations. For instance, the converging geometry
RMI can be both explosive as well as implosive, and both heavy-light as well as light-
heavy combinations [135, 219]. A comprehensive review of RMI was presented by
Brouillette [35] in 2002, although significant numerical developments have also been
undertaken since then. Despite all these detail studies, the application of RMI to
engineering problems still poses several challenges, and offers an interesting avenue
for future research. In the current study, both RTI and RMI are encountered, and
will be illustrated in more detail later.
1.2.5 Aluminum combustion in high-speed flow
Aluminum particles are used in a wide variety of engineering applications for their
high energy release (∼ 50 MJ/Kg). In particular, aluminum particles are added
to solid propellants and explosives so as to augment the total energy release for
propulsion or blast applications. The burning characteristics of aluminum particles
have been studied both experimentally and numerically for several decades. It is well
known that aluminum particles exist with a metal oxide shell, and that ignition would
not occur until this shell is melted. After this melting, the inner pure aluminum is
exposed to heat and oxidizer, and can sustain burning. During the 1960s space race
between the former Soviet Union and the United States, the significance of aluminum
addition to propellants and explosives was realized, resulting in research on its burning
characteristics. Early Soviet research on aluminum can be identified by [23, 71, 164],
and counterpart American research by the pioneering works of Glassman and co-
workers [36, 84, 85]. A good review of aluminum combustion research was summarized
by Beckstead [21], and a burn time correlation was obtained using experimental data
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from past research. However, significant amounts of scatter exists in the burn time
plot owing to the different kinds of aluminum particle ignition considered in the
experiments, viz. propellant, gas burner, laser, flash and shock ignited.
Aluminum combustion applied to other high-speed phenomena including explo-
sions have also been researched. In France, Veyssiere & Khasainov [108, 109, 203, 204]
have studied detonations in aluminum air mixtures experimentally and have postu-
lated models for aluminum burning applicable for detonation conditions. Shock tube
experiments in Russia on aluminum combustion have been undertaken by Boiko and
co-workers [29, 30, 31] and they have also reported aluminum combustion models
applicable under shock tube conditions. In addition, they also investigated the possi-
bility of initiating the ignition of aluminum powders in air using combustible liquids
such as diesel and alcohol nitrate. Recently, several numerical studies have been
undertaken in Russia focusing on aluminum combustion for both shock tube appli-
cations [65, 110] as well as detonations [66, 67]. At the same time, a Japanese group
also undertook numerical studies focusing on shock and detonation studies involving
aluminum particles [24, 25, 26].
Combustion of an aluminum particle can occur in two regimes: (i) diffusive and
(ii) kinetic [205]. The diffusive regime has been extensively studied by the research
community, with an established correlation provided by Beckstead [21, 22] widely
used. However, recent shock tube experimental data of small aluminum particles
[18] show that particle diameters below 10 µm exhibit transition from the diffusive
regime to the kinetic regime, particularly under high-speed conditions. Furthermore,
they also reported the dependence of the aluminum burning time on the oxidizer
used, on the percentage of oxidizer in the ambient gas, and the pressure dependence
of the burning time. Later, the same group undertook more shock tube studies
of small aluminum particles in the 3–11 µm dia. range and obtained burn time
correlations [136, 137] dependent on pressure, particle size and oxidizer concentration.
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Even experiments conducted by another research group [184, 196] suggest deviations
from the classical diffusive regime for small particle sizes. An experimental study
undertaken by Zhang et al. [217] investigated the effect of initial pressure on the
detonation of aluminum-air mixtures, and showed that the classical diffusion theories
fail to address the high pressure effects observed. Since aluminum is widely used in
explosives, it is also of interest to study the combustion characteristics when aluminum
is exposed to detonation products.
The interaction of aluminum particles with the products of detonation of con-
densed high explosives such as HMX and RDX was experimentally studied by Gilev &
Anisichkin [82] by measuring the electrical conductivity of mixtures, and the amount
of reacted aluminum and the oxide-layer thickness were estimated. In another recent
study, Tanguay et al. [190] undertook an experimental/numerical study of aluminum
particle combustion of size 2-100 µm in high-speed hydrogen-oxygen detonation prod-
ucts, and reported that aluminum combustion conforms to the kinetic regime in
detonation-like conditions. Despite several decades of research interest on aluminum
combustion under high-speed conditions, its dispersion characteristics due to explo-
sive dispersal has not been elaborately addressed in literature. In particular, the
interaction of aluminum particles with hydrodynamic instabilities under high-speed
conditions has not been studied to detail in the past. To shed light along these lines,
the ignition, combustion and dispersion aspects of aluminum particle clouds due to
chemical explosions will be addressed in the current study.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows: the research objectives are detailed in Chapter 2.
This is followed by a presentation of the mathematical formulation of the governing
equations for both the gas phase and solid particles in Chapter 3. Details of the
computational method employed for solving the governing equations are discussed in
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Chapter 4. Some relevant validation studies are presented in Chapter 5 to demon-
strate the efficacy of the simulation strategy. Then the results obtained from this
research effort are presented: homogeneous explosive charges into ambient air and
into dilute particle clouds in Chapter 6; heterogeneous explosive charges in Chapter
7. Finally, the conclusions drawn from this study and some recommendations for




The primary goal of this research effort is to investigate the problem of chemical
explosions and their interaction with solid particle clouds, focusing on the various
thermo-fluid mechanic phenomena such as perturbation growth, hydrodynamic in-
stabilities, inter-phase interactions, particle dispersion and ignition, dense particle
effects, combustion/afterburn effects, etc. The flow field can be dilute or dense in
terms of the volume occupied by the solid particles; both these regimes are of inter-
est and will be investigated. In addition, from a numerical standpoint, particle-gas
interactions in the form of mass, momentum and energy transfer will have to be han-
dled, ensuring two-way coupling. For dense flow scenarios, blockage effects have to
be accounted for, since the total volume is not exclusively available to any one single
phase. Moreover, under dense loading, particle-particle collision/contact forces have
to be taken into account.
The primary interest of this research effort is to apply the simulation approach
to investigate the post-detonation characteristics of homogeneous explosives into air
as well as into dilute aluminum particle clouds. Building on this, the simulation
strategy will be extended to the study of heterogeneous explosives, i.e., explosive
charges consisting of a mass of metal particles. The complex physics involved in the
problem of interest poses several challenges that have to be identified and investigated.
In addition, the computational approaches need to be tested and verified before their
employment to investigate the problem of interest. The individual objectives that
need to be addressed in order to achieve these goals are proposed:
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1 Ascertain the physics involved in homogeneous explosions into ambi-
ent air
Explosions from homogeneous explosive charges will be considered, and the
fundamental physics of the flow field will be studied. Three different high ex-
plosive charges, viz. Nitromethane (NM), Trinitrotoluene (TNT) and High
Melting Explosive (HMX) will be considered, and the gas dynamics of explo-
sions from these explosives will be compared. The problem under study involves
explosives—whose detonation product gases do not behave like an ideal/perfect
gas—necessitating the use of real gas models. To this end, the Jones-Wilkins-
Lee (JWL) [220] and the Noble-Abel [104] equations of state are identified and
will be incorporated in the hydrocode to obtain thermodynamic closure. Based
on the simulation results for these explosives, scaling laws for the blast wave
overpressure and impulsive loading will be obtained, which can serve as a bench-
mark for future comparisons. Furthermore, for carbon rich explosives such as
TNT, the afterburn energy release is to also be taken into account, and this
inevitably depends on the role played by hydrodynamic instabilities such as
Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov. The amount of mixing in the fireball
is dependent on the growth of these instabilities, and in turn decides the amount
of afterburn energy release. To gain fundamental insights into the physics of
mixing and hydrodynamic instabilities in the explosive fireball, these aspects
will be investigated.
2 Ascertain the physics involved in homogeneous explosions into dilute
aluminum clouds
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Homogeneous explosions into reactive aluminum particle clouds will be inves-
tigated, focusing on the role played by the particles to the gas dynamics and
afterburn in the mixing layer. A new solver that can track solid particles dis-
cretely is to be incorporated into the simulation hydrocode, modeled along the
lines of the existing liquid phase solver. This solver will use the appropriate
mass, momentum and energy transfer laws to model the interaction between
the two phases, and will also employ two-way coupling [51]. Several validation
studies from literature will be identified, and used as a means for validating the
implemented models in the hydrocode.
With the validation tests completed, the investigation will extend into the study
of chemical explosions into dilute aluminum particle clouds, with focus on par-
ticle dispersion, ignition, and afterburn. The role played by ambient particle
clouds on the amount of mixing and afterburn in the ensuing mixing layer, and
the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities will be quantified, thereby character-
izing the combustion and gas dynamic phenomena of relevance in the mixing
layer. In addition, the dispersion of particles upon their interaction with the
hydrodynamic instabilities in the mixing layer will be addressed, with the goal
to elucidate the underlying physics of two-phase explosions. These studies will
shed light on the physics of particle cloud motion, ignition, burning, and the
interaction of particle clouds with hydrodynamic instabilities when subjected
to explosive dispersal.
3 Investigate the physics of heterogeneous explosive charges containing
inert steel particles
Heterogeneous explosive charges are inherently dense in nature, i.e., the two
phases (solid particles and gas) occupy non-negligible volumes—necessitating
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the use of a dense, two-phase approach. To this end, the Discrete Equations
Method (DEM) [1, 44] will be extended to an Eulerian-gas, Lagrangian-solid
formulation (denoted as EL DEM), and implemented in the solver. Further-
more, due to the dense nature of the problem, the collision/contact between
particles has to be accounted for, and will be accomplished with the use of
Snider’s empirical collision model [186]. These numerical developments will be
validated with pertinent problems from literature, before their application to
the study of heterogeneous explosions.
The problem of heterogeneous explosions will be investigated for a range of
operating parameters such as particle size, charge volume fraction, etc., with
focus on the evaluation of the total deliverable impulsive loading from such
charges. In particular, the individual contributions of the gas pressure, gas
momentum and particle momentum to the total deliverable impulsive loading
will be quantified. Furthermore, the contributions of viscous drag, gas pressure
gradient and inter-particle collision forces will be determined to study the parti-
cle acceleration/deceleration at different stages of the explosion. The impulsive
loading for the heterogeneous explosive charge will also be compared with coun-
terpart homogeneous explosive charges. Overall, these investigations are aimed
at understanding the efficacy of heterogeneous explosive charges for impulsive
applications.
Building on this, the mixing layer ensuing from heterogeneous explosions will
be quantified, with focus on the amount of mixing, afterburn, and perturba-
tion/fluctuation intensities. The mixing layer ensuing from heterogeneous ex-
plosive charges will also be compared to the corresponding mixing layers from
homogeneous explosions, thereby assessing the role played by the particles in
the amount of mixing and afterburn in the mixing layer. The gas dynamics of
the mixing layer for different particle sizes used in the heterogeneous explosive
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will also be addressed. These studies will provide insights on the growth trends
of hydrodynamic instabilities and quantification of the ensuing mixing in the
post-detonation regime of heterogeneous explosions.
4 Investigate the physics of heterogeneous explosive charges containing
reactive aluminum particles
Finally, high explosive charges containing a dense loading of aluminum par-
ticles will be investigated, with focus on estimating the particle burning and
dispersion characteristics. The role of particle size and initial volume fraction
in the charge on the heating, burning and dispersion of particle clouds will be
examined and quantified. This investigative study will further the understand-





This chapter describes the governing equations and the related closure/empirical mod-
els for both the gas and solid phases. Under the assumption of continuum, the gas
phase is computed using an Eulerian approach by solving the three-dimensional, com-
pressible, unsteady, two-phase Navier-Stokes equations [1, 11, 44]. Stated in these
terms, the equations of interest are comprised of the continuity, momentum, energy
and multi-component species equations. In this chapter, the governing equations
are described in detail, as well as their extension to a Large-Eddy Simulation (LES)
formulation and the associated sub-grid closure models. In addition, the thermody-
namic closure is explained with the consideration of both perfect gas as well as real
gas equations of state. Finally, the combustion model used in this study and the
multi-step chemical equations are presented.
For the dispersed phase, viz. solid particles, a Lagrangian tracking approach [51]
is employed, and this chapter outlines the associated equations and the coupling in-
volved between the two phases. Here, the particle kinematic equations, inter-particle
collision model, particle heat and mass transfer equations are presented and explained.
Empirical parameters are appropriately used to account for the various physical phe-
nomena and discussed in this chapter.
The gas phase equations and closures are first presented, followed by the solid
particle phase.
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3.1 Gas (Eulerian) Phase
3.1.1 The Navier-Stokes equations
The gas phase Navier-Stokes equations, applicable for dense two-phase flows in the

















αgρgug,iug,j + αgpgδij − αgτg,ij
αg (ρgEg + pg) ug,j − αgug,iτg,ji + αgqg,j



























where αg denotes the gas phase volume fraction, ρg the density, ug,i the i−th Cartesian
component of velocity, Eg the total specific energy given by the sum of the internal
(eg) and kinetic energies, eg +
1
2
ug,iug,i, and Yg,k the mass fraction of the k-th species.
The stress tensor is denoted by τg,ij, the j-direction heat flux by qg,j, the j-direction
diffusion velocity by Vg,j,k, and the chemical production of the k-th species by ω̇k.
In a multi-component flow, the internal energy (eg) is obtained as a sum of the





where eg,k corresponds to the k-th species sensible energy, and Ns denotes the total
number of species in the gas. The stress tensor, heat flux vector, and the species
diffusion velocity are now defined.
• Definition of the stress tensor (τg,ij)
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The stress tensor in Eqn. (4) is obtained by assuming the fluid to be Newtonian,














where µg is the viscosity coefficient of the gas, assumed to be a function of temperature
(Tg) only. For gases, the viscosity is an increasing function of temperature, and
different models exist to describe this dependence [208]. Perhaps the most widely









where µ0 and T0 are reference values and S is the Sutherland’s constant. The viscosity







where the exponent n depends on the fluid composition, but usually takes values close
to 0.7 [208].
The other constant in Eqn. (6), λ, is the bulk viscosity [208]. Following Stokes’
hypothesis, it is assumed that the stress tensor is traceless, so that the bulk viscosity























• Definition of the heat flux vector (qg,j)
The heat flux vector has contributions from the thermal conduction and from the
flux of sensible enthalpy due to species diffusion. Fourier’s law of thermal conduction
is used to obtain the heat flux as a function of the local temperature gradient and









where hg,k denotes the enthalpy of the k-th species, and κg is the thermal conductivity
of the gas, assumed to be a function of temperature only. The Prandtl number (Pr)





and is assumed constant in the present study with a value of Pr = 0.72.
• Definition of the species diffusion velocities (Vg,j,k)








Here, the diffusion coefficient Dg,k depends on species k, and is obtained from a





In the current study, Le is assumed to be unity, i.e., Le = 1.
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3.1.2 Non-conservative/“nozzling” terms
In Eqn. (4), p∗ and ui
∗ denote, respectively, the pressure and i-th component of
velocity at the interface between the two phases. Also, τij
∗ denotes the stress tensor
at the multiphase interface. The ∗ superscript is used to emphasize that these terms
are to be evaluated at multiphase-interfaces only. Note that these terms occur in
Eqn. (4) multiplied with ∂αg
∂xj
, indicating that they occur wherever a volume fraction
gradient is prevalent, i.e., a multiphase interface. Furthermore, these terms occur
in Eqn. (4) in a non-conservative form, thus they are generally termed as “non-
conservative terms,” and play a critical role in dense multiphase-flows. They are also
referred to as “nozzling terms,” by virtue of them being analogous to the equations
that govern one-dimensional flow in a variable area nozzle [1, 44].
The nozzling terms were first identified in the seminal paper on two-phase flows
by Baer & Nunziato [11] in the context of granular explosives, which forms the basis
for many other research works to come in the later years. Some researchers have
dropped these terms for simplicity [91], thus rendering the system of equations to
be in conservative form. Others treat these terms as source terms [106]; there is,
however, no justification to this. Appropriate closures have to be used for p∗ and ui
∗
ensuring mathematical consistency [1], and this will be revisited later in Chapter 4.
3.1.3 Equations of state
A thermodynamic closure is essential to solve the governing equations outlined in
Eqn. (4) so as to arrive at a relation between the state variables, viz. pg, ρg, eg and
Tg. This relation is referred to as the equation of state, or EOS for short. Although
several EOS exist in literature, the appropriate choice is problem dependent, i.e.,
depends on the range of variation of the state variables themselves. Furthermore,
the frozen speed of sound (ag) also depends on the choice of the EOS used, where
the term ‘frozen’ is used to emphasize that the speed of sound of the gas mixture is
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computed assuming the chemical composition of the gases is frozen at the instant,
i.e., the gas pressure can be represented as pg = pg(ρg, eg). Under this assumption,





























have to be evaluated for the gas mixture to compute ag.
The different EOS considered in the current study are now summarized along with
their respective speeds of sounds:
• Perfect gas EOS
The perfect gas EOS is given by
pg = ρgRgTg, (16)
where Rg and Tg denote respectively, the gas constant and temperature of the gas.
For a mixture of gases, the gas constant Rg is obtained from the mass-fractions of







where MWk is the molar weight of the k-th species. For this perfect gas EOS, it can
be shown that the internal energy is a function of the temperature only, so that the








where Cv,g,k(Tg) is the specific heat at constant volume for the k-th species and e
0
g,k is
the reference energy evaluated at a reference temperature T0. The internal enthalpy
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where Cp,g,k(Tg) is the specific heat at constant pressure for the k-th species and is
related to Cv,g,k(Tg) as




If the specific heats are assumed independent of temperature, a calorically perfect gas















The EOS is then fully defined with Eqn. (20) and (21). This closure is appropriate to
fundamental studies or simulations of practical flows with low temperatures and/or
flows with small temperature variations. However, when higher variations in the
temperature field are expected, one must resort to the assumption of a thermally
perfect gas, where the specific heats and γ are assumed to vary with temperature. A
good reference for polynomial curve-fit expressions for specific heats as a function of
temperature for various species can be obtained from [92]. For a perfect gas, ∂pg
∂eg
= 0,







• Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS
The problem under study is characterized by high pressures and densities, and
thus the use of the perfect gas equation of state for the detonation products will not
accurately predict the behavior of the flow-field. A real gas model that accounts for
the dependence of the internal energy on both pressure and density is thus essential.
To this end, explosives are modeled using a real gas assumption, typically of the form
pg = pg(eg, ρg). (24)
A Mie-Gruneisen EOS is generally used, where the pressure is given as
pg = ℑ (ρg) + Ωρgeg, (25)
where ℑ(ρg) is a function of ρg only, and Ω is a constant. Note that when ℑ(ρg) = 0
and Ω = γ − 1, the Mie-Gruneisen EOS reduces to the perfect gas EOS. Many EOS
belong to the realm of Mie-Gruneisen EOS; one of the more widely used EOS in
the context of explosives is the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) EOS for the detonation
products [57, 220], summarized as















) + ωρg (eg − e0) , (26)
where A, B, R1, R2, ρo and ω are constants for an explosive and e0 denotes a reference
internal energy. These constants for several explosives are documented [220]. The
JWL equation of state is further simplified by using the constant specific heat at
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constant volume (Cv,g) approach [50] to obtain a thermal form of the equation of










The above thermal form can be different if Cp,g, on the other hand, is assumed
constant and Cv,g allowed to vary with other thermodynamic variables [50]. Note
that this choice of using either constant Cv,g or constant Cp,g to arrive at a thermal
form is purely ad hoc. In literature, constant Cv,g assumption is more widely used,
and is also employed in the current study. The JWL EOS constants are usually
obtained by curve-fit of experimental data such that the three terms in the JWL
EOS come into play at different density regimes, i.e., the first term at high densities,
the second term at intermediate densities, and the last term at low densities. Thus,
the JWL equation of state becomes asymptotic to the perfect gas equation of state
at low densities.











































































ω (1 + ω) eg. (29)
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• Van der Waals EOS
Another widely used real gas model is the Van der Waals EOS, which can be







(Vg − b) = RgTg, (30)
where a and b are constants, and Vg denotes the volume of the gas. This EOS must
be used only when Vg − b > 0, so as to preserve positivity. The pressure derivatives





























Another widely used equation of state to model explosives is the Noble-Abel equa-





where A is an empirical constant which is determined from two criteria: (1) ensuring
the term 1 − Aρg always remains positive; (2) from a priori knowledge of the blast
wave overpressure. Furthermore, to obtain the enthalpy of the gas, the specific heat
capacities (Cp,g) are used, and are assumed to vary with temperature by means of
polynomial curve-fits [92].
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Additional details about the Noble-Abel EOS can be found in [104].
3.1.4 Governing equations for LES
Turbulent fluid flows are characterized by a range of length and time scales, with
the smallest scales not being easily resolved with presently available computational
resources. Thus, in order to undertake a simulation strategy that accounts for all
the scales of physical relevance, the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) strategy is widely
used. Here, the large scales of the fluid flow are fully resolved, while models are
employed to account for the effect of the unresolved scales (also termed as subgrid-
scales or SGS) on the large, resolved scales. The separation of scales in high-Reynolds
number turbulent flows, and the universality of the small scales, as first envisioned
by Kolmogorov [115, 116], are widely accepted characteristics of turbulent flows, and
forms the basis of LES formulation. A spatial filtering operation is performed on
the Navier-Stokes equations to separate the large and small scales, following the
procedures outlined elsewhere [63, 156]. Thus, any variable f can be represented as
f = f̃ + f ”, where˜and ” denote, respectively, the resolved scales and the unresolved
sub-grid terms. Once this definition is exploited to separate the scales, the large
geometry-dependent scales are explicitly solved, and the effect of the small scales on
the large scales is modeled, assuming the small scales to be universal in behavior.
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In this section, the spatial filter is applied to the Navier Stokes equations, and the
Favre-filtered LES equations are presented [162, 165]; all subgrid unclosed terms are
explicitly identified.
3.1.4.1 Spatial filtering and Favre averaging
The separation between large and small scales is obtained by applying a spatial filter
to the governing equations. Let G(x,x′) denote the mathematical description of the
filter Kernel used for this operation, where x and x′ are position vectors. Then,




f(x′, t) G(x,x′)d3 x′, (36)
where Ω represents the domain of simulation. A top-hat filter kernel is used in the




gi(xi − x′i), (37)
where xi is the i-th computational coordinate, and gi’s are one-dimensional top-hat
filters, summarized as:






, |xi − x′i| < ∆i2
0, otherwise.
(38)
Here, ∆i denotes the local one-dimensional i−direction filter size, and ∆, the global
filter size, obtained as ∆ = (∆x∆y∆z)
1/3. ∆x, ∆y and ∆z denote, respectively, the
local grid dimensions in the x−, y− and z−directions.






where ρg is the local gas density. The so applied filter is spatial in character, rather
than temporal as is for the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) formulation.
Note that in the RANS formulation, only the averaged equations are solved, and
thus the instantaneous turbulence features cannot be studied. One of the primary
differences between LES and RANS arises from the fact that f̃ ” 6= 0 for LES, which
is not the case for RANS.
3.1.4.2 Filtering the Navier-Stokes equations
The spatial filter described above can be reduced to a function of x− x′, the relative
position in space, and can thus commute with both temporal and spatial partial
derivatives. The application of the filter to the Navier-Stokes equations, Eqn. (4), is














αg ρgũg,iũg,j + αg pgδij + αgτ
sgs













































for the continuity, momentum, energy and k-th species equations, respectively. The
variable ρg denotes the filtered gas density, ũg,i is the resolved i−direction gas velocity,
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pg is the filtered gas pressure, Ẽg is the resolved total energy per unit mass, obtained




sgs, where ẽg denotes the resolved specific internal energy, and
ksgs denotes the sub-grid kinetic energy. The term τg,ji represents the filtered viscous
stress tensor, and qg,j, the filtered heat flux vector. The variable αg represents the
filtered gas phase volume fraction, and is obtained by treating the gas phase volume
fraction (αg) as a passive scalar.




























Here, T̃g denotes the resolved gas temperature, Ỹg,k is the resolved mass-fraction of
the k−th species, and µg and κg denote, respectively, the gas viscosity and thermal
conductivity based on the resolved gas temperature. Assuming Fickian diffusion, the






where Dg,k is the resolved diffusion coefficient of the k−th species. The filtered gas
pressure, pg, is obtained from an appropriate equation of state, as aforementioned in
this chapter. Filtering the equations of state will result in a sub-grid temperature-
species correlation term, T sgs [78, 144, 161], that may also have to be accounted
for.
The unknowns from the above governing equations are identified as the following:
αg, ρg, ũg,i, pg, ẽg and Ỹg,k, and are solved for. The other terms in the governing
equations are obtained either directly from these variables, or through modeling. In
the above LES equations, the superscript sgs represents the sub-grid terms, and
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appropriate closures are used to model them [78, 79, 144, 161]. These closure models
are now discussed.
3.1.4.3 Closure model for the LES equations
All the subgrid-scale (SGS) terms, denoted with a sgs superscript, are unclosed and
have to be modeled. These terms are first identified (note that the index k in the
following equations is used to denote the k-th species, and when appears multiple
times in the same expression, is not to be misconstrued as a tensor summation):
• sub-grid stress tensor










+ (ug,ipg − ũg,ip̄g) ; (47)
• sub-grid viscous work
σsgsg,i = (ug,jτg,ij − ũg,jτg,ij) ; (48)
• sub-grid convective species flux
























To close the sub-grid stress tensor, τ sgsg,ij , an eddy-viscosity type closure is adopted
in this study:




























where ∆ is the local filter width. To obtain the sub-grid kinetic energy (ksgs), a











+ αgPksgs − αgDksgs . (56)
















The constants Cν and Cǫ are set values of 0.067 and 0.916, respectively [144]. How-
ever, they can also be obtained by using the Localized Dynamic k−Equation Model
(LDKM) [111, 112, 145].















k=1 h̃g,kỸg,k. Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number; it can be dynamically
computed, but is assumed unity in the present study.
The sub-grid convective species flux, Y sgsg,i,k, is modeled using the gradient diffusion
assumption as well:






where Sct is the turbulent Schmidt number. It can also be dynamically computed;




sgs are neglected for the present study, as also done so in [77, 144].
In Eqns. (40)-(43), the terms ˜̇ρp, ˜̇Fp,i, ˜̇Qp, ˜̇Wp and ˜̇Sp,k denote, respectively, the
source terms due to inter-phase interaction, which are obtained from the Lagrangian
tracking of the solid particles, and will be discussed in Section 3.2. Again, the˜nota-
tion is used to emphasize that they are based on resolved gas-phase quantities, unlike




To close chemistry, the chemical reaction rate, ω̇k, is assumed to be infinitely fast, i.e.,
the reaction rate is dictated by turbulent mixing, rather than by kinetics/temperature
(this approximation is widely referred to as the “flame-sheet” approximation). This
approach has been used in the past for modeling the post-detonation flow-field of ex-
plosives [120, 121, 181], especially because an Arrhenius-type reaction rate applicable
for the gas phase chemical reactions under the very high pressures and temperatures
encountered behind chemical explosions is not available in literature.
For simulations involving Nitromethane (NM) without aluminum particles, a one
step chemistry is used assuming CO as the only species in the detonation products.
Thus, the only chemical equation is:
(1) CO + 1
2
O2 → CO2. (60)
For simulations involving Trinitrotoluene (TNT) without aluminum particles, a two
step chemistry is used assuming C(S) (soot) and CO as the only species in the


















For simulations involving TNT as well as aluminum, a more detailed six-step chem-











































AlO if T̃g > 3500K,
1
2




The aerobic reactions are represented by the 3rd and 4th reactions, while the anaerobic
by 5th and 6th; the terms ‘aerobic’ and ‘anaerobic’ here are based on the choice of the
oxidizer: O2 or otherwise [14].
Temperature dependent curve-fits for the specific heats, Cp(T̃g) for the species
[92] are used in this study. Note that the species C(S) and Al2O3(L) exist in the
condensed phase, and thus their respective condensed phase Cp(T̃g) curve-fits are
used. A 700 K threshold gas temperature is assumed for chemistry to occur, as also
assumed in [181]. This is done to ensure that combustion is inhibited in ‘cold’ regions
of the flow, as defined by this threshold temperature. Furthermore, although C(S)
and Al2O3(L) exist in the condensed phase, they are usually treated as a gaseous
species for computations [181].
3.2 Solid (Lagrangian) Phase
Two approaches are common for modeling the dispersed phase, viz. solid particles:
Eulerian and Lagrangian [51]. Whereas in the former continuum is assumed for
the solid phase, the particles are discretely tracked in the latter approach. The
Eulerian approach is better suited to compute the solid phase field when the number
of particles involved is beyond computational memory availability. On the other hand,
the Lagrangian approach is better suited to simulate flows that involve relatively fewer
total number of solid particles, and also allows for the computation of individual
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particle trajectories. Another advantage of discrete particle tracking is that it allows
a better representation of particle boundary conditions and impact.
In the present study, Lagrangian particle tracking is used in order to enable the
computation of particle trajectories. The particles are treated as points moving in free
space, and are identified with a specific tag number. Thus, each tag is associated with
a specific particle position vector (xp,i), velocity vector (up,i), temperature (Tp) and
radius (rp). The number of particles to be tracked can be very large under some sce-
narios, beyond available computational memory. In such cases, the concept of parcel
is employed [160]. Here, a parcel represents a group of particles, each corresponding
to the same position and velocity vectors, and temperature. The number of parcels is
chosen based upon various factors such as computational cost and available memory,
while the number of particles assigned to a parcel is chosen based upon the desired
volume fraction/mass loading. The following sub-sections describe the particle phase
governing equations.
3.2.1 Solid phase governing equations
3.2.1.1 Kinematics
Following [51], the particle position vector (xp,i) is obtained from the velocity vector
(up,i), which is obtained from Newton’s law by accounting for all the forces acting on


















where mp is the particle mass, rp is the particle radius, and Ac,i is the i-component of
net acceleration/deceleration on a particle due to inter-particle collisions [160, 186].
Furthermore, ug,i represents the gas velocity at the location of the particle. The terms
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on the right side of Eqn. (64) represent the forces due to viscous drag, pressure drag
and inter-particle collision. The viscous drag is generally the predominant term and
many numerical studies in the past [41, 64, 65, 66, 67, 117, 118] consider only this
term for modeling particle dispersion due to gas flow. The pressure drag term can
be significant when strong shock waves are involved, and the inter-particle collision
force comes into play for dense flow fields. Other forces such as Saffman lift, Magnus
lift, Basset term and gravity [51] have been neglected based on an order of magnitude
analysis. More details on these different forces can be found in Maxey & Riley [142].
The particle mass, mp, is obtained as 4/3πrp
3ρp, where ρp is the solid particle
material density. Furthermore, CD in Eqn. (64) represents the drag coefficient, and
is usually expressed as an empirical function of Reynolds number, Mach number and
solid volume fraction [51]. Several different drag laws have been proposed in literature,
each being unique to a specific multiphase problem. To the best of our knowledge,
no universally accepted drag law available in literature is applicable for all kinds of
multiphase problems, e.g., dilute and dense particle fields or high and low speed flow.
Thus, different drag laws will be used for different problems in this paper, depending
on their regime of application. Appendix A summarizes some of the widely used
particle drag laws in literature.
For LES framework, the ug,i in Eqn. (64) is to be replaced with ũg,i+u
′
g,i, where ũg,i
is the resolved gas velocity, and u
′
g,i is an instantaneous velocity fluctuation computed






ksgs, where ϑ is an instantaneously
computed random number between -1 and +1. In this procedure, any sub-grid fluctu-
ation is assumed to be locally isotropic, and a sub-grid fluctuation velocity is evaluated
based on this approximation. The resolved gas velocity as seen by the particle is then
augmented by this sub-grid fluctuating velocity component to indirectly introduce
the effect of sub-grid eddies on the particles. Such a procedure has also been used
elsewhere [144].
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3.2.1.2 Inter-particle collision/contact model
When the flow field is dilute, i.e., if the particle volume fraction is negligible, it
is customary to neglect the inter-particle collision forces. On the other hand, for
dense flows, i.e., when the solid volume fraction (αp) is sufficiently high, contiguous
particles tend to collide often, and thus necessitating the employment of an inter-
particle collision model. One option is to use the Hard Sphere model [51], where
a collision event (elastic or inelastic) is considered between particles close enough
to each other. Here, momentum and energy equations are used to predict the final
velocity vectors of the particles, using their respective masses, initial velocities and
the coefficient of restitution. Although this model has been used in the context of
shock-particle studies [117, 118], it is probably not suited for granular explosions like
the problem under study, since inter-particle contact effects are not accounted for in
this model. At high solid volume fractions (αp), such as in the problem of granular
explosions, two contiguous particles can stay in contact, compressing each other,
ensuing in a continuous force of interaction. This contact force is not accounted for
in the Hard Sphere model, in which only instantaneous collision forces are considered.
To account for contact effects, an empirical model where the inter-granular stress
is empirically obtained from the solid volume fraction field (αp) is useful. To this
end, Snider’s collision model [160, 186] is used in this research effort to compute the
inter-particle collision acceleration/deceleration (Ac,i). This term arises due to the
dynamic compaction of the flow-field in the vicinity of the solid particles under dense
conditions. More details on the physics of dynamic compaction can be found elsewhere
[11, 91]. For the collision/contact model used in this study (and in [160, 186]), the
stress due to inter-particle collision is obtained as an empirical function of the solid
volume fraction only, similar to the approaches used in [11, 91]. Other researchers
have used an empirical model where the granular-stress is a function of both the solid
volume fraction and solid material density [4, 106]. In the present study, the model
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proposed by [160, 186] is chosen, as this is applicable for an Eulerian-Lagrangian
formulation, unlike the others mentioned.
The stress due to inter-particle interaction is generally high when the particle cloud
is dense, as the interactions between contiguous particles are more pronounced for
denser clouds. As the particle cloud expands outwards, the cloud density decreases,
thereby resulting in fewer inter-particle interactions. Subsequently, as the solid par-
ticles have significantly expanded outwards, the particle cloud tends to the dilute
limit (in terms of solid volume fraction), and the inter-particle interaction becomes
negligible. Hence, the inter-granular stress and forces are expected to monotonically
vary with the solid volume fraction (αp). In the collision/contact model used, the






where Ps (units of pressure) and β are model coefficients, and αcs is the solid volume
fraction at close packing. The choice of the close packing limit (αcs) may depend
on the compressibilities of the solid particles as well as the loading involved. The





result first shown by the German mathematician Carl Friedrich Gauss. However,
Snider [186] and Patankar & Joseph [160] have assumed αcs = 0.6. Simulation of
granular explosives such as HMX undertaken by by Baer & Nunziato [11] report
compaction volume fractions as high as 0.85. The choice of αcs is rather problem
dependent. The particle acceleration/deceleration due to inter-particle collision is







where ρp is the particle material density. In this inter-particle collision/contact model,
the inter-particle stress and acceleration are assumed to be independent of particle
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size and velocity, as also assumed in other models [4, 11, 91, 106].
3.2.1.3 Heat transfer
A common approximation in literature generally undertaken in the Lagrangian track-
ing approach of particles is the assumption of a uniform temperature within the
particle [51]. This approximation is valid for small particles or when the thermal
conductivity of the material of the particle is infinitely large. The Biot number (Bi)





where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, dp is the particle diameter, and
kp is the thermal conductivity of the material of the particle. When Bi < 0.1, the
uniform temperature assumption within the particle is generally valid [51]. In the
present study, kp is assumed to be infinitely large, thereby tacitly assuming that
uniform temperature within the particle is valid.
The heat transfer between the two phases is estimated assuming convection and










where Cp is the specific heat of the solid particle and κg is the thermal conductivity of
the gas phase. Furthermore, Tg denotes the temperature of the gas evaluated at the
location of the particle. The Nusselt number (Nu) is typically expressed as empirical
functions of Reynolds number and Prandtl number in the literature; refer to Appendix
A for an extensive list. The term Lv represents the latent heat of vaporization, and is
well documented for many liquids and solids as an empirical function of temperature,
usually in the form of polynomial curve-fits. For the LES formulation, Tg is to be
replaced with the resolved gas temperature, T̃g. The last term in Eqn. (68) represents
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the Stefan-Boltzmann radiative heat transfer law, where ǫ denotes the emissivity and
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.6704× 10−8Jsec−1m−2K−4).
The particle-particle collision model could, in theory, also play a role in the particle
temperature equation. Particle collisions can cause velocity fluctuations, and this can
give rise to the so called “granular temperature.” This granular temperature is due to
shear in particle collisions, during which energy dissipation can occur due to inelastic
collisions [51]. This effect is neglected in the current research effort.
3.2.1.4 Particle evaporation/pyrolysis
Liquid droplets evaporate when exposed to heat and solid particles pyrolyze and/or
melt. Consequently, inter-phase mass transfer has to be accounted for in the governing














In order to predict droplet/particle mass transfer rates, it is very critical to accurately
compute the last term of the above equation, i.e., drp
dt
. Although steel can burn under
some conditions, it is generally treated as non-reactive, and so drp
dt
= 0 is assumed
for steel particles. On the other hand, for aluminum particles, evaporation and/or
reaction is assumed with the employment of the widely used empirical quasi-steady











where tb denotes the burning time; this term is critical to the accurate prediction of
the evaporation rate of aluminum. In the above equation, Re denotes the Reynolds
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number based on the slip velocity, i.e., the difference of particle and gas velocities. As
mentioned in Section 1.2.5, two regimes of aluminum combustion exist: diffusion and
kinetic [18, 136, 190], and appropriate burn times need to be used. For simplicity, the
evaporation law as specified in Eqn. (71) is used, and the burn time data from two
sources [137, 190] are employed in this study. Furthermore, the ignition temperature
of the aluminum particles is assumed to be 1000 K [108, 203]. It is emphasized
that when aluminum particles melt they can also agglomerate, which can change the
overall burning characteristics; these aspects are considered to be beyond the scope
of the current research effort.
3.2.2 Inter-phase coupling terms
The terms that appear on the right side of the governing equations, Eqns. (4), (40),
(41), (42) and (43) represent the inter-phase interaction terms, and are now discussed.
They represent the mass transfer, ρ̇p; i-th component momentum transfer, Ḟp,i; heat
transfer, Q̇p; work transfer, Ẇp; and chemical production of k-th species, Ṡp,k. Since
the particle/parcel locations at every instant are precisely known, the local inter-
phase interaction/coupling term can be obtained by volume averaging over all the























































Ṡp,k = ρ̇p,i for the evaporating/pyrolyzing species only;
Ṡp,k = 0 for all other species. (76)
Here, N is the total number of parcels in a finite volume cell and np is the number
of particles per parcel. The term hv,n in Eqn. (74) denotes the enthalpy change due
to mass transfer. The subscript n is used to denote the n-th particle; when used for
a gas-phase variable, it represents the value of the gas-phase variable at the location
of the n-th particle. In Eqn. (75), the terms that involve repetition of the index i are




In the preceding chapter, the gas and particle phase governing equations were sum-
marized, along with their associated closure/empirical models. In this chapter, the
computational methodology to solve these governing equations are described. Two
approaches exist to solve the gas phase equations in Eulerian form: (i) the differential
form/finite difference and (ii) the integral form/finite volume [191]. In the differential
form, the simulation domain is discretized into several points (or nodes), at whose
locations the variables of primary interest are solved by a finite difference approach.
In the integral form, on the other hand, the simulation domain is divided into discrete
finite volumes, and the variables of primary interest are obtained as a volume averaged
quantity in each of these volumes by employing the integral form of the conservation
laws. Very often, the finite volume approach is preferred over the finite difference
due to two main reasons: (i) the tractability of the finite volume approach to handle
complex geometrical domains, and (ii) the strict enforcement of mass, momentum
and energy conservation due to the use of the governing equations in a conservative
form. Due to these advantages, the integral form/finite volume approach is used in
the present study.
The problem under investigation involves strong discontinuities such as shock
waves and contact surfaces, as well as smooth flow regions such as shear layers. Tra-
ditional shock capturing schemes [194] are usually employed in literature to capture
the discontinuities in the flow field. However, these schemes are more dissipative vis-
à-vis central schemes [194], thereby rendering them not ideally suitable for solving the
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relatively smoother shear/turbulent regions. Thus, a hybrid approach is of prepon-
derant interest which captures both the strong discontinuities as well as the smooth
regions [78]. To accurately predict the use of the shock capturing scheme in the high
gradient regions, and the central scheme in smoother regions, it is customary to use
a switch [78] based on the local flow conditions that identifies the regions suited for
computation one way or the other. This study uses such a simulation strategy, and
the mathematical procedure will be outlined in this chapter.
For dense, two-phase flow fields, the governing equations are not tractable to
solution with conventional shock capturing approaches due to two main reasons: (i)
the Riemann problem at cell interfaces involving a volume fraction gradient is not easy
to employ due to the governing equations being in a non-conservative form; (ii) the
use of a mixture equation of state introduces mathematical constraints [1, 44, 154]. To
circumvent these deficiencies, the Discrete Equations Method (DEM) was introduced
in [1] as a step aimed to address these issues. Here, the volume fraction variable is
assumed to be piecewise continuous, resulting in volume fraction discontinuities at cell
interfaces; this results in a combination of multiple pure fluid Riemann problems at
cell interfaces. Later, this formulation was extended to study multiphase detonation
waves [44] and evaporating liquid fronts [125]. Whereas the original DEM formulation
treats both the gas and solid phases to be Eulerian (EE-DEM), the present research
effort extends the formulation to an Eulerian-gas, Lagrangian-solid approach (EL-
DEM). This currently developed EL-DEM formulation is first of its kind in literature,
and is a useful contribution towards solving dense, two-phase, high-speed flow fields.
In this chapter, the finite volume scheme is explained, followed by descriptions of
the MacCormack time integration, and the central, upwind and hybrid flux compu-
tations. Then, the Discrete Equations Method (DEM) is presented, followed by the
method used to obtain the initial detonation profile. Finally, some crucial computa-
tional issues are addressed.
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4.1 Finite Volume Scheme
The governing equations for the gas phase as described in Chapter 3 under dilute
conditions are obtained with the assumption that αg = 1 and αp = 0. These equations













where Q is the matrix of conserved state variables, (ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE, ρYk)
T ; Fx, Fy
and Fz represent the fluxes in the x-, y- and z-directions, respectively, summarized
below:
Fx = (ρu, ρu
2 + p, ρuv, ρuw, ρu(E + p), ρuYk)
T ,
Fy = (ρv, ρuv, ρv
2 + p, ρvw, ρv(E + p), ρvYk)
T ,
Fz = (ρw, ρuw, ρvw, ρw
2 + p, ρw(E + p), ρwYk)
T , (78)
and S denotes the source terms. A finite volume approach is used in the current
study with the governing equations integrated over a control volume V ol, bounded






























(Fx nx + Fy ny + Fz nz) dA = S, (80)
where Q and S are averaged over the volume. The terms (nx, ny, nz) are the normal-
ized Cartesian components of the elemental surface normal vector.
In the structured framework adopted in the present study, any computational cell
with coordinates (i, j, k) and hexahedral in shape (refer to Fig. 5) is bounded by 6
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Figure 5: A typical finite volume computational cell.
interfaces (Al)l=1..6 located at (i± 1/2, j, k), (i, j ± 1/2, k), and (i, j, k± 1/2). Noting
more generally, Fl = Fxnx+Fyny +Fznz as the corresponding fluxes evaluations, the
increment in the cell-centered variable Q is computed as:




(Fl Al) + S dt. (81)
Thus, the evaluation of the volume averaged conservative variable Q requires the
computation of fluxes at the boundaries of the cell, whose mathematical form will be
elaborated later in this Chapter.
4.2 MacCormack Time Integration
Two different time integration approaches have been used in literature: (i) explicit
and (ii) implicit [7, 191]. When a direct computation by using the flow variables at
a time t to evaluate the flow variables at time t + ∆t is undertaken, the approach
is an explicit scheme; the integration procedure is straightforward to evaluate in
mathematical form. On the other hand, in an implicit approach, the flow variables at
time t+∆t as well as at t are used to evaluate the parameters at time t+∆t, often
requiring the inverting of very large size matrices—a cumbersome task by itself—or
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an iterative option. For implicit schemes, the computational cost often outweighs
the stability gains [191]; therefore, an explicit scheme is used in the present study
primarily for its simplicity.
The time integration is performed using a two-stage MacCormack method [7, 191],
first envisaged by MacCormack [138]. Here, the two steps are often called predictor
and corrector steps, and their formulation is given by:








The terms dQ(n) and dQ(⋆) denote the increments in state variables, obtained as in




























The variables denoted with a superscript (⋆) are computed using the quantities at
the predictor or intermediate time-step. Both the predictor and corrector time steps
use ∆t as the time step for the integration, and the 1
2
factor in Eqn. (82) ensures that
Q(n+1) represents the value of the variables at time t+∆t. Note that the notation n
and n+ 1 for time index corresponds to the respective values at times t and t+∆t,
respectively.
One major restriction for explicit schemes is the choice of the time step, ∆t. The
maximum permissible ∆t is restricted by numerical stability and accuracy require-
ments [7, 191], and is evaluated using the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy number, denoted








where CFL is generally less than unity, V ol represents the volume of the hexahedral
cell, dA is the surface area of the cell, and vp is the propagation velocity of information,
or wave velocity. Essentially, Eqn. (84) implies that information cannot propagate
in one time step a distance farther than a fraction of the volume-to-area ratio of the
cell. More elaborate details on this time step determination, and the stability analysis
can be found elsewhere [7, 191]. Overall, the MacCormack time integration approach
results in an explicit methodology with second order time accuracy.
4.3 Central Scheme Flux Computation
As demonstrated in Section 4.1, a finite volume scheme computes volume averaged
quantities, which is typically assigned as the value of information at the cell center.
However, fluxes are evaluated at the cell interfaces/boundaries, whose computation
requires information of variables at the cell interfaces. To this end, an interpolation
scheme is required to enable the precise computation of information at the cell inter-
faces. The accuracy of this interpolation decides the overall spatial accuracy of the
numerical interpolation scheme so employed.
A schematic of a typical control volume is shown in Fig. 6; a two-dimensional
schematic is presented for illustration purposes only, and can be easily extended to
a three-dimensional framework. Consider the control volume (i, j), where i and j
are indices used to represent, respectively, the x- and y-directions. One approach to
compute the cell interface fluxes in Eqn. (83) was proposed by MacCormack [138],








= Fi = F (Qi), (85)
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Figure 6: Schematic of a typical control volume showing the flux vectors and cell
face areas.
where Fi+1 and Fi are evaluated using cell-centered values. Note that the superscripts
+ and - are used to represent forward and backward differences, respectively [7, 191].
This approach, however, is only first order accurate.
To extend the original MacCormack approach to a higher order, Gottlieb and














(7Fi − Fi−1) , (86)
which is fourth order accurate in space. It is often desired to use higher order schemes
to better resolve shear flows. Later, Nelson [155] conducted a stability analysis and
showed that the scheme is third order accurate in space, and approaches fourth order















(2Fi+1 + 5Fi − Fi−1) . (87)
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More details of this approach can be found in [155]. Rather than extrapolating fluxes,
the other option is to extrapolate the Q variables, and use these extrapolated variables





























The hydrocode used for the current research effort is equipped with these formulas
for the use of the central scheme for flux computation. However, it is well known that
central schemes fail to resolve strong discontinuities such as shocks and contact sur-
faces, requiring the use of upwind schemes [129, 194], i.e., schemes where information
from only one side of a cell interface are used to evaluate the fluxes.
4.4 Upwind Scheme Flux Computation
When a central scheme is used to compute strong discontinuities such as shock waves
or contact surfaces, it gives rise to oscillations owing to the use of information from
both sides of the wave [194]. To circumvent this, the concept of upwinding is es-
sential [100, 194]. In general, the term “upwind” applies to schemes in which the
discretization depends on the direction of propagation of the wave. Usually, for a sys-
tem of equations, there may be characteristic waves propagating in both directions,
and so an upwind method must use information from both sides; but, use character-
istic decomposition (via a Riemann solver) to select information from which direction
is of preponderance. The origin of the upwinding technique can be traced back to
Courant et al. [49] and this technique over the later years has developed into a variety
of related approaches such as flux vector splitting, flux difference splitting, and other
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Figure 7: Schematic of a typical Godunov scheme representation of flow variables.
flux-controlling methods [129, 194].
The flux difference splitting, first proposed by Godunov [88], assumes that the
flow variables are piecewise constant in each cell, thus giving rise to discontinuities in
the flow variables at cell boundaries. This scheme has revolutionized Computational
Fluid Dynamics, and offers a numerical solution procedure for compressible fluid flow.
In the original Godunov scheme [88], the value of the primitive variables at cell centers
are assumed to be piecewise constant within each cell, resulting in discontinuities in
the flow variables at cell interfaces. Thus, Riemann problems—essentially, shock
tube problems—exist at cell boundaries [129, 194], requiring the employment of a
Riemann solver to compute the fluxes at cell interfaces. A schematic of a typical
Godunov representation of flow variables is shown in Fig. 7.
In the Godunov scheme, as evident from Fig. 7, the left and right states of the
flow variables at the cell interface, UL and UR, respectively, can be different, i.e.,
a Riemann problem, or a local shock-tube problem. The exact solution to such
Riemann problems are generally comprised of a shock wave (denoted in the figure as
S), a contact discontinuity (denoted C), and an expansion fan (denoted E). Stated in
these terms, the flux components at the cell boundaries are then constructed deciding
on the pattern of these waves/interfaces.
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The Godunov scheme, although being robust in its representation of the flow
variables, is however only first order accurate; a higher order extension is described
below. The exact solution of the Riemann problem requires the resolution of a non-
linear algebraic equation, leading to an iteration-type solution approach [129, 194].
This can be cumbersome to solve for, especially when applied for three-dimensional
problems. To alleviate this difficulty, several approximate Riemann solvers have been
developed; for instance, Roe [172], Harten et al. [94], and Osher [159]. In addition,
several variants of these approximate Riemann solvers have also been reported in
literature [194].
Higher order accuracy with a Godunov scheme can be achieved by replacing the
piecewise constant approximation of the state variables to either a piecewise linear
approach (MUSCL, [200]) or a piecewise parabolic extrapolation (PPM, [47]) of the
flow variables. One deficiency, however, with such higher order approaches is the
introduction of spurious numerical oscillations due to the use of large gradients used
in the extrapolation of these variables from the cell centers to the cell interfaces. To
correct these effects, often non-linear correction factors called “limiters” are used,
first introduced by Van Leer [199]. Later, several limiters have been developed and
are summarized in [129, 194]. More details on limiters will be addressed in the
following sub-section. In the current study, the piecewise linear extrapolation of the
flow variables is considered, and will now be elaborated.
4.4.1 MUSCL interpolation scheme
The piecewise linear extrapolation of flow variables is based on the Monotone Upstream-
centered Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL), first envisioned by Van Leer [200].
The left and right state variables (U) for a given interface are evaluated as:




(1− κ)∆+i−1/2(U) + (1 + κ)∆−i+1/2(U)
]
;









Here, first order piecewise constant extrapolation is used if ǫ = 0, and higher order
is obtained for ǫ = 1. The coefficient ξi is computed from a flattening operation
[47]. The order of the interpolation scheme is decided by the value for κ; whereas for
κ = 1/3, third order spatial accuracy is obtained, all other values lead to a second
order interpolation [194]. A central differencing scheme is obtained with the use of
κ = 1, while a pure upwind interpolation results with κ = −1.
As aforementioned, limiters are used in conjunction with the interpolation pro-
cedure to ensure monotonicity. Here, for instance, to interpolate ∆±i−1/2(U), the
following differencing is employed:


















where φ is the limiter. The interpolation procedure is summarized as:




(1− κ)φ(r+i−1/2)(Ui − Ui−1) + (1 + κ)φ(r−i+1/2)(Ui+1 − Ui)
]
,








Noting that r+i−1/2 = 1/r
−
i+1/2, the overall procedure can be re-arranged as:



















Several limiters have been developed by the research community and used [129, 194],
some of which are summarized here:
• Minmod Limiter
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φmm(r) = max [0,min(r, 1)] ; (93)
• Superbee Limiter
φsb(r) = max [0,min(2r, 1),min(r, 2)] ; (94)



















These limiters satisfy a symmetry condition, i.e., the forward and backward gradients









For a symmetric limiter, the relation expressed in Eqn. (92) is simplified to:









showing that for symmetric limiters the dependence on κ is lost. Consequently, the
order of the reconstruction depends on the local variations of the interpolated variable
and on the choice of the limiter used for the interpolation. Overall, this procedure
results in a second order spatial accuracy [194]. With the MUSCL reconstruction
approach, the flow variables can be schematically represented as shown in Fig. 8.
More details on limiters can be found elsewhere [129, 194].
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Figure 8: Schematic of a typical Godunov scheme representation of flow variables
with MUSCL reconstruction.
The MUSCL interpolation procedure outlined here, used in conjunction with an
appropriate limiter, ensures that the primitive variables are extrapolated from the
cell centers to the cell boundaries/interfaces. Note that discontinuities exist at cell
interfaces, i.e., the left and right fluid states are usually different at cell interfaces. To
compute the fluxes across these discontinuities, it is customary to use an appropriate
Riemann solver. The next sub-section describes some Riemann solvers widely used
in literature.
4.4.2 The HLL and HLLC approximate Riemann solvers
The HLL approximate Riemann solver was first developed by Harten, Lax and van
Leer [94], and hence the name HLL, by expressing a hyperbolic system of conservation
laws in integral form. An interface separated by two constant states (denoted usually
as left and right) is assumed to give rise to two waves from the characteristics
evolution of the system, separating into 3 constant-property regions. The knowledge
of the jump relation through the waves and their wave-speeds permits the obtention
of a closed form expression for the intermediate states, and from it the associated
fluxes can be evaluated.
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The 2-waves formulation for the resolution of the Euler equations (with wave-
speeds expressions given by Einfeldt and co-workers [61, 62], thus referred to as HLLE)
has been widely used in literature. The HLLE Riemann solver has proven itself well
in its capture of shocks and rarefactions, but appears as very dissipative for contact
discontinuities [194]. Later, Toro [195] proposed a correction to the original solver,
with the inclusion of the missing contact wave (thus called HLLC), whose wave-
speed was estimated by an approximation of the particle velocity in the intermediate
region. The formulation is closed by solving the associated jump conditions across all
the waves obtained from the exact Riemann solver for the Euler equations. Recently,
another modification to this Riemann solver family uses a combination of the HLLE
and HLLC solvers in order to reduce the instabilities associated to contact-resolving
solvers [78]. This proposed hybrid Riemann solver approach has demonstrated success
in shock-turbulence problems [79], and is of interest in the current study.
In this section, the derivation of the 2-waves formulation of the original HLL
method is first presented, followed by its HLLC extension. The choice of wavespeeds
is critical to the use of the HLLE and HLLC Riemann solvers [17], and is also discussed
here.
4.4.2.1 The 2-waves HLL Riemann Solver
In the derivation of the HLL Riemann solver, the initial one-dimensional discontinuity
is assumed to give rise to 2 waves: a left-moving wave with speed SL, and a right-
moving wave with speed SR; a typical (x, t) diagram is illustrated in Fig. 9. Following
[194], the integral form of the Euler equations can be expressed as
∮
[Udx− F (U)dt] = 0, (100)



























































Here, q = ~V · ~n = unx + vny + wnz, is the interface normal velocity amplitude, also
referred to as the contravariant velocity. Note that only the gas phase is assumed
here for the sake of illustration, and so the subscript g is dropped. The local time
step is denoted as T , where T = tn+1 − tn > 0. Note that SL < SR always. Three
scenarios exist: (i) SL > 0, (ii) SR < 0, and (iii) SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR. The first scenario,
i.e., when SL > 0, corresponds to a supersonic flow from left to right. Under this
condition, the SL wave propagates to the right side of the interface (see Fig. 9), and
the flux at x = 0, F ⋆, is then given by F (UL). Similarly, for the second scenario, i.e.,
if SR < 0, the flow is supersonic from right to left, and F ⋆ is given by F (UR).
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The third scenario, i.e., when SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR, requires more computation. From
Fig. 9, the lengths Xl and Xr can be expressed as Xl = −TSL and Xr = TSR,
respectively. Using the integral form of the Euler equations on the system in Fig. 9
























U(x, 0)dx = 0.
(102)
With the assumption of piecewise constant variables and fluxes, the above relation























which can be rearranged as:
U⋆ =
FL − SLUL − (FR − SRUR)
SR − SL . (104)
It is directly implied from this expression that once UL and UR are obtained from
MUSCL reconstruction, and with information on the wave-speeds (SL and SR), the
variables in the intermediate ⋆-region are completely defined. Applying the integral
relation across a given k−wave, k = L/R, results in the Rankine-Hugoniot relations,
summarized below:











U⋆ can be eliminated from the two expressions in Eqn. (105) to obtain F ⋆, given by:
F ⋆ =
SRFL − SLFR + SLSR(UR − UL)
SR − SL . (106)
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Combining the three scenarios, the flux evaluated at the i + 1/2 interface from the





FL if 0 ≤ SL;
F ⋆ if SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR;
FR if SR ≤ 0.
(107)
The only other requirement for closing the HLLE Riemann solver is an estimate
for the wave-speeds (SL and SR). Several wave-speed estimates can be found in the
literature [52, 61, 62, 194], giving rise to schemes corresponding to different robustness
and dissipation. Einfeldt [61] proposed the following wave-speeds:
SL = min
[
qL − cL, q̌ − č
]
; SR = max
[
qR + cR, q̌ + č
]
, (108)
where q̌ refers to the Roe-averaged [172] contravariant velocity, and c is the speed of




















































More details on wave-speeds and their application to the Riemann solver can be found
elsewhere [17, 129, 194].
Although the HLLE has proven to be robust and accurate for hypersonic calcu-






































Figure 10: (x, t) diagram of an approximate Riemann problem evolution with three
characteristic waves.
contact discontinuities, shear waves, etc. To alleviate this deficiency, Toro [195] ex-
tended this approach by including the middle contact wave in the Riemann problem
and the derivation of the flux computation. This extended Riemann solver is referred
to in literature as HLLC (C standing for Contact), and its derivation is now presented.
4.4.2.2 HLLC approximate Riemann solver
In the derivation of the HLLC solver, it is assumed that a given interface separating
two states gives rise to three waves, of speed SL for the left moving wave, SR for
the right moving wave, and S⋆ for the contact wave. A schematic representation is
presented in Fig. 10. Here, SL separates UL from UL⋆; S⋆ separates UL⋆ and UR⋆;
and SR separates UR⋆ and UR. The interfaces separating the different states are
assumed to be thin, which is justified for both shocks and contact discontinuities, but
is only an approximation in the case of rarefactions.
Let T denote the local time step, where T = tn+1 − tn > 0. Note that SL < S⋆ <
SR always. Similar to the HLL solver, three scenarios exist: (i) SL > 0, (ii) SR < 0,
and (iii) SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR. The first scenario, i.e., when SL > 0, corresponds to the case
of a supersonic flow from left to right, and the flux at x = 0 is given by F (UL). For
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the second scenario, i.e., when SR < 0, the flux is given by F (UR).
The third scenario, i.e., when SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR, the flux evaluation is more compli-
cated. From Fig. 10, the lengths Xl and Xr can be expressed as Xl = −TSL and
Xr = TS
R, respectively, and XL⋆ = T (S⋆ − SL); X⋆r = T (SR − S⋆). The Euler
equations in integral form (Eqn. 100), when applied to the system represented in Fig.



























U(x, 0)dx = 0.
(110)




























Re-arranging this results in:
(S⋆ − SL)UL⋆ + (SR − S⋆)UR⋆ = FL − SLUL − (FR − SRUR), (112)
which is a relation between the left and right ⋆-variables, and is often referred to as
the consistency condition. Note that with the assumption UL⋆ = UR⋆, the consistency
condition of the HLL solver (Eqn. 104) is recovered.
As before, the integral applied around a control volume surrounding a given


















The corresponding Rankine-Hugoniot relations across the k−wave are recovered, and
are summarized as:
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Furthermore, the Rankine-Hugoniot relation across the ⋆-wave are summarized as:





The system of equations described here contain four unknowns (FL⋆, FR⋆, UL⋆, and
UR⋆), and four relations are available, Eqns. (112), (114) and (115). However, this
system is not linearly independent, and requires a further assumption in order to be
amenable to solution.
Toro [195] closed the system of equations with the assumption that the intermedi-
ate wave is a contact discontinuity, i.e., continuity of pressure and velocity hold across
this intermediate wave. In addition, the propagation speed of this intermediate wave
is then assumed identical to the particle velocity in the ⋆−region, and passive scalars
are continuous. These assumptions are summarized as:
(~V L⋆ · ~n = qL⋆) = (~V R⋆ · ~n = qR⋆) = S⋆; pL⋆ = pR⋆;φL⋆ = φL ; φR⋆ = φR, (116)
where φ is any passive scalar advected by the fluid (φ = ksgs, Yk, ...).
With the above assumptions, the first four entries of the vector equation in Eqn.






























































Using Toro’s assumption, qk⋆ = S⋆ for both k = L/R. Projecting the vectorial
momentum equation on the directional unit vector gives, along with the first relation,
results in the following set of two equations:
ρL⋆(S⋆ − SL) + ρR⋆(SR − S⋆) = ρR(SR − qR)− ρL(SL − qL),
[
ρL⋆(S⋆ − SL) + ρR⋆(SR − S⋆)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
S⋆ = pL − pR + ρRqR(SR − qR)− ρLqL(SL − qL).
(118)
The under-braced term of the second equation above can be replaced by the right-
hand side of the first equation above to yield an expression for the speed of the
intermediate contact wave:
S⋆ =
pR − pL + ρLqL(SL − qL)− ρRqR(SR − qR)
ρL(SL − qL)− ρR(SR − qR) . (119)
Now, Eqn. (114) is closed and the expressions for all ⋆-variables are obtained. Thus,



















































The first relation leads directly to an expression for the density in the ⋆ region:
ρk⋆ = ρk
Sk − qk
Sk − S⋆ . (121)
Multiplying the second relation by nx, the third by ny and the last by nz, and then
adding the three relations, and using the expression for ρk⋆ given in Eqn. (121) yields:
pk⋆ = pk + ρk(qk − Sk)(qk − S⋆). (122)
This relation expressed in Eqn. (122) is valid for both k = L/R, and satisfies the
pressure equality, pL⋆ = pR⋆. Now, define βk, αk and ωk as:
βk =
S⋆ − qk
Sk − S⋆ ;α
k = βk + 1;ωk = −βk(qk − Sk). (123)
The state vectors Uk⋆ can then be expressed as:















Using these relations and the evaluation of the wave-speeds, the description of all
states in the Riemann problem under consideration is closed, thereby enabling the






FL if 0 ≤ SL;
FL⋆ = FL + SL(UL⋆ − UL) if SL ≤ 0 ≤ S⋆;
FR⋆ = FR + SR(UR⋆ − UR) if S⋆ ≤ 0 ≤ SR;
FR if SR ≤ 0.
(125)
Thus, the HLLC Riemann solver is completely defined, and requires only estimates
for the wave-speeds (SL and SR). The estimates detailed in Eqn. (108) for the HLLE
solver are used also for the HLLC solver to evaluate SL and SR, whereas S⋆ is defined
through Eqn. (119).
4.4.2.3 A hybrid Riemann solver - HLLC/E
Solvers that incorporate a 3−wave structure are known to suffer from instabilities
in shock regions. The odd-even decoupling and carbuncle [131, 166] phenomena can
lead to oscillations in the post-shock regions, which results in the deformation of
shock fronts. Since the HLLC solver incorporates a 3−wave structure, it suffers from
this deficiency; on the other hand, the HLLE solver incorporates only 2−waves, and
therefore is free from such numerical artifacts. To overcome the odd-even decoupling
and carbuncle problems, Quirk [166] proposed to switch to a non-contact-preserving
solver like HLLE within shocks thickness. It was however found that the instabilities
arise from the use of contact-preserving solvers in the directions transverse to the
shock front. Recently, Genin & Menon [78, 79] developed a hybrid Riemann solver
that combines the HLLC and HLLE. Here, the hybrid Riemann solver returns the
flux evaluation of the HLLC by default, but reverts to the HLLE fluxes if a shock
is detected in the direction transverse to the direction of computation. This hybrid
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approach significantly alleviates these numerical deficiencies, and has proven to be a
robust solver, as demonstrated in [78, 79].
4.5 Hybrid Approach
The aforementioned central scheme flux computation (Section 4.3) is preferred in
smooth regions such as shear layers, and the just mentioned MUSCL shock capturing
approach with either HLL, or HLLC, or HLLC/E Riemann solver (Section 4.4) is
required to accurately capture discontinuities. In order to undertake a procedure
that accounts for both simulation strategies, it is essential to use a hybrid approach
that combines both schemes. This section describes such a hybrid methodology.
In literature, several studies have been reported that incorporate a combination of
different schemes, whose choice is decided by a blending parameter. This parameter,
inevitably, should depend on the local flow conditions, so as to dynamically decide
the choice of the scheme to be appropriately used. For instance, Harten & Zwas
[95] suggested a blending parameter based on the velocity difference of adjacent cells
across a boundary. Another switching procedure compares the magnitude of the
second derivative of a given variable Q to its first derivative in the computational





|Ql+1 − 2Ql +Ql−1|
|Ql+1 −Ql|+ |Ql −Ql−1|
, (126)
where Q is any flow variable of interest (typically ρ or p), l is the computational
index for any direction (l = i, j, k). The variable Sl is referred to as the “smoothness
parameter.” To prevent switching due to numerical noise, the above parameter is set
to zero if either the numerator or the denominator in Eqn. (126) divided by Ql is
less than 0.01 [78]. In case the smoothness parameter (Sl) exceeds some threshold
(typically 0.5), the upwind scheme is used in order to compute the fluxes at the cell
boundary.
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Fryxell & Menon [76] applied this technique to combine the Piecewise Parabolic
Method (PPM) [47] and a MacCormack-based central scheme [138]. They applied this
to Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities in multi-dimensions and showed that the approach
was able to capture growth of small perturbations leading to a noticeable effect on
the flow field. Recently, Genin & Menon [78, 79] extended the above concept to LES,
and successfully investigated shock-turbulence interactions in sonic jets.
4.6 Discrete Equations Method (DEM)
4.6.1 Formulation
The problem of heterogeneous explosions involves the presence of a dense cloud of
solid particles where finite volumes are occupied by both phases, thereby necessitating
the use of a dense multiphase model. Here, blockage effects are to be accounted for,
i.e., when both phases occupy non-negligible volumes, each phase partially blocks
the flow of the other phase. Furthermore, the “nozzling terms” [1, 11] are critical
to dense multiphase models and have to be appropriately evaluated. To this end,
the Discrete Equations Method (DEM) [1, 44, 125] is used in the present study—
a robust multiphase method well suited for multiphase flows involving shocks and
solid particles. The basic idea behind the method starts with the representation of
the volume fraction field as piecewise continuous, typical in any Godunov scheme.
This is shown in Fig. 11 for three cells containing different number of particles, and
therefore different volume fractions, before applying the MUSCL reconstruction, i.e.,
first order representation.
Following the methodology outlined in [1, 44], the DEM approach in 3 dimensions
is derived, although it was originally proposed in 2 dimensions. First, the approach
applicable for a Cartesian grid is derived, and later extended to non-Cartesian grids.
While the original DEM proposed by Abgrall & Saurel [1] is Eulerian for both the
carrier and dispersed phases, the current research effort involves the extension of the
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Figure 11: Volume fraction field representation in DEM. The schematic shows how
a discrete particle field can be represented as a piecewise continuous volume fraction
variable for flux computation.
Eulerian-Eulerian (EE) DEM to an Eulerian-Lagrangian (EL) formulation. In the
present formulation, since the exact distribution of particles in space is known at
every time instant due to the Lagrangian tracking of the particles, a separate volume
fraction equation as used in the EE DEM is not needed. The solid volume fraction,
αp, is obtained by volume averaging each finite volume cell; the gas volume fraction
field is then obtained as αg = 1−αp. In addition, the EL DEM differs from [1, 44] in
the sense that the DEM approach is used to only compute the gas-phase fluxes, as the
solid-phase is solved for by means of Lagrangian tracking. Moreover, the solid phase
is treated to be incompressible in the EL DEM unlike its counterpart EE DEM. The






























ρgwg, ρgugwg, ρgvgwg, ρgwg




for the continuity, x-momentum, y-momentum, z-momentum, energy and k-th species
equations, respectively.
Define an indicator function, λ, that takes the value 1 in regions of gas, and 0













where u∗, v∗ and w∗ denote, respectively, the local interface velocities in the x-, y-
and z-directions. This equation vanishes for points within either of the phases, and
is non-vanishing only at points located at multiphase interfaces. Combining these

























(F − u∗W )∂λ
∂x
+ (G− v∗W )∂λ
∂y





where dV = dxdydz. In the above equation, the left-hand side denotes the con-
servative fluxes, and the right-hand side denotes the non-conservative fluxes. The
non-conservative terms arise only at multiphase interfaces and are obtained from the
uniform interface velocity assumption, and will be (for a Cartesian grid)
F − u∗W = (0, p∗, 0, 0, p∗u∗, 0)T ,
G− v∗W = (0, 0, p∗, 0, p∗v∗, 0)T ,
H − w∗W = (0, 0, 0, p∗, p∗w∗, 0)T . (131)
The above expression is strictly valid only when no inter-phase mass transfer is in-
volved. When mass transfer is to be accounted for, the procedure outlined in [125] is
better suited.























(F − u∗W ) ∂λ
∂x
dV dt, (132)
for the temporal term, x-direction conservative and non-conservative fluxes, respec-
tively, and similar expressions for fluxes in the y- and z-directions. For the remainder
of the formulation, we present these expressions only for the x-direction fluxes, with
the expressions being similar in mathematical form for the y- and z-directions. Fol-


































(λF )i+1/2 − (λF )i−1/2
)
dSdt, (134)
for the x-direction conservative flux, where dS = dydz. To compute I2, the flux is
obtained as a surface average. Observing Fig. 11, it is deduced that the inter-cell
interface at i+1/2 and i−1/2 can be constructed as a series of smaller interfaces, i.e.,
three out of four different possible scenarios, viz. gas-gas (g − g), gas-solid (g − s),
solid-gas (s−g) and solid-solid (s−s), where ‘gas-solid’ refers to a state of gas on the
left and solid on the right. This is made possible due to the piecewise representation
of the volume fraction field. The total gas flux passing through the surface area at
i + 1/2 or i − 1/2 is obtained as a summation over each of these smaller interfaces.
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For instance, at i− 1/2, the total flux integrated from j− 1/2 to j+1/2 and k− 1/2









i−1/2(g − g)Sg−g + λ∗i−1/2F ∗i−1/2(g − s)Sg−s +
λ∗i−1/2F
∗
i−1/2(s− g)Ss−g + λ∗i−1/2F ∗i−1/2(s− s)Ss−s, (135)
where the subscripts g and s denote the gas and solid, respectively. The ‘*’ superscript
is introduced to denote interface quantities. Here, λ∗ denotes the indicator function,
which is obtained from the sign of the interface velocity (u∗); the interface surface
areas Sg−g, Sg−s, etc. are obtained using the gas volume fraction. These expressions
are summarized in Table 1 for the cell interface at i− 1/2, where S denotes the inter-
cell area, α is the gas volume fraction, and u∗ is the interface velocity. Note that the
first row of Table 1 corresponds to the gas phase on either sides of the interface, and
therefore the indicator function is unity as gas flux always has to flow through the
interface; the last row of Table 1 corresponds to the solid phase on both sides of the
interface, and therefore the indicator function is zero as no gas flux can flow through
the interface.
Table 1: Conservative flux at cell interface i− 1/2
Contact type Contact surface Indicator function, λ
gas−gas Smin (αi−1 ,αi) 1
gas−solid Smax (αi−1 − αi , 0) 1 if u∗ ≥ 0; 0 otherwise
solid−gas Smax (αi − αi−1 , 0) 1 if u∗ < 0; 0 otherwise
solid−solid Smin (1− αi−1 , 1− αi) 0
At gas-solid contacts, the indicator function is based on the sign of the interface
velocity, which decides whether the flux of gas is permissible through the local inter-
face. For conservative fluxes, the gas flux can be flowing either inside or outside the
cell, depending on the sign of the interface velocity. When the multiphase interface
is blocking the flow of gas, the indicator function is zero. Note that the conservative
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flux consists of the convective and the pressure fluxes; since they are together com-
puted from the Riemann solver, the sign of the interface velocity decides whether or
not both fluxes have to be computed. The underlying reason behind the splitting of
the cell interfaces into different pairs in the flux computation with the DEM is that
the Riemann problem is different when gas exists on both sides of the interface, as
opposed to gas on one side and solid on the other. If a pressure wave approaches an
interface, part of the momentum and energy is reflected and part of it transmitted;
the exact amounts that are reflected and transmitted will be different when the inter-
face consists of gas on either side, or gas on one side and solid on the other. This is
due to different compressibilities of the two phases under consideration, and thus the
splitting of cell interfaces into a combination of different Riemann problems, as first
proposed in the EE DEM [1], is essential to accurately use the appropriate Riemann
solver in the evaluation of the total flux crossing the cell interface.
The same approach for flux computation is used at the location i + 1/2. The y-
and z-direction conservative fluxes are similar in form to I2 and are thus not shown




















(F − u∗W )i[λ]idSdt, (136)
where the subscripts i− 1/2 and i+ 1/2 denote the multiphase interfaces at the cell
boundary, and i denotes the internal interfaces; the boundary and internal terms are
evaluated separately. Following the approach outlined in [44], the non-conservative
term at i− 1/2 is evaluated as
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Table 2: Non-Conservative flux at cell interface i− 1/2
Contact type Contact surface Jump in indicator function, [λ]
gas−gas Smin (αi−1 ,αi) 0
gas−solid Smax (αi−1 − αi , 0) -1 if u∗ ≥ 0; 0 otherwise
solid−gas Smax (αi − αi−1 , 0) 1 if u∗ ≥ 0; 0 otherwise





(F − u∗W )i−1/2[λ]i−1/2dS = [λ∗]i−1/2(F ∗ − u∗W ∗)i−1/2(s− g)Ss−g +
[λ∗]i−1/2(F
∗ − u∗W ∗)i−1/2(g − s)Sg−s. (137)
In the above expression, [λ∗] represents the jump in the indicator function, and is
summarized in Table 2 at the cell interface i − 1/2. The same approach is used to
compute the non-conservative term at i+1/2. Note that at the cell interface i− 1/2,
the non-conservative flux will have to be computed for the cell i only if the multiphase
interface velocity (u∗) is positive; otherwise, it has to be computed for the cell i− 1.
Furthermore, the non-conservative flux will be computed at the interface i+ 1/2 for
the cell i only if the interface velocity is negative; otherwise it will be computed for
cell i + 1. These terms in the y- and z-directions are similar in form to I3 and are
thus not shown here for brevity.
To compute I3, the only term that remains to be addressed is the last integral
in Eqn. (136), which corresponds to internal interfaces—these terms represent the
relaxation/coupling terms. The significance of the relaxation terms are that when the
two phases are not in mechanical or thermal equilibrium, the relaxation terms tend to
drive the flow-field such that the two phases tend toward equilibrium, albeit with finite
time scales. In the EE DEM, the non-conservative fluxes at the internal interfaces
(relaxation terms) were computed by using the Riemann solver and summing up over
all the internal interfaces [44]. The present EL DEM formulation, however, differs
from the EE DEM in the sense that viscous effects are also considered, i.e., the total
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drag (viscous + pressure) and heat transfer, for which empirical correlations (Section
3.2) are used. In doing so, spherical particles can also be accounted inside the finite
volume, unlike the original EE DEM, which was formulated for square particles [44]
only. One similarity between the evaluation of these terms between the EE DEM and
the EL DEM is that they are obtained as a summation over all the particles present
in a given cell.
4.6.2 Interface closure
Since the flux estimation in DEM involves knowledge of the interface velocity precisely
(refer to Tables 1 & 2), only contact surface based Riemann solvers, such as the HLLC
and the Roe scheme [194] can be used; in the current study, the HLLC Riemann solver
is used for flux estimation with the DEM. While the inter-cell flux is obtained in the
conventional way (see Section 4.4.2) at gas-gas contacts, for the gas-solid contacts a
half-Riemann problem [178] is solved, due to the incompressible solid assumption. A
half-Riemann problem is a condition when the shock or rarefaction propagates only
on one side of the inter-cell interface, i.e., the side of the gas. Since the solid particles
are incompressible, the interface velocity at gas-solid contacts is equated to the mass-
weighted average velocity of all the solid particles in the cell corresponding to the







This is obtained from the assumption that continuity in velocity exists near gas-solid
contacts. The conservative and non-conservative fluxes at multiphase contacts are
computed using this solid particle velocity based interface velocity. When all the
particles in a cell have the same mass, the interface velocity is the arithmetic average
of all the solid particle velocities. Although only mono-disperse particle distributions
are investigated in this study, the current formulation can be easily extended to handle
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a varying particle size distribution. This is made possible by using an appropriate
particle mass (dependent on size) for each particle in a cell in the mass-weighting
computation of ui
∗ (Eqn. 138).
For the non-conservative flux computation, both interface pressure and velocity
needs to be known, as can be perceived from Eqn. (131). The interface velocity com-
putation (Eqn. 138) has been demonstrated; now the interface pressure computation
is presented. The interface pressure (p∗) is obtained accordingly, depending on a com-
pression or rarefaction at the two-phase interface. Comparing the velocities of the gas
and solid particles, it can be deduced whether any interface corresponds to a state
of compression or rarefaction. For compression, the interface pressure is obtained
using shock and Rankine-Hugoniot relations; for rarefaction, isentropic relations and
Riemann invariants are used. These equations are now discussed.
For a compression, the equations are obtained from Toro [193]. Consider the case
of a right traveling shock wave and an incompressible solid on the left. Let subscript
‘r’ correspond to the right state and superscript ‘*’ the interface. The steady shock












and Dr is the density ratio ρ
∗/ρg,r across the shock. The Rankine-Hugoniot relation
is given by:







(Hr + 1) (Dr − 1)
Dr
, (141)
where Hr is the pressure ratio p
∗/pg,r across the shock. Using the equation of state for
the ‘*’ and ‘r’ states, the variables e∗ and eg,r in the above equation can be replaced
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by a function of the corresponding state pressure and density. This gives rise to
two equations in two variables (p∗ and ρ∗), which are solved numerically. Similar
expressions can be obtained for a left travelling shock wave with the incompressible
solid on the right.
For a rarefaction, on the other hand, the isentropic relation and Riemann invariant
are applied across the ‘*’ and left or right gas state, as the case may be. The isentropic













The Riemann invariant for a left moving rarefaction, applicable for a generic equation





dρg = constant, (143)
where ag denotes the speed of sound in the gas. For a right moving rarefaction, the
‘+’ is replaced by ‘-’. The above two equations are applied for the ‘*’ and left or right
state, as the case may be, thus giving rise to two equations in two unknowns (p∗ and
ρ∗). These are numerically solved to obtain p∗ and ρ∗. For a perfect gas, the above
equations simplify to close-form expressions for p∗ and ρ∗, thereby simplifying their
numerical implementation. Thus, two equations are solved numerically to obtain two
variables, i.e., interface pressure and density, with the interface velocity known. Once
the interface variables have been computed, the conservative and non-conservative
fluxes can be evaluated following the DEM approach. Another approach to obtain the
interface pressure, more simpler in nature, is the use of an acoustic analogy [44]. For
a multiphase interface with gas to the left and solid to the right, the acoustic analogy
gives the expression for the interface pressure (assuming incompressible solid):
p∗ = pl − ρlcl (ul − u∗) , (144)
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where the variable c denotes the speed of sound, and the subscript l denotes the left
gas state. On the other hand, the corresponding acoustic analogy expression for a
multiphase interface with gas to the right and solid to the left will be:
p∗ = pr + ρrcr (ur − u∗) , (145)
where the subscript r denotes the right gas state. Very recently, the effect of using
different interface pressure closures in the EE DEM was addressed [154].
4.6.3 Non-Cartesian grids
The DEM formulation presented thus far is applicable only for a Cartesian grid;
modifications involved to extend the formulation to non-Cartesian grids are now dis-
cussed. The integral form of the finite volume representation presented in Eqn. (130)
is generic for any grid. The flux integrals presented in Eqn. (132) are the same also
for non-Cartesian grids; however, their evaluation requires alterations when applied














where ∆V denotes the volume of the cell (i, j, k) under consideration. In order to
compute the conservative flux integral I2 in Eqn. (132), the mathematical form of
Eqn. (134) is retained. As before, the cell interface is broken into a series of Riemann
problems with pure fluid on either side, as identified by Eqn. (135). The next step in
the approach involves modifications for non-Cartesian grids. To evaluate Eqn. (135),
the terms to be determined are λ∗i−1/2, F
∗
i−1/2(g − g), Sg−g, F ∗i−1/2(g − s), Sg−s,
F ∗i−1/2(s− g), Ss−g, F ∗i−1/2(s− s) and Ss−s.
To determine the above variables, the rules presented in Table 1 are used, with
a modification to the definition of the interface velocity at gas-solid contacts when
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a non-Cartesian grid is under consideration. Here, the interface velocity at gas-
solid contacts is obtained using the direction cosines (ni) of the outward normal
to the non-Cartesian interface under consideration, as done earlier for the gas-gas
Riemann problem in Section 4.4.2. For non-Cartesian grids, the interface velocity is
the contravariant velocity, q∗, and is obtained at the gas-solid contact as q∗ = ui
∗ni,
where ni denotes the direction cosines of the outward normal at the interface. This
is analogous to obtaining the left and right velocities in the pure-gas (single phase)
Riemann solver, in which the direction cosines of the outward normal are used to
estimate the interface velocity using the left and right velocity components (as done
in Section 4.4.2). The interface velocity at gas-solid contacts is then obtained as
q∗ = upnx + vpny + wpnz, (147)
where up, vp and wp denote, respectively, the x, y and z components of the solid
particle velocity obtained from mass-weighted averaging (Eqn. 138). Table 1 is used
with q∗ instead of u∗, in order to extend the same approach to non-Cartesian grids as
well. In particular, the terms λ∗i−1/2, Sg−g, Sg−s, Ss−g, and Ss−s are evaluated using
Table 1, with the just defined q∗ for gas-solid contacts. In order to evaluate Eqn.
(135) for non-Cartesian grids, the fluxes F ∗i−1/2(g− g), F ∗i−1/2(g− s), F ∗i−1/2(s− g)
and F ∗i−1/2(s− s) must also be computed taking into account the direction cosines.
The flux F ∗i−1/2(g − g) is computed as before (Section 4.4.2), since this involves a
Riemann problem with pure gas states on either side of the interface. In addition,
F ∗i−1/2(s − s) = 0, as this corresponds to the solid phase on either side, which is
of no interest with respect to the gas flux evaluation. As before, F ∗i−1/2(g − s) and
F ∗i−1/2(s− g) are evaluated at the respective multiphase interfaces by solving a half-
Riemann problem, whose modifications for a non-Cartesian grid are now discussed.
A half-Riemann problem at a gas-solid contact can be treated to be equivalent
to a full-Riemann problem with the solid state replaced with a modified ‘ghost’ gas
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state with the same pressure and density as the side of the gas, but with the negative
of the velocity augmented with twice the solid velocity. To illustrate this, consider a
half-Riemann problem corresponding to a gas on the left (l) and solid on the right
(r). Define ug,l, vg,l, wg,l, pg,l and ρg,l to denote the x, y and z components of velocity,
pressure and density, respectively, of the gas on the left; up,r, vp,r and wp,r to denote
the three velocity components of the solid on the right. It is now demonstrated
that the modified full Riemann problem with this ghost gas state to replace the solid
can recover the same interface velocity as the original gas-solid half-Riemann problem.
Replace the solid state on the right with a ghost gas state with ug,r, vg,r, wg,r, pg,r and
ρg,r to denote the x, y and z components of velocity, pressure and density, respectively,
of the ghost gas on the right. Impose the following constraints to this ghost gas state
on the right:
ug,r = −ug,l + 2q∗nx,
vg,r = −vg,l + 2q∗ny,
wg,r = −wg,l + 2q∗nz,
pg,r = pg,l,
ρg,r = ρg,l. (148)
Following Toro [194], the following wave speed (Sl, Sr) estimates are used for the
HLLC Riemann solver
Sl = ql − cl;Sr = qr + cr, (149)
where ql and qr are obtained as
ql = ug,lnx + vg,lny + wg,lnz; qr = ug,rnx + vg,rny + wg,rnz, (150)
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and cl and cr denote, respectively, the speeds of sound in the left and right states.
Note that since pg,r = pg,l and ρg,r = ρg,l, it directly follows that cr = cl. Using Eqn.
(148), it can be easily shown that qr = −ql + 2q∗. Substituting the left gas state and
the modified right ghost gas state into the HLLC interface velocity equation (Eqn.
(119)) results in:
S⋆ =
pg,r − pg,l + ρg,lql(Sl − ql)− ρg,rqr(Sr − qr)
ρg,l(Sl − ql)− ρg,r(Sr − qr)
, (151)
which can be expressed as:
S⋆ =
pg,l − pg,l + ρg,lql(Sl − ql)− ρg,l(−ql + 2q∗)cl




ρg,lql(−cl)− ρg,l(−ql + 2q∗)cl
ρg,l(−cl)− ρg,lcl
, (153)
and, on re-arranging, results to
S⋆ = q∗. (154)
Note that this result can also be obtained for the other possible half-Riemann problem,
i.e., when the gas is to the right and solid to the left. Thus, at gas-solid contacts,
replacing the solid with the specified ghost gas state, the half-Riemann problem can
be made analogous to the full-Riemann problem with the ghost gas state. This is a
very useful result, as it directly implies that a modified gas-gas Riemann problem for
which a solution exists even with non-Cartesian grids (as detailed in Section 4.4.2),
can be constructed in lieu of a gas-solid or solid-gas half-Riemann problem in order
to evaluate the conservative flux integrals. Hence, the conservative fluxes at gas-solid
interfaces, viz. F ∗i−1/2(g − s) and F ∗i−1/2(s − g), can be evaluated using the same
procedure as outlined in Section 4.4.2, by appropriately modifying the local Riemann
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problem to that of an equivalent gas-gas system. In particular, Eqn. (125) can be
applied to evaluate the conservative fluxes even at gas-solid contacts (F ∗i−1/2(g− s),
F ∗i−1/2(s − g)), as this multiphase Riemann problem has been simplified to a pure
gas Riemann problem with the use of the modified ghost gas state as defined in
Eqn. (148). Thus, even I2 in Eqn. (132) can be computed for non-Cartesian grids,
by appropriately computing the fluxes at the gas-gas, gas-solid and solid-gas states
as just demonstrated. In order to complete the evaluation of Eqn. (132), the only
other integral that remains to be extended to non-Cartesian grids is I3, i.e., the
non-conservative flux.
For the non-conservative flux computation in non-Cartesian grids, the evalua-
tion of I3 in Eqn. (132) is not trivial as the integrand is in a non-conservative
form. However, in this formulation this term is computed only at the cell boundaries,
i.e., not in the interior, which simplifies the computation. Recall that I3 involves
two sub-integrals, one computed at the boundary, and the other at the interior of
cells [1, 44]. Whereas the integration at the boundary interfaces represents the non-
conservative/“nozzling” terms, the integration at the interior interfaces corresponds
to the source/relaxation terms, which are obtained as a summation in the current
approach (Section 3.2.2). The interface pressure and interface velocity are used to
compute the non-conservative fluxes at the cell boundaries. For a grid not aligned
along the Cartesian axes, the non-conservative fluxes are obtained as p∗nx, p
∗ny and
p∗nz, respectively for the x−, y− and z−momentum equations, following [39].
For the energy equation, the corresponding non-conservative flux will be the
pressure work, and is given as p∗q∗, where, as mentioned before, q∗ is obtained as
q∗ = upnx+vpny+wpnz. This is analogous to the consideration of three surface areas
Snx, Sny and Snz at an inter-cell interface whose surface area is S, aligned along
x−, y− and z−directions, respectively. The non-conservative fluxes are computed
at each of these three interfaces, multiplied by the appropriate surface areas and the
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jump in the indicator functions (see Table 2), and then included in the finite volume












[λ] (S∆α) , (155)
in three-dimensions for the continuity, x−, y−, and z−momentum, energy and k-th
species equations, respectively. The rules for obtaining [λ] and (S∆α) are summarized
in Table 2. Note that q∗ as defined in Eqn. (147) must be used instead of u∗ in Table 2
for non-Cartesian grids. Furthermore, from Table 2, [λ] = +1 or −1 decides whether
the flux is entering or leaving the cell. Thus, I3 in Eqn. (132) can be evaluated for
non-Cartesian grids as well. The computation strategy demonstrated here for non-
Cartesian grids in the x-direction can be extended to the evaluation of the fluxes also
in the y and z directions as well, and whose mathematical form is not presented here
for brevity.
In summary, the DEM formulation for a generic grid is represented by Eqn. (130)
in three-dimensions, which involves three kinds of integrals, viz. I1, I2 and I3, as
presented in Eqn. (132). For non-Cartesian grids, I1 is evaluated using Eqn. (146); I2
using Eqn. (135) and following the rules outlined in Table 1, but with an appropriate
choice of the local Riemann problem; and I3 is solved using Eqn. (155) and following
the rules outlined in Table 2. For using Tables 1 and 2, q∗ from Eqn. (147) is to be
used in place of u∗ for non-Cartesian grids. With these modifications in place, the
DEM formulation is amenable to computation even with non-Cartesian grids.
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4.6.4 Summary of DEM
To summarize this formulation, Fig. 12 shows the volume fraction representation
across three contiguous cells. The arrows denote the direction to which the interface
has to move so that the gas-phase flux needs to be computed for the middle cell. Note
that MUSCL reconstruction is applied for the gas volume fraction, αg, to obtain a
higher order of accuracy. For interfaces with gas on either side, the conservative flux
is non-zero for any direction of the movement of the interface. For interfaces with
gas on one side, and solid on the other, the conservative flux is non-zero if and only
if the interface moves in a direction such that the flow of gas is permissible (either
entering or leaving the cell). Furthermore, the non-conservative fluxes are non-zero
if and only if the gas-solid contact moves in a direction such that the cell-interface
is not blocked. Note that the arrow directions shown for the non-conservative flux
in Fig. 12 are applicable only for cell (i,j,k); if the arrows are reversed for the non-
conservative flux computation shown in Fig. 12, these terms will not be accounted
for cell (i,j,k), but will be considered for the other cells (i-1,j,k) or (i+1,j,k), as the
case may be. The rules outlined in Table 1 are used for computing the conservative
fluxes, and those in Table 2 to compute the non-conservative fluxes.
Figure 12: When to compute conservative and non-conservative fluxes for cell (i,j,k).
The arrow denotes the direction the interface has to move to have a non-zero gas flux
entering or leaving the middle cell. The white regions denote the space available for
the gas; the grey regions denote the space occupied by the solid particles.
The DEM approach is used to compute the fluxes in all the three directions, i.e., x,
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y and z. To compute the fluxes in y, the cells aligned along the y directions, i.e., (i, j−
1, k), (i, j, k) and (i, j + 1, k) are considered and the piecewise linear representation
of the volume fraction field (using MUSCL) is constructed along the y-direction this
time. The same methodology mentioned hitherto is used this time to compute the
fluxes in the y-direction; similarly for the fluxes in the z-direction. Thus, the piecewise
linear representation of the volume fraction field is so constructed, depending on
whether the flux computation is along x-, y- or z-direction.
Due to the presence of a volume fraction gradient within the cell (due to MUSCL
reconstruction), an additional term has to be included in the finite volume formulation
[1]. This term arises in the computation of the non-conservative flux for the second-
order scheme due to the presence of a volume fraction gradient within the cell. This
term (in x-direction) is computed using the gas volume fractions to the immediate
left of the i+1/2 interface and to the right of the i−1/2 interface, which are obtained
from MUSCL reconstruction. The origin of this term and its precise mathematical
form are well explained in [154], and not detailed here for brevity.
The major advantage of the EL DEM over the EE DEM is that the treatment of
the dispersed phase to not be in continuum, enables the precise estimation of particle
trajectories. However, the EL DEM suffers a major drawback over its counterpart.
The EL DEM will not be applicable to multiphase problems where αp → 1, since this
would violate continuum assumption required for flux computation and equation of
state usage. Thus, the EL DEM is not suited for multiphase simulations such as liquid
jet breakup, under water explosions, shock bombardment into compressible materials,
etc. For these problems, the EE DEM is better suited. Problems involving αp less
than, say 0.7, such as the problem under investigation, and the problem of detonation
propagation through a dense cloud of solid particles are well suited for study with the
EL DEM. In Chapter 7, the efficacy of the EL DEM to simulate dense, multiphase,
high-speed flows will be domonstrated for initial solid volume fractions (αp) as high
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as ∼ 60 %.
4.7 Initial Detonation Profile (GISPA Method)
The initial detonation profiles are obtained based on a one-dimensional simulation
employing the Gas-Interpolated-solid-Stewart-Prasad-Asay (GISPA) method for the
detonation process [209]. This method permits time-accurate simulation of detonation
from the time of the initial shock through the completion of the explosive burn. The
GISPA method is robust, as emphasized by its ability to capture the reaction zone
as well as the Von Neumann spike [209]. In the GISPA method, the Euler equations
are solved in a one-dimensional radial coordinate system using the progress variable
approach [210]. Since the current study also includes solid particles, the original
GISPA method has been extended to a multiphase problem, along with appropriate
reaction rates and equations of state for the condensed explosive and the detonation
product gases.
The GISPA method is described in elaborate detail in Appendix B, including
the governing equations, validation studies, and the detonation profiles for homoge-
neous as well as heterogeneous explosive charges—these profiles will be used as initial
conditions for the simulations considered in the current study.
4.8 Other Computational Issues
4.8.1 Generalized grids
Many a time, the simulation grids are not aligned along the Cartesian directions,
resulting in meshes that are skewed and/or stretched with non-orthogonal computa-
tional cells. This introduces modifications to the solution procedure. The geometrical
grid represented by the co-ordinate system (x, y, z) is usually transformed to a so-
called computational grid represented with the co-ordinate system (ξ, η, ζ). This
mapping is undertaken so as to enable the computation of spatial derivatives of flow
variables, which would not be straightforward in the geometrical grid when skewed
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meshes are involved. The computational grid is treated as a structured row and col-
umn distribution of the co-ordinate system (ξ, η, ζ), thereby enabling the computation
of spatial derivatives of flow variables with ease, provided the mapping procedure is
undertaken with care.
Stated in these terms, the second order derivative of any variable φ with respect



















where the derivatives of φ with respect to ξ, η and ζ are evaluated as:
∂φ
∂ξ
= φ (i+ 1, j, k)− φ (i− 1, j, k) ,
∂φ
∂η
= φ (i, j + 1, k)− φ (i, j − 1, k) ,
∂φ
∂ζ
= φ (i, j, k + 1)− φ (i, j, k − 1) . (157)
Note that ∆ξ = ∆η = ∆ζ=1. The derivatives of the set (x, y, z) with respect to the





















































z(i, j, k + 1)− z(i, j, k − 1)
2
. (158)


























































































The 3×3 matrices on the left hand side of the above two equations are usually referred
to as the Jacobians. This approach is used to compute spatial derivaties of the flow
variables in the physical space (x, y, z) using variables mapped into the computational
space (ξ, η, ζ), thus extending the simulation strategy to any generic grid.
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4.8.2 Boundary conditions
Boundary Conditions, or BCs for short, are mathematical constraints enforced at
the domain boundaries so that the flow conforms to a desired pattern locally. BCs
are often classified into two groups: Dirichlet and Neumann [191], although a mixed
combination can also be used, usually referred to as Robin BCs. The purpose of
BCs is to provide additional information to the flow variables at domain boundaries,
and is required to close the solution procedure of partial differential equations—the
Navier-Stokes equations in fluid problems. The most common BCs applied for fluid
flow problems can be categorized as inflow, outflow, periodic, no-slip wall or slip wall
for the flow variables, and as adiabatic or isothermal for temperature. Furthermore,
inflow and outflow BCs can be further classified as subsonic (also referred to as char-
acteristic BC) or supersonic. Additional cells, referred to as “ghost cells,” are created
near the boundaries, and BCs are applied to evaluate the values of the flow variables
in these cells. Note that these ghost cells are outside the domain of simulation, and do
not exist in the physical problem; they are existent only in the mathematical problem.
The number of ghost cells required at the boundaries in each direction is related to
the order of accuracy of the scheme.
In the current study, supersonic outflow BC, slip and no-slip walls are of interest,
and are now summarized.
• Supersonic outflow BC
In supersonic flows, the flow velocity is greater than the local speed of sound, and
no characteristic can propagate upstream of the flow. Outflow BCs are imposed using
a standard extrapolation method, since information propagates only in one direction.
Thus, the properties in the boundary cells can be directly imposed from the interior
of the domain. Stated in these terms, a variable U can be extended to the boundaries
at index N by the relation (note: N + 1
2
represents the actual boundary):
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UN+1 = UN . (161)
• Wall BC
No-slip walls are enforced as zero velocity (u, v, w), both in the tangential and
normal directions, and with zero pressure (p) and passive scalar (e.g., Yk) gradients.
With respect to temperature (T ), a no-slip wall may be implemented as adiabatic
(dT
dn
= 0) or isothermal (dT
dn
6= 0); here, n represents the direction normal to the wall.
Mathematically, a no-slip wall can be enforced as:
uN+1 = −uN ; vN+1 = −vN ;wN+1 = −wN . (162)
Another option for walls is to model them as free-slip walls, also referred to as
symmetry BC. This type enforces zero velocity in the direction normal to the wall,
but allows slippage of flow in the tangential direction. With respect to temperature,
the slip wall enforces an adiabatic condition. For a slip wall with free-slip along the
direction of u and w:
uN+1 = uN ; vN+1 = −vN ;wN+1 = wN . (163)
Note that for both no-slip as well as slip walls, the pressure (p) and mass fractions
(Yk) obey the relation:
pN+1 = pN ;Yk,N+1 = Yk,N . (164)
The temperature (T ) BC is enforced as
TN+1 = TN (165)
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for an adiabatic wall, and as
TN+1 = 2Twall − TN (166)
for an isothermal wall, where Twall denotes the wall temperature known a priori.
A widely used BC for subsonic inflows and outflows was proposed by Poinsot &
Lele [163], based on the use of information from both directions. This BC, typically
referred to as “characteristic BC,” is not used in the current study as the interest
here is on supersonic flows. The interested reader is referred to [162, 163] for further
details.
4.8.3 4th order Runge-Kutta integration for particle phase
The particle phase governing equations summarized in Section 3.2 are integrated
using a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme. Consider for instance the particle position


















For integrating these equations from time t to t + ∆t, the following four steps are
considered in the Runge-Kutta integration:
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Step 1 :
X1 = ∆t ∗ [up,i(t)] ;





































X4 = ∆t ∗ [up,i(t) + U3] ;
U4 = ∆t ∗
dup,i
dt
(up,i(t) + U3, ...). (169)
This is followed by the integration step to obtain the particle position and velocity
vectors at the t+∆t time step:


























Similarly, the particle temperature equation is obtained from the four steps:
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Step 1 :





















T4 = ∆t ∗
dTp
dt
(Tp(t) + T3, ...), (171)
followed by the integration step to obtain the particle temperature at the t+∆t time
step:













A similar procedure is undertaken for evaluating the particle mass, mp, and is not
summarized here for brevity.
4.8.4 Interpolation of gas phase variables to particle location
As mentioned previously, the gas phase variables are computed at the cell center
in the finite volume formulation. However, particles are free to evolve within cells,
and the local gas properties as ‘seen’ by the particles can be different from the cell
centered value. For accurate prediction of the gas phase variables at the location of
the particles, it is essential to incorporate an interpolation operation that uses the
cell centered gas phase variables from nearby cells to compute the value at the local
location of the particle. Two of these approaches are summarized here.
• Trilinear interpolation
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For Cartesian grids aligned along the x-, y- and z-directions, Snider [186] and
Patankar & Joseph [160] employed a trilinear interpolation approach. Here, a weight-
ing procedure is used in the x-, y- and z-directions to map the gas properties to the
location of a particle. A 27-point stencil was used, so that 8 cell centers bound a
particle (2 in x- × 2 in y- × 2 in z-directions, respectively) and the three-dimensional
interpolation operator, S, was obtained as S = SxSySz. For a particle located at
(xp, yp, zp) between cell centers i and i+ 1 (x-direction only), S





Here, xi+1 and xi denote, respectively, the x-coordinates of the cell centers i+1 and i.
Similar expressions hold for Sy and Sz, by using the linear interpolation procedure in
the y- and z-directions, respectively [160, 186]. 8 such interpolation functions, Sξ, can
be defined (i.e., ξ = 1...8), corresponding to the 8 cell centers that bound the particle.
Note that the cell centers that are closest to the particle will have a higher Sξ, and
those that are farther will have smaller values. These Sξ values are used as weights,
and finally, the gas phase variable (U) at the location of the particle (xp, yp, zp) is
obtained as:




where Ui,j,k(ξ) represents the cell centered value, and U(xp, yp, zp) denotes the value
at the location of the particle. This interpolation strategy, however, is valid only
for grids aligned along the Cartesian directions. For more generic grids, a different
weighting procedure is required, and is now discussed.
• 1/d2 interpolation
A Taylor series based interpolation scheme was recently proposed by Marchioli et
al. [140], applicable for particle tracking in complex domains. Here, the procedure is
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similar as above, with the distinction that the weighting operators are different, now
based on the actual distance between the location of the particle (xp, yp, zp) and the
cell center. [140] considered the nearest 8 cell centers to a particle and average the
respective values of the gas phase variables to obtain the final value at the location
of the particle. As before, the gas phase variable Ui,j,k at cell centers are used to
evaluate the value at the particle location as:




[140] define the weights,W (ξ), using an inverse square of distance between the particle







where dξ represents the physical distance between (xp, yp, zp) and (xξ, yξ, zξ). A higher
order interpolation was also proposed in [140], not outlined here for brevity.
In the current study, the 1/d2 weighing based averaging is used. This approach has
also been tried with a 12 nearest cell centers based averaging. The overall accuracy
is improved with the use of a larger number of nearest cell centers. However, for too
large a number used for the averaging, the computational cost increases dramatically,





Before proceeding to the study of explosions, it is customary to validate the compu-
tational/numerical simulation strategy developed in Chapter 4. Since the problem
under study involves two phases, i.e., gas and solid particles, it is essential to validate
the solvers used for both phases. In this chapter, past studies from literature that are
pertinent to the current investigation are identified and simulations are carried out
with the computational approach described in Chapter 4. The simulation results are
compared to these past studies and presented in this chapter, with the primary goal
to validate the computational simulation strategy that is currently used.
The gas phase solver is validated in the first half of this chapter with three studies
on explosions: (1) explosion from a pressurized sphere; (2) Sedov’s point explosion
problem; and (3) blast wave from a homogeneous explosive. Study (1) involves com-
parisons to both experiments as well as numerical results from literature; Study (2)
involves comparison with past theoretical results; Study (3) is compared with exper-
iments from literature. In the second half of this chapter, the solid phase solver is
validated, both in the dilute as well as the dense limits. In particular, the physics
related to inter-particle coupling are assessed with four pertinent studies from litera-
ture: (1) particle dispersion in a shock tube; (2) shock propagation through dust-gas
suspension; (3) shock propagation through dense gas-particle mixture; (4) shock in-
duced dispersion of acrylic plastic clouds. Simulation results for these studies are
compared with experimental data from literature in order to validate the two-phase
approach.
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Overall, this chapter validates the gas phase and the solid phase solvers for high-
speed problems, and the studies undertaken in this chapter will establish the efficacy
of the simulation strategy presented in Chapter 4.
5.1 Validation of the Gas Phase Solver
5.1.1 Explosion from a pressurized sphere
• Boyer [33]
In the first study, the focus is on the study of the attenuation of a shock wave from
a pressurized sphere. Experimental and numerical investigation of the explosion of
pressurized glass spheres was undertaken by Boyer [33], who considered glass spheres
of 5.08 cm dia., initially pressurized to 22 atm. To simulate the same, a 1D grid 25.4
cm long with 7500 grid points is considered (other grid sizes have also been tried
and the results presented here are grid independent) with geometric source terms to
account for the spherical nature of the problem, and the calorically perfect gas model
is used. The shock wave Mach number as a function of radial distance, normalized
with the initial radius (ro) is presented in Fig. 13. The shock attenuation rate is
also compared to the general attenuation law proposed by Aizik et al. [3] and good
agreement is observed. This test study verifies the shock-capturing approach in the
hydrocode.
• Vanderstraeten et al. [201]
In this study, the explosion from a 1 m radius sphere of high pressure air is con-
sidered, similar to the numerical study of Vanderstraeten et al. [201]. A spherical
sector grid 12 m long in the radial (r) direction, 45o in the azimuth (θ) and zenith (φ)
directions is considered, and is resolved using a 1000×45×45 grid. Free-slip bound-
ary conditions are applied along the sides of the sector and supersonic outflow in the
outermost plane. A spherical source of 10 bar pressure and 300 K temperature air
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Figure 13: Explosion from a pressurized sphere. Experimental data from [33];
Attenuation law from [3].











Figure 14: Explosion from a high pressure source. The line denotes the current
simulation results; the circles denote the numerical results of [201].
is initialized within 1 m radius from the origin, representing a pressurized charge.
Outside of this charge, ambient air is initialized at 1 bar pressure and 300 K temper-
ature. This setup is allowed to run until about 30 msec, and the primary shock wave
trajectory is tracked with time, presented in Fig. 14. Also shown in the figure are the
simulation results obtained by [201]. As evident, the current simulation results are in
good agreement with those of [201], thereby verifying the shock-capturing routines in
the current hydrocode, as well as the sector grid approach.
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5.1.2 Sedov’s point explosion problem
In a seminal work, Sedov [182] demonstrated self-similarity of blast waves from explo-
sions valid under three assumptions: (i) point explosions, i.e., the blast wave must be
sufficiently far away that the initial charge can be assumed to be a point; (ii) strong
shock limit, i.e., the blast wave is strong enough that the pressure of the gas behind it
is significantly larger than that ahead of it; and (iii) perfect gas assumption is valid,
i.e., the gas behaves with a constant ratio of specific heats, γ. Stated in these terms,
Sedov derived for an explosion conforming to these stated criteria, and with γ = 1.4,







where E denotes the energy of the initial charge, t is the time, ρo is the ambient
density, and ν takes the value 1 for planar, 2 for cylindrical, and 3 for a spherical
explosion. In addition, the blast wave overpressure, ∆p, is assumed to scale as ∆p ∼
u2, where u denotes the speed of the shock wave, i.e., u = dr/dt. Thus, pressure
scaling can be represented as
∆p(t) ∼ t−2ν/(ν+2). (178)
For a spherical explosion, Sedov’s scaling predicts r ∼ t0.4 and ∆p ∼ t−1.2, under the
assumption that the aforesaid three criteria are valid, and for a gas with γ = 1.4.
The problem of a spherical explosion from a high pressure source is simulated in
order to verify the ability of the hydrocode to predict Sedov’s scaling law. A spherical
sector grid 0.256 m in the radial (r) direction, and 45o in the azimuth (θ) and zenith
(φ) directions is considered, and is resolved using a 1000×45×45 grid. Free-slip
boundary conditions are applied along the sides of the sector, and supersonic outflow
in the outermost plane. A high pressure of 1000 Pa is initialized within an initial
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radius of 0.005 m centered at the origin of the sector, and a low pressure of 10−5 Pa
is initialized everywhere outside this high pressure source. Furthermore, the initial
density is assumed to be 1 Kg/m3 everywhere, with the gas assumed to be air—both
in the high and low pressure regions. The blast wave trajectory and overpressure
are shown in Fig. 15, including their respective power law curve-fit expressions. The
curve-fit expressions conform to r ∼ t0.3984 and p ∼ t−1.1625, in good agreement with
Sedov’s derivation. This study verifies that the hydrocode can predict Sedov’s self-
similar scaling law, and also demonstrates the efficacy of the sector grid approach for
the study of spherical explosions.
































Figure 15: Blast wave trajectory (a) and overpressure (b) profiles for the Sedov
point explosion problem. The circles denote the simulation results and the lines
denote curve-fits.
5.1.3 Blast wave from a homogeneous explosive
In order to verify the real gas routines implemented in the hydrocode, the blast wave
from a homogeneous explosive charge is simulated. A 2.4 m long spherical sector, 20o
in the azimuth and zenith directions is considered, with the same boundary conditions
as before, and is resolved using a 1000×10×10 grid. Detonation profiles for a 11.8 cm
dia. Nitromethane (NM) charge based on the GISPA method are initialized around
the origin of the sector, and ambient air is initialized outside the charge. Experimental
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data for the blast wave trajectory and shock overpressure for this charge were reported
in Zhang et al. [214], and will be used for validating the simulation results. In Fig.
16, the results are presented, and the blast wave trajectory and shock overpressure
are in good agreement with experimental data, thereby verifying the real gas routines
in the hydrocode, and the use of the sector grid approach for simulating spherical
explosions.
































Figure 16: Blast wave trajectory (a) and overpressure (b) profiles for a 11.8 cm
dia. Nitromethane charge. Lines denote the simulation results and circles denote the
experimental data from Zhang et al. [214].
5.2 Validation of the Solid Phase Solver
5.2.1 Particle dispersion in a shock tube
Particle dispersion due to the passage of a shock wave is a canonical test case to
establish the ability of the solver to capture particle motion and dispersion (which
requires proper drag modeling) during shock-particle interaction. The dispersion of
a nylon particle (ρp = 1170 Kg/m
3) 2 mm dia. subjected to a Mach 1.56 shock is
investigated repeating an earlier experimental and numerical study by Devals et al.
[54], who concluded that the particle trajectory and the velocity agree with the use
of the drag law of Igra & Takayama [102]. In the experiments, a 3.75 m long shock
tube with a cross-section of 8 cm × 8 cm was used, and the initialization was based
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on a high pressure region separated from the low pressure region by a diaphragm that
was released. The particles were suspended from the ceiling of the shock tube using
spider webs, making use of its sticky nature. For the simulation, the same domain
size is used and is discretized using a grid of size 375×8×8, and no-flux boundary
conditions are used on the shock tube walls. A high pressure region is initialized in
the simulations similar to the experiments, and is used to create the initial shock
wave and the flow behind it. The particle trajectory and the velocity evolution with
time are shown in Fig. 17, and the present study agrees well with the measured
data. Since this shock tube does not have an outlet, the shock reflects from the end
wall, which causes the particle velocity to level off at later times (> 3 msec), and the
particle trajectory to follow a near-straight line at later times.



























Figure 17: Evolution of particle trajectory (left axis) and velocity (right axis) with
time. The experimental data is from [54].
5.2.2 Shock propagation through dust-gas suspension
The attenuation of a shock wave upon its passage through a dilute gas-particle mix-
ture is also studied using a drag law applicable for this regime [45]. This is a well
established test case studied earlier using both experiments and numerical modeling
[187]. A shock wave of a prescribed Mach number, Ms = 1.49 passes through a cloud
of glass particles (27 µm dia., ρp = 2500 Kg/m
3) initially occupying a mass loading
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ratio, η = 0.63. The same shock tube geometry [187] is simulated using a no-flux
boundary condition in the shock tube walls, and supersonic outflow at the exit plane
of the low pressure region. Initialization is achieved by means of a high pressure
region that is then allowed to expand. Although the experiments were performed in
a circular cross-section shock tube [187], this study uses a square cross-section, which
should not affect the results due to the one-dimensionality of the problem. A shock
tube 7.81 m long is considered, with a cross section being a square of side 5 cm, and
is resolved using a 781×10×10 grid. The shock wave Mach number as it propagates
through the gas-particle mixture is presented in Fig. 18. Due to momentum and
energy absorption by the solid particles, the shock wave attenuates as it propagates
through the particle cloud. Also shown in the figure are the attenuation rates ob-
tained by Aizik et al. [2], and numerical results obtained by another investigators
[41]. The shock wave attenuation predicted by the present hydrocode is in good
agreement with other studies, thereby verifying the solid phase solver implemented
in the current hydrocode.























Figure 18: Planar shock wave attenuation in dust-gas suspension. The experimental
data is from [187]; the attenuation law is from [2]; the other study is from [41].
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5.2.3 Shock propagation through dense gas-particle mixture
In order to validate the Eulerian-Lagrangian DEM approach implemented in the
code, the problem of shock wave propagation through a dense gas-particle mixture is
investigated and compared to available experimental data [173]. In the experiments,
the authors used a 6 m long vertical shock tube with a cross-section of 13 cm × 13 cm.
1.5 mm dia. glass particles were considered and were initially supported inside the
shock tube by a plastic membrane. A diaphragm was used to separate a high pressure
region at the bottom of the tube from the low pressure region, and the diaphragm
pressure ratio was chosen to give rise to a Mach 1.3 shock. Furthermore, the glass
particles initially occupied 65% volume of a 2 cm thick bed on top of the membrane.
The simulations are carried out with the same geometry and initial conditions,
and with the use of the drag law of Crowe et al. [51]. No-flux boundary conditions
are applied along the side walls of the shock tube, and supersonic outflow in the far
extreme of the low pressure region. As before, the initialization for the simulation
is based on a high pressure region to generate the shock wave. A grid resolution of
600×13×13 is chosen for the study and is found to be sufficient. The upstream and
downstream pressure traces are presented in Fig. 19, and the simulation results are in
good agreement with experimental data. Also shown are the results obtained with the
DEM turned off, i.e., the simulation carried out without any dense effects accounted
(note that this is not physical as the volume occupied by the solid particles is not
blocked for the gas). As expected, with the DEM turned off, the upstream pressure
is under-predicted and the downstream over-predicted, as without the blockage due
to the solid particles, more of the shock energy is transmitted downstream and less
upstream; also for the same reason, the transmitted shock arrives at the downstream
location about 0.4 msec earlier with the DEM turned off. Blockage effects, if un-
accounted for, result in erroneous predictions of the dispersion of particles due to a
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shock wave or an explosion. This study validates the DEM methodology and demon-
strates the blockage effects in gas-particle flows that have to be accounted for proper
modeling of problems of the like.



















Figure 19: Pressure traces upstream and downstream of a dense particle bed sub-
jected to a shock wave. The experimental data is from [173].
5.2.4 Shock induced dispersion of acrylic plastic clouds
To illustrate the significance of the just mentioned blockage effect and the concomitant
available shock energy upstream and downstream of the particle cloud, the problem
of the dispersion of a cloud of acrylic plastic cloud due to a Mach 2.8 shock wave
in air is considered. Experimental data for this configuration can be obtained from
[30] for acrylic plastic clouds containing 300 µm dia. particles, with initial volume
fractions (i) 0.1% and (ii) 3%, performed in a 6.5 m long shock tube with a 52 mm
× 52 mm cross section. The problem is simulated with a 1250×10×10 grid using
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions to initialize the flow behind the initial Mach 2.8 shock,
and the two different volume fractions for the initial acrylic plastic particle cloud are
considered. The drag law from the numerical study performed in [30] is used for the
current analysis. The trajectory of the left boundary of the cloud as it disperses after
interacting with the shock is shown in Fig. 20; simulations are performed with the
DEM as well as turning off DEM. As evident, for a 0.1% initial solid volume fraction,
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the dense approach is not essential as the trends agree with experimental data, both
with and without DEM; on the other hand, for a 3% initial volume fraction, the
dispersion characteristics match better with experimental data with the DEM. As
seen in the previous test study, with the DEM off, since accurate blockage to the flow
of gas by the particle cloud is not accounted for, the transmitted shock and the flow
behind it are stronger, thereby the dispersion is faster in relation to the physical case
with DEM, i.e., with the blockage accounted for. From this study it is concluded
that whereas 0.1% can be treated dilute for simulations, 3% initial volume loading
requires the use of a two-phase methodology. It is noted that although 3% may seem
low in terms of volume fraction, the passage of the shock compresses the particle
cloud resulting in solid volume fractions as high as 10%, thereby necessitating the
use of the dense approach. Another observation from Fig. 20 is that the dispersion is
more prominent for the 0.1% volume fraction cloud, as this results in lesser blockage
and therefore a stronger transmitted gas flow. Overall, this study demonstrates the
efficacy of the EL DEM approach.


















Figure 20: Dispersion of acrylic plastic clouds of initial volume fractions (i) 0.1%
and (ii) 3% by a Mach 2.8 shock. The experimental data is from [30].
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter, a few past studies from literature are simulated and the results are
compared with good agreement. In the first half of this chapter, the gas phase solver
was validated by considering three explosion problems: (1) explosion from a pressur-
ized sphere; (2) Sedov’s point explosion problem; and (3) blast wave from a homoge-
neous explosive. These studies validate the efficacy of the developed shock-capturing
scheme for applications to explosions.
In the second half of this chapter, the two-phase solver is validated with four past
investigations from literature of interest to the current research effort: (1) particle
dispersion in a shock tube; (2) shock propagation through dust-gas suspension; (3)
shock propagation through dense gas-particle mixture; (4) shock induced dispersion
of acrylic plastic clouds. Whereas studies (1) and (2) focus on dilute particle clouds,
studies (3) and (4) validate the dense approach developed, in particular the Eulerian-
Lagrangian Discrete Equations Method (EL DEM). Furthermore, for the dense two-
phase studies, blockage effects are identified to play a significant role in the flow
physics of the problem. This exemplifies the necessity of a robust two-phase simulation
strategy such as the EL DEM for the investigation of problems of this kind.
Overall, the studies presented in this chapter demonstrate the efficacy of the
simulation strategy and validate the hydrocode for application to explosions involving




This chapter focuses on the study of explosions from homogeneous charges, i.e., ex-
plosive charges that do not contain metal particles. Past studies [9, 10, 120, 121] have
clearly demonstrated that chemical explosions are characterized by hydrodynamic ef-
fects such as Rayleigh-Taylor [192] and Richtmyer-Meshkov [169] instabilities. As
mentioned in Section 1.2.2, the high density gradients across the contact surface at
early times gives rise to the growth of a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The Rayleigh-
Taylor structures grow in size as they expand into outer regions, and are characterized
by the presence of surrounding vortex rings due to baroclinic and shear effects [121].
Later, during the outward passage of the secondary shock, its interaction with these
structures results in a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. A mixing layer ensues as these
instabilities further grow and mix the inner detonation products and the outer air.
Combustion/afterburn effects play a role in the mixing layer subsequent to the detona-
tion, for exothermic heat release due to combustion (afterburn) results in volumetric
expansion of the gas, which can change the dynamics in the mixing layer. Thus, the
problem of chemical explosions offers a plethora of interesting physics to explore.
Another aspect of interest is the presence of ambient reactive particles, which can
perturb the flow field and result in the growth of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities that can
also later result in a mixing layer. Solid particles in the ambient pick up momentum
and disperse, pick up heat and ignite. If solid particles are sufficiently large, they
disperse only radially and are not influenced by the vortex rings in the mixing layer.
On the other hand, if particles are sufficiently small, their response time scales are
comparable to the fluid mechanic time scales in the mixing layer, which can result
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in clustering of particles around the vortex rings as will be demonstrated later in
this chapter. It is of practical relevance to characterize these phenomena, so as to
properly understand the underlying physics that play a significant role in the mixing
layer ensuing from chemical explosions.
This chapter first considers the flow field subsequent to the detonation of ho-
mogeneous explosive charges, with emphasis on estimating the impulsive loading
from explosions. Three explosives, i.e., Nitromethane (NM), Trinitrotoluene (TNT)
and High-Melting Explosive (HMX)—also referred to as Her Majesty’s Explosive in
the Commonwealth countries—are considered for a one-dimensional analysis and the
shock overpressure and impulsive loading are assessed. Then, the study is extended
to three-dimensions for a TNT charge, and hydrodynamic and afterburn effects are
investigated. Here, the effect of afterburn on the impulsive loading is compared to
that predicted by the one-dimensional results. Furthermore, the different phases in-
volved in chemical explosions are analyzed, thus laying the groundwork for targeted
studies on explosions in multiphase environments.
Later in the chapter, the studies are extended with the consideration of dilute
ambient aluminum particle clouds. Subsequent to the detonation event, the ambient
particles introduce perturbations on the contact surface, which grows into a Rayleigh-
Taylor instability. The effect of particle size, mass loading ratio (defined as the ratio
of the mass of solid to mass of gas in a given volume) and initial cloud width are
considered, and their effect on the amount of mixing and afterburn are investigated.
Furthermore, if small particles are considered, they cluster around the vortex rings
in the mixing layer due to smaller response time scales. This phenomena is studied
for a range of parameters, and the exact clustering process is elaborately discussed.
Overall, this chapter portrays the physics involved in chemical explosions, both into
ambient air, as well as into dilute aluminum particle clouds.
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6.1 Homogeneous Explosions into Air
The first task is to understand the basic physics of chemical explosions from a one-
dimensional sense, i.e., without accounting for hydrodynamic instabilities (no mixing
between the detonation products and air is encountered here). To this end, the blast
from a 11.8 cm dia. spherical NM charge is simulated using the one-dimensional radial
Euler equations. Furthermore, the JWL equation of state is employed in this study
to account for real gas effects. Various grids of sizes 3000, 5000, and 7500 are used
in the radial direction to simulate a 12 m long domain, and the blast wave trajectory
and overpressure are shown in Fig. 21 along with the experimental data of [214].
Grid convergence is achieved for the range of grids, and therefore 5000 grid points are
used for all the one-dimensional studies presented here. Also shown in Fig. 21 are the
results using the thermally perfect gas model; it is clear that the thermally perfect
gas assumption significantly overpredicts the shock speed and the overpressure, thus
demonstrating the need to employ a proper real gas equation of state.
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Thermally perfect - 5000
Experiment
(b)
Figure 21: Blast wave from a Nitromethane charge (a) trajectory; (b) overpressure.
Experimental data from [214]. The numbers denote the number of grid points used for
the one-dimensional grid. Real: real gas assumption; Thermally perfect: thermally
perfect gas assumption.
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6.1.1 One-dimensional effects only
Here, the three aforementioned explosives, viz. NM, TNT and HMX are studied
and their respective shock overpressure and impulsive loading are compared. For the
simulations, the one-dimensional approach is used with 5000 grid points in a 12 m
long domain, and the detonation profiles are initialized corresponding to a 11.8 cm
dia. initial charge. Some relevant detonation characteristics for the various explosives
are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3: Properties of the three explosives considered
Explosive Chemical Chapman- Density Detonation Detonation
formula Jouguet velocity energy
pressure (GPa) (Kg/m3) (Km/s) (MJ/Kg)
NM CH3NO2 12.5 1128 6.28 4.35
TNT C7H5N3O6 21.0 1630 6.93 4.84
HMX C4H8N8O8 42.0 1891 9.11 5.86
For these explosives, the primary and secondary shock trajectories and the shock
overpressure are shown in Fig. 22. The primary shock is faster for HMX, followed by
TNT and lastly, NM, consistent with the order of the mass of the high explosive (and
total detonation energy) in each charge. The secondary shock is observed to travel a
farther distance during its initial outward movement in the same order for the three
explosives, i.e., by 9 cm farther for TNT than NM, and by 5 cm for HMX than TNT.
The strength of the primary shock, i.e., the shock overpressure also increases with
the total detonation energy. For comparison, the blast overpressure of TNT based on
a curve-fit expression from [53] is also shown in the figure, and is observed to be in
reasonable agreement with the current prediction, thereby validating the simulation
approach.
The total impulsive loading from a homogeneous charge is obtained at different
radial locations for the three explosives considered, viz. NM, TNT and HMX. The
impulsive loading is estimated on a ‘virtual wall,’ i.e., without the consideration of
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Figure 22: Blast wave from charges containing the same volume of the high explosive
(a) primary and secondary shock trajectories; (b) overpressure. DoD (1998) [53].
blast wave reflection/diffraction. Under this assumption, the total deliverable impulse











where po denotes the ambient pressure. For a real wall/structure, the drag coefficient
between the flow and the wall/structure has to be included in the impulse term due
to flow momentum; this, however, is not accounted for in the current study as a
simplification. It is emphasized that the impulse estimates presented here correspond
only to a virtual wall.
In the past, scaling laws have been generated for the incident positive phase pres-
sure impulse [32, 55, 114], without considering the contribution from subsequent pos-
itive pressure phases and from the gas momentum flux. Here, scaling for incident
positive phase pressure impulse is considered as well as for the total impulse; for the
total impulse, all the positive over-pressure phases are considered, i.e., not only from
the phase corresponding to the incident/primary blast wave.
Using the same cube-root scaling law identified earlier [12], the scaled incident
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positive phase pressure impulse and the scaled total impulse as a function of the
scaled distance are compared in Fig. 23. At scaled radius around 0.3 m(Kg)−1/3,
the incident positive phase pressure impulse is lower than at radial distances im-
mediately outwards for the three explosives considered. This is because this region
(∼ 0.3 m(Kg)−1/3) is contained within the distance that the secondary shock moves
during its initial outward passage. The secondary shock gives rise to an early termi-
nation of the positive phase duration of the pressure, thus explaining the low positive
pressure impulse at scaled radius around 0.3 m(Kg)−1/3. At scaled radius around
0.8 m(Kg)−1/3, the incident positive phase pressure impulse is observed to increase
slightly for the three explosives considered. As pointed out in [114], the finite size of
the explosive charge spreads out the energy, rather than concentrating it as a point
source. Thus, the expanding detonation product gases tends to provide slightly in-
creased pressure impulse. This trend in the pressure impulse has also been reported
in a different study [32].
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Figure 23: Scaled impulse as a function of the scaled radius for NM, TNT and
HMX.
For the three explosives considered, the scaled total impulse decreases monoton-
ically with scaled radius, due to the attenuation of the blast wave as it propagates
outwards. The order of scaled impulse is HMX > TNT > NM, consistent with the or-
der of their detonation energies. Empirical curve-fit for the shock overpressure, scaled
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incident positive phase pressure impulse and scaled total impulse are obtained for the
three explosives as a function of the scaled radius. Specifically, curve-fit expressions
for overpressure (∆p), scaled incident positive pressure impulse (Ip) and scaled total
impulse (It) are obtained using the following relations (a similar expression has been
used elsewhere [53]):
ln(∆p) = A1 ln(Z)
4 +B1 ln(Z)
3 + C1 ln(Z)
2 +D1 ln(Z) + E1,
ln(Ip/W
1/3) = A2 ln(Z)
4 +B2 ln(Z)
3 + C2 ln(Z)
2 +D2 ln(Z) + E2,
ln(It/W
1/3) = A3 ln(Z)
4 +B3 ln(Z)
3 + C3 ln(Z)
2 +D3 ln(Z) + E3, (180)
where ∆p is expressed in MPa; Ip and It in Pa-s, and W in Kg. The variable Z de-
notes the scaled radius, r/W 1/3 in m(Kg)−1/3. By curve-fitting the overpressure and
impulse for the three explosives, the empirical constants in Eqn. (180) are obtained,
and are presented in Table 4. In order to ensure the independence of the scaling laws
to the initial charge size, different TNT charges comprising of 10, 100, 1000 and 10,000
times the amount of TNT by mass as the baseline 11.8 cm dia charge (the case with
10,000 times corresponds to over 14 tons of TNT) are also considered. These charges
correspond to 0.2542, 0.5476, 1.18 and 2.542 m dia., respectively. Identical shock
overpressure and scaled impulse are observed for all the TNT charges at the same
scaled radius, thereby ensuring a wider applicability of the scaling laws proposed.
Table 4: Overpressure scaling for the three explosives
Explosive A1 B1 C1 D1 E1 Range
NM 0.2656 0.2425 -0.5714 -2.2821 0.1383 0.25<Z<2.5
0.1057 -0.7078 1.9499 -4.2259 0.6280 2.5<Z<10
TNT 0.0749 0.1981 -0.3841 -2.3607 0.3381 0.25<Z<2.5
-0.0524 0.2543 -0.1017 -2.4808 0.2762 2.5<Z<10
HMX -0.2121 -0.2847 -0.2725 -2.2089 0.5866 0.25<Z<2.5
0.0982 -0.6876 2.0007 -4.4864 1.1907 2.5<Z<10
A generalized empirical scaling law applicable for any explosive can be very useful
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in their design. To this end, curve-fits of the coefficients of the scaling laws for each
explosive are obtained with their respective detonation energies. Denoting E as the
detonation energy of an explosive in MJ/Kg, the coefficients A1, B1, etc. can be
again curve-fit as functions of E as
A1 = λA1E
2 + µA1E + δA1 etc. (181)
These new curve-fit coefficients (λ, µ, δ) are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5: Empirical scaling law for explosives
0.25<Z<2.5 2.5<Z<10
Coefficient λ µ δ λ µ δ
A1 0.0714 -1.0457 3.4628 0.3114 -3.1841 8.0645
B1 -0.2534 2.2377 -4.6971 -1.9119 19.5337 -49.5018
C1 -0.1806 2.0417 -6.0356 4.1378 -42.2129 107.2791
D1 0.2048 -2.0425 2.7274 -3.6608 37.2042 -96.7928
E1 -0.1086 1.4059 -3.9221 1.0693 -10.5445 26.2635
A2 -0.3467 3.6864 -8.8202 -0.0980 1.0888 -2.9745
B2 -0.1405 1.8144 -4.5817 0.5245 -5.8600 16.1385
C2 0.6748 -6.8822 16.2307 -0.9927 11.1687 -31.1728
D2 0.1660 -1.8619 4.1698 0.7793 -8.8246 24.2358
E2 -0.0619 0.8792 2.3976 -0.2217 2.7346 -3.1971
A3 -0.0621 0.6813 -1.8305 0.3125 -3.1383 7.6995
B3 -0.0521 0.5654 -1.5749 -1.9823 19.9721 -49.1849
C3 0.0345 -0.4329 1.3566 4.4658 -45.1129 111.4637
D3 0.0246 -0.2093 -0.7844 -4.2205 42.6989 -106.8735
E3 -0.0256 0.5261 3.8357 1.3814 -13.7146 39.0919
Although detonation energy is chosen as the variable for the curve-fit, other explosive
parameters can also be used, for example, detonation velocity or Chapman-Jouguet
pressure. More explosives can be considered, and the curve-fit coefficients (λ, µ and
δ) can be fine-tuned if needed. To illustrate the significance of the presently obtained
scaling law, the blast from a 14.02 ton TNT charge is simulated and the overpressure
is compared with the scaling law that is proposed here, and is presented in Fig. 24.
The results are in good agreement, thus exemplifying the applicability of the scaling
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Figure 24: Comparison of a 14.02 ton TNT charge with the scaling law.
6.1.2 Three-dimensional effects included
With the above basic understanding on one-dimensional chemical explosions, the fo-
cus is now shifted to the effect of three-dimensional physics on the post-detonation
characteristics. In order to study the effect of the growth of hydrodynamic insta-
bilities, a three-dimensional sector grid approach is used. However, to understand
the applicability of this approach, a simulation is first undertaken with the three-
dimensional sector grid without any hydrodynamic instabilities for the baseline 11.8
cm dia NM charge. A spherical sector 12 m long, and 20o in the azimuth (θ) and
zenith (φ) directions is considered, and a 5000×10×10 mesh is used. Free-slip bound-
ary conditions are used along the sides of the sector and supersonic outflow in the
outward plane. The initialization uses the same one-dimensional detonation profiles
obtained from the GISPA method (Section 4.7, Appendix B).
In Fig. 25 (a), the pressure traces are shown at a radial location 0.9 m from the
center of the charge based on the one-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations,
and the results are in good agreement. This result demonstrates that the results with
the sector grid and the 1D studies agree, which exemplifies the overall applicability
of the approach. In Fig. 25 (b), the pressure contour is shown at time 3.34 msec after
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the detonation process, and the primary and secondary blast waves are observed
to maintain a spherical shape. Other grid sizes and sector angles also show good
agreement with the one-dimensional studies. The 20o sector is resolved with 10 grid
points, i.e., corresponding to an azimuth/zenith angular cell increment, ∆θ = ∆φ =
2o. For very large sector grid cell increment angles (∆θ, ∆φ > 10o), slight distortions
from the spherical nature of the problem are observed, and thus, necessitates increase
in resolution.
















Figure 25: Comparison of one-dimensional and three-dimensional approaches (a)
pressure trace; (b) pressure contour.
In order to better understand the effect of hydrodynamic instabilities in explosive
blasts, a 11.8 cm dia TNT charge is analyzed. A spherical sector, 2.4 m long and
45o in the azimuth and zenith directions is used, and the one-dimensional detonation
profiles (Section 4.7) are used for initializing the explosive charge. Grids of sizes
1000×30×30 (G1), 1000×45×45 (G2), 1000×60×60 (G3), and 1000×75×75 (G4)
are considered. Comparing the time of arrival of the secondary shock, the mixing
layer boundaries (to be defined shortly), and the mass-fraction of fuel remaining
in the charge, it is observed that the results with G2 only marginally differ from
G1, and are in accordance with G3 and G4. Since the focus of this study is on these
parameters, it is concluded from these observations that G2 suffices for the remainder
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of this study.
To help trigger the growth of instabilities, random fluctuations Gaussian or Laplace
in nature, are added to the density (and energy) profiles in a radial sector region 0.9
r0 ≤ r ≤ r0, where r0 denotes the initial charge radius. Other investigators [120, 121]
used similar perturbation procedures, albeit outside the charge. The source of these
instabilities could be assumed to arise either from granular irregularities in the charge
surface or from molecular fluctuations.
Figure 26 shows the mixing layer (iso-surface of N2 mass fraction with value cor-
responding to mean of N2 mass fraction in detonation products and ambient air)
shape at four different times using the 1000×45×45 grid and Gaussian initial pertur-
bation. As evident from Fig. 26, four phases are identified: (i) blast wave phase; (ii)
implosion phase; (iii) re-shock phase; and (iv) asymptotic mixing phase, consistent
with past studies [120, 121]. During the initial blast wave phase, the Rayleigh-Taylor
[192] structures grow in time, yet preserve their initial perturbation shape (0.5 msec,
Fig. 26 (a)). The mixing layer is created where the detonation products and the
shocked air co-exist. Vorticity is created in the mixing layer, leading to entrainment
of the surrounding air into these structures, resulting in their spatial growth, and
afterburn/combustion between the detonation products (C and CO) and the shocked
air. During the implosion phase, the secondary shock, as it implodes inwards, drags
along with it the lower end of the mixing layer (1 msec, Fig. 26 (b)). During the
re-shock phase, the secondary shock passes through the mixing layer, which is a clas-
sic Richtmyer-Meshkov scenario [169, 146], resulting in more vorticity creation due to
baroclinic torque effects (−∇ (1/ρ) × ∇p). This results in interaction between con-
tiguous structures, which in turn leads to further mixing enhancement in the layer as
is evident from the profiles at 2 msec (Fig. 26 (c)). Subsequently, in the asymptotic
phase, contiguous structures begin to merge, thereby giving rise to a more distorted
and wrinkled appearance to the mixing layer (8.5 msec, Fig. 26 (d)). This merging
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between structures results in loss of memory of the initial perturbation shape. Thus,
the problem under study is characterized by these four different phases, each being
influenced by distinctly different fluid mechanics.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 26: Iso-surface of N2 mass fraction to illustrate the growth of the mixing
layer with time.
In order to quantitatively understand the growth of the mixing layer, the spatially
averaged N2 mass fraction in the azimuth and zenith directions are considered, with
the assumption that 1.05YN2
i and 0.95Y oN2 represent the inner and outer boundaries of
the mixing layer, respectively, where YN2
i and YN2
o denote the nitrogen mass fraction
in the detonation products and ambient air, respectively. The locus of the boundaries
of the mixing layer are shown in Fig. 27. At early times (∼ 0.5 msec), the inner and
outer boundaries of the mixing layer are propagated outwards due to the outward
motion of the blast wave. During the implosion phase (0.5-1 msec), the secondary
shock drags the inner boundary of the mixing layer along with it, resulting in an
increase of the mixing layer width (defined as the gap between the outer and inner
boundaries). Subsequently, during the re-shock phase (1-2 msec), the outward moving
secondary shock drags along with it the inner boundary of the mixing layer, causing its
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width to shrink. At around 3 msec, the inward moving tertiary shock causes the inner
boundary of the mixing layer to propagate inwards, albeit not as much as observed
during the secondary shock’s implosion. Furthermore, since the tertiary shock is weak,
the contribution to the mixing layer width during its subsequent outward passage is
not as pronounced as that of the secondary shock. This is followed by the asymptotic
phase (> 5 msec), during which, the overall width of the mixing layer slowly widens
and tends to asymptote. Some of these features have also been reported in [120].













Figure 27: Inner and outer boundaries of the mixing layer for the TNT charge.
The behavior of the mixing layer width (or zone) is useful to analyze for chemical
explosions. Upon curve-fitting the mixing layer width with time, during the blast





, where w denotes the mixing layer width based on the above definition,
ro denotes the initial charge radius, t is the time in msec, and W , the mass of the
explosive in the charge in Kg. For the implosion phase, the mixing layer width is
observed to grow non-linear due to the inward stretching of the lower boundary of





These expressions can be used to predict the early stages of the mixing layer growth
with time.
Although both Gaussian and Laplace distributions have been used for the initial-
ization, the mixing layer growth is nearly the same for both, as evident from Fig. 27.
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In both these scenarios, the initial perturbations grow to much larger sizes quickly,
and thus the exact scale of the initial perturbation loses significance. Furthermore,
after the re-shock phase, as observed in Fig. 26, contiguous structures interact and
merge, thereby resulting in loss of memory. Due to this, the exact initial perturba-
tion does not have a uniqueness to the later development and behavior of the flow
field. However, the appearance of the fireball will be different for a different initial
perturbation function, as shown in Fig. 28, where the iso-surface of the N2 mass
fraction is shown at 3.2 msec for the Gaussian and Laplace distribution based initial
perturbation. As evident from the figure, the final appearance of the structures in
the mixing layer is different for the Gaussian and Laplace distribution based initial
perturbations. This has implications to real explosive blasts: two different charges of
the same size and high explosive, upon detonation, can result in the same afterburn
energy, pressure trace and impulsive loading; however the fireball will most certainly
look different in photography. The imperfections on two real explosive charges will
be different, and this will make their visual appearance different, as the structures
evolve non-linearly with time.
Figure 28: Iso-surface of N2 mass fraction at 3.2 msec for the random initialization
based on Gaussian and Laplace distributions.
As the secondary shock passes through the mixing layer, it interacts with the
structures, giving rise to a classical Richtmyer-Meshkov instability [169], which is
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characterized by the creation of vorticity due to baroclinic effects. Due to this vor-
ticity, the secondary shock distorts in shape. However, as the secondary shock prop-
agates outside the mixing layer, as there is no more significant baroclinic effects,
the secondary shock re-attains its spherical shape outside the mixing layer. To il-
lustrate this fact, the natural logarithm of density (density in Kg/m3) contours are
shown in Fig. 29 at 2.25 and 2.72 msec. At the earlier time, the secondary shock
is distorted as it traverses through the mixing layer, due to the presence of vortical
structures arising from baroclinic effects. These structures cause spatially varying
levels of afterburn/exothermicity, and thus spatially varying speeds of sound, causing
the secondary shock to be faster in some regions, and slower in others. This creates
the distorted shape of the secondary shock; however, within the next 0.47 msec, the
secondary shock re-attains a spherical shape outside the mixing layer, due to trans-
verse pressure waves which tend to equalize pressure in the transverse directions.
(a) (b)
Figure 29: Natural logarithm of density contours at (a) 2.25 msec; (b) 2.72 msec.
To better understand the rate of combustion/afterburn, the time varying mass of
CO, C and CO2 are normalized with the initial charge mass and shown in Fig. 30.
Since the chemical kinetic rates are assumed infinitely fast, by rate of combustion, it
is referred to the rate at which convective mixing-controlled combustion occurs, i.e.,
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not from diffusion or chemical kinetics. The burning rates are sufficiently fast at early
times (< 1 msec) as the detonation products and shock compressed oxygen interact
for the first time. Subsequently, due to the presence of CO2, which acts as a blanket
between the detonation products and the shocked oxygen, the burning rate is slowed
down. Thus, although more afterburn occurs during the asymptotic phase [121], the
burning rate is slower than the corresponding rates at the earlier phases. It is due to
this slow afterburning that the primary shock is almost unaffected by the afterburn
energy release.
Observations show that at early times (blast wave phase), afterburn occurs pri-
marily along the edges of the Rayleigh-Taylor structures, as these are the regions
where the inner detonation products mix with the outer air. Burning occurs more or
less along the entire width of the mixing zone during these early times. Later, most
of the oxygen in the inner regions of the mixing layer get consumed, transitioning the
burning primarily to the outer regions of the mixing layer due to this being closer
to the source of oxidizer. However, some pockets of oxidizer still remain trapped
inside the mixing layer even until late times (asymptotic mixing phase), owing to the
earlier implosion phase, during which the secondary shock drags cavities of air deep
into the mixing layer. As these regions of air mix with the inner detonation products,
most of the oxygen is consumed, leaving behind some small air pockets where burning
sustains along the edges of these pockets. This behavior was also reported in earlier
studies [120, 121]. However, as more mixing occurs at later times, these pockets of
oxygen get consumed, thereby transitioning the burning to the outer regions of the
mixing layer completely.
These burning studies provide useful insights on how fast and how much of the
detonation products burn, and the amount of exothermicity involved. Often, one-
dimensional studies [6] investigate the blast problem with a parametric energy release,
as the exact energy release can only be accurately deduced from three-dimensional
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studies. Thus, targeted 3D studies can be used to predict the accurate energy release,
and can then be used in parametric one-dimensional studies.


























Figure 30: Normalized mass of CO, C and CO2 variation with time.
To understand the effect of afterburn on the impulsive loading, the pressure traces
for the 1D and 3D studies for the same TNT charge are compared in Fig. 31 at 0.9
m from the charge center. The increased mixing and afterburn associated with the
three-dimensional case is not observed to affect the primary shock, as the afterburn
energy release occurs over a time frame of a few hundred milli-seconds, which is
not fast enough to couple with the primary shock. However, the secondary shock
is observed to be slightly faster and stronger for the three-dimensional case, due to
the increased afterburn energy release, which in turn results in lesser attenuation of
the secondary shock as it traverses the mixing region. Another key observation is
that the decay rate of the pressure profiles behind the primary shock is substantially
different between the 1D and 3D cases. For instance, at around 1 msec, in the case
with instabilities and enhanced mixing/afterburn (3D), the pressure decay is less than
the corresponding 1D case. It appears that mixing and afterburn energy release are
associated with three important features: (1) acceleration of the secondary shock;
(2) stronger secondary shock; and (3) lesser decay rate of the pressure behind the
primary shock. However, since the primary blast wave is nearly unaffected by the
afterburn energy release, 1D studies will suffice for estimating the primary blast wave
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overpressure.

















Figure 31: Pressure traces at the 0.9 m radial location for the TNT charge.
The dependence of the pressure on mixing and afterburn has implications in the
impulsive loading estimation of explosive charges. The positive phase incident pres-
sure impulse and the total impulse for the 1D and 3D cases are tabulated in Table
6, and a slight increase is observed for the 3D study, due to increased mixing and
afterburn energy release. Denote as 3D-11.25o and 3D-22.5o, respectively, the quarter
(θ = φ = 11.25o) and half (θ = φ = 22.5o) azimuth and zenith locations of the 45o
sector. The positive phase pressure impulse and total impulse are higher for the 3D
by about 46-60 % and 34-43 %, respectively. While the positive pressure impulse is
nearly the same at 3D-11.25o and 3D-22.5o azimuth/zenith locations, the total im-
pulse is slightly different at the 0.80 mKg−1/3 location, as this radial location is near
the center of the mixing layer, where the presence of vortical structures introduces
significant three-dimensionality. Near to the core of the mixing layer, pressure waves
can propagate laterally, trying to attain a ‘pressure equilibrium’ in the azimuth and
zenith directions, thus explaining the almost same positive pressure impulse at 3D-
11.25o and 3D-22.5o. However, near the core of the mixing layer, vortical structures
cause significant density gradients, and thus, the total impulse (due to the dynamic
pressure term) differs by about 7 % between 3D-11.25o and 3D-22.5o in the mixing
layer. The total impulse is observed to be nearly the same for 3D-11.25o and 3D-22.5o
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at the 1.38 mKg−1/3 location, as this is near the outer periphery of the mixing layer,
where transverse variations are minimal.
Table 6: Scaled impulse for TNT without (1D) and with (3D) mixing
Scaled radius, positive pressure total impulse,
mKg−1/3 impulse, Pa− secKg−1/3 Pa− secKg−1/3
1D 3D-11.25o 3D-22.5o 1D 3D-11.25o 3D-22.5o
0.80 208.9 334.4 335.5 425.9 572.6 611.5
1.38 121.4 177.8 177.5 219.6 296.7 293.0
While 1D results can accurately predict the shock overpressure, 3D studies appear
more suited to make accurate impulse estimations. Furthermore, in the blast studies
of high explosives, other natural factors such as ambient humidity, density strati-
fications, and dust content are important parameters that can affect the impulsive
loading on structures, and to predict these effects will require 3D simulations. The
current methodology appears to have the requisite capability to study some of these
significant effects within a single simulation strategy. Also of interest is to determine
the effect of the intensity of the initial perturbations on the mixing and afterburn in
the post-detonation flow field, and will now be addressed.
6.1.3 Effect of initial perturbations
As previously mentioned, four phases are critical to the problem, i.e., the (1) blast
wave phase, (2) implosion phase, (3) re-shock phase and the (4) asymptotic phase
[13, 120, 121]. Two sub-cases are considered here, viz. low and high intensity per-
turbations are added to the initial density (and energy) profiles in the radial region
0.9ro ≤ r ≤ ro, and the effect of the initial perturbations to the mixing and afterburn
characteristics are studied. Specifically, Gaussianly generated random perturbations
of intensity (max/min) ± 0.1% and ± 1%, respectively, are added for the low and
high intensity perturbation cases, to the density in the said radial band of the initial
charge. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the mean of the perturbations is almost
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zero, so that the total mass used to simulate the explosive corresponds to the cho-
sen size. Other means of perturbations can also be used, such as by adding velocity
perturbations outside the charge, and it is believed that the quantitative results will
depend on the choice. Since the goal of this investigation is to understand the ensu-
ing mixing process, the sensitivity to the initial choice (density or velocity, etc.) is
considered beyond the scope of this investigation.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 32: Mixing layer growth at 0.4 msec ((a) & (b)) and 3.5 msec ((c) & (d)) for
the low ((a) & (c)) and high ((b) & (d)) intensity initial perturbations. Shown here
are the CO isosurface contours shaded with the density.
In this section, the focus is on mixing and hydrodynamic growth due to initial
Gaussian perturbations. Figure 32 shows the mixing layer (iso-surface of CO mass
fraction) shape at two different times, i.e., Fig. 32 (a) and (b) correspond to 0.4 msec;
(c) and (d) to 3.5 msec; (a) and (c) correspond to low intensity initial perturbations;
(b) and (d) correspond to high intensity initial perturbations. From Fig. 32 (a)
and (b), i.e., at the 0.4 msec time instant, it is observed that the structures are
larger but fewer in number for the latter. For the larger initial perturbation intensity,
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contiguous structures interact and merge earlier; on the other hand, when the initial
perturbations are smaller, since the spacing between contiguous structures is more,
they take a longer time to interact and merge. Consequently, the surface area of
the structures at 0.4 msec are larger for the case with the larger initial perturbation
shape (Fig. 32 (b)), and thus mixing and afterburn are more at 0.4 msec for the
larger initial perturbation case. However, at 3.5 msec, comparing Fig. 32 (c) and
(d), the scale and the number of structures are nearly similar for the two cases, i.e.,
the shape of the structures has attained a self-similarity, independent of the initial
perturbation intensity. This time instant corresponds to the asymptotic phase, where
the secondary shock has already penetrated through the mixing layer and deposited
vorticity through baroclinic effects, that causes the merging and mixing of adjacent
structures. Thus, at late times, the actual scale of the initial perturbations has
lost its significance, and fluid mechanic effects such as entrainment and vorticity
induced mixing take over. These observations imply that the early-stage mixing and
afterburn rates should depend on the scale of the perturbations, with more mixing
and afterburn occurring for larger initial perturbations; however, late time mixing
and afterburn rates are nearly self-similar and independent of the scale of the initial
perturbation size. The only major difference between Fig. 32 (c) and (d) is that the
latter is slightly more radially ‘outside’ than the former.
To better understand the role of afterburn on the profile of the mixing layer,
Fig. 33 shows the outer and inner boundaries of the mixing layer, defined here as
the radial location where the azimuthally averaged CO mass fraction is 0.1Y iCO and
0.9Y iCO, respectively, where Y
i
CO represents the mass fraction of CO at the onset
of the completion of detonation within the charge, and is assumed uniform within
the charge. Note that this definition is ad hoc, and is used only to represent the
growth of the mixing layer qualitatively. The mixing layer boundaries are normalized
with the initial charge radius, ro. As observed, the mixing layer is wider for the
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Figure 33: Outer and inner boundaries of the mixing layer with low and high
intensity initial perturbations.
high intensity initial perturbation case, as more mixing and afterburn occurs for this
case at early times, which expands the gases to a farther radial distance. However,
beyond 2 msec, the differences in the mixing layer boundary profiles for the low and
high intensity perturbations are nearly maintained, emphasizing self-similarity in the
late time mixing layer profiles.
















Figure 34: Pressure traces at the 0.9 m radial location for the TNT charge with low
and high intensity initial perturbations.
The pressure traces at the radial location 0.9 m from the charge center are plot-
ted as a function of time for the two different initial perturbation cases in Fig. 34.
The time of arrival of the primary shock is identical and independent of the initial
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perturbations, as the time scale of afterburn energy release is a few orders of magni-
tude larger than that of the primary blast wave at the 0.9 m location. However, the
pressure decay rate behind the primary blast wave is lesser when the initial pertur-
bation intensity is higher (see around 1.25 msec). Moreover, the time of arrival of the
secondary shock is earlier for the high intensity perturbation case, due to the higher
afterburn energy release at early times associated with the higher initial perturbation
intensity. Thus, it is concluded from this study that enhanced initial perturbations
inevitably result in higher amounts of mixing and afterburn in the mixing layer, and
concomitantly, the flow physics behind the primary shock changes due to this addi-
tional exothermic energy release.
Explosions into air have been studied in this section, and the flow physics has been
elucidated, in addition to discussions on the gas dynamics of the mixing layer and
the afterburn aspects. These studies have laid the groundwork for the investigation
of explosions into ambient reactive particles clouds, which forms the crux of the next
section.
6.2 Homogeneous Explosions into Dilute Aluminum Parti-
cle Clouds
The above study of homogeneous explosions into air is hereby extended to investigate
explosions into ambient aluminum particle clouds. In this section, focus is laid to ex-
plore and understand the role of ambient particles in the mixing and afterburn behind
explosions, in particular on the (1) effect of particle size to the mixing characteristics;
(2) effect of initial loading ratio (defined as the ratio of the mass of solid aluminum to
the mass of gas in a control volume, denoted η hereafter) to the mixing; (3) effect of
initial radial extent of the particle distribution; and (4) clustering of small particles.
Based on the dispersion characteristics due to explosions, particles can be classified
into two groups, viz. (i) large particle regime and (ii) small particle regime, where the
former refers to the scenario where the particles are large enough that their response
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time scales are larger than the fluid mechanic time scales of relevance in the mixing
layer. Consequently, these particles disperse mostly along the radial direction, without
being influenced by the vortex rings in the mixing layer. Small particles, on the other
hand, have response time scales comparable to the fluid mechanic time scales, and
are thus influenced by the vortex rings in the mixing layer, resulting in the formation
of clusters, as will be shown later in this section. First, this section focuses on the
large particle regime; then, on the small particle regime.
A 11.8 cm dia. TNT charge is considered for these studies. A spherical sector
grid 2.4 m long, and 45o in the azimuth and zenith directions is considered, and is
resolved using a 1000×60×60 grid in the r-, θ- and φ-directions, respectively. Grid
independence studies have also been carried out, and this resolution is found to suffice
to accurately predict the mixing and afterburn characteristics in the mixing layer; in
addition, the sector boundary conditions are the same as before (some additional
grid independence studies are shown below in Section 6.2.3). The detonation profiles
based on the GISPA (Section 4.7, Appendix B) method are initialized within the
initial charge radius, and aluminum particles are distributed outside the charge until
a specified radius. The TNT detonation products is assumed to comprise of the
species: C(S), CO, H2O and N2 with the mass fractions assigned based on the














For thermodynamic closure, the Noble-Abel equation of state is employed (Eqn. (33)),
with the constant A determined by trial and error to match the primary blast wave
decay with radius, as also done in [181]. The Noble-Abel equation of state is preferred
over the use of the JWL equation of state due to its simplicity, especially when
aluminum and oxides of aluminum are also involved in the flow field. Focus here,
inter alia, is on mixing, afterburn and dispersion characteristics.
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6.2.1 Perturbation growth and particle dispersion
This discussion applies both to larger as well as small particle regimes. As mentioned
in Section 1.2.2, when the detonation wave reaches the outer boundary of the ini-
tial charge, a primary shock wave (PS) propagates outwards and a rarefaction wave
inwards. The contact surface initially overtakes the particles, and due to the high
density gradients across it, is sensitive to perturbations. The particles pick up mo-
mentum and heat from the gas, and thereby introduce perturbations on the contact
surface. These perturbations subsequently grow into Rayleigh-Taylor [192] hydrody-
namic instabilities at multiple transverse scales and wavelengths. Shortly thereafter,
the entire particle cloud is engulfed into the detonation products. At the same time,
the inward moving rarefaction overexpands the local flow, giving rise to a secondary
shock (SS) [34]. This SS is initially weak, is initially a compression wave, and is swept
outwards by the outward expanding gases, during which it strengthens. A schematic
of the post-detonation flow-field represented in a one-dimensional sense is presented
in Fig. 35, showing the primary shock, secondary shock, contact surface and the
particle cloud. Note that this representation is in a one-dimensional sense only; in
reality, the contact surface will develop into a mixing layer.
For particles sufficiently small, ignition occurs in the cloud early, initially at the
leading edge by virtue of it being closer to the source of heat—that due to the af-
terburn between the inner detonation products and the outer air. Subsequently, the
hydrodynamic structures decelerate more than the particles, as the latter have a
higher inertia; this results in the leading edge of the particle cloud to catch-up and
interact with the structures—the second interaction. Around this time instant, while
the leading edge (LE) of the particle cloud is in the mixing layer where the detona-
tion products (C(S), CO, H2O), air, and afterburn products (CO, CO2) co-exist,
the trailing edge (TE) of the cloud is still engulfed into the detonation products.
Furthermore, the SS, which is still a compression wave, penetrates into the TE of the
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Figure 35: Radius-time diagram of the one-dimensional post-detonation flow-field.
Note: this is a schematic only.
cloud, and subsequently strengthens into a shock shortly thereafter; note that this
strengthening is not due to the particles, but due to coalescence of pressure pulses
arising from the relatively higher pressure immediately behind the PS (see [34] for
more discussions on the formation of the SS).
Following this, the SS slows down faster than the particles, as the latter has a
higher inertia. Later, the particles are completely engulfed between the PS and SS,
and interact with the Rayleigh-Taylor structures that have already started to grow;
this growth of the structures in size is due to two reasons: (1) entrainment of the outer
air into the structures; and (2) “bubble competition” between contiguous structures
[14, 128, 149, 151]. Note that this second interaction between the particle cloud and
the contact surface (which by now is essentially a highly perturbed surface due to
the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor structures) lasts for a longer time than their first
interaction, as the hydrodynamic structures have grown to a larger transverse scale
and width by this time.
Much later, the SS implodes inwards as the pressures have reduced considerably
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near the core due to the earlier rarefaction wave. During this implosion phase, the
TE of the particle cloud slows down as the local gas velocity reverses—this inevitably
widens the particle cloud width. At the same time, the LE of the cloud starts to
emerge out of the hydrodynamic structures, whose growth hitherto has ensued in a
mixing layer. At this time, the choice of the oxidizer varies across the width of the
particle cloud for the aluminum combustion—it is O2 near the leading edge (aerobic);
is H2O near the TE (anaerobic), and a mixture of possible oxidizers (CO2, H2O,O2)
in the middle of the cloud that is currently in the mixing layer. Analysis shows that
for the relatively smaller aluminum particles, most of evaporation occurs primarily
when the particles are engulfed inside the detonation products.
Vortex rings exist around the hydrodynamic structures [121] due to shear and
baroclinic effects, and they introduce transverse velocity components to the otherwise
radially dispersing particle cloud. For the large particle regime, due to their larger
response time scales, they are not affected by these vortex rings. On the other hand,
for the small particle regime, their response time scales are comparable to the time
scales of the vortex rings, which in turn results in the transverse dispersion of these
smaller particles that leads to their clustering (preferential accumulation) around
these vortex rings. Thus, a “foot print” of the Rayleigh-Taylor structures is left on the
particle cloud and is preserved even until much later—this phenomena will be revisited
later in this chapter. Note that particle structures are referred to as a ‘cluster’, merely
to distinguish it from hydrodynamic structures; thus, for the remainder of this study,
hydrodynamic fluid structures are referred to simply as ‘structures’, and particle
structures as ‘clusters’ to avoid confusion.
At much later times, the particle cloud leaves the mixing layer (refer to Fig.
35), and is quenched shortly thereafter due to the unavailability of heat and the
relatively cooler surrounding air (note that quenching essentially refers to the particles
not evaporating any longer due to their cooling to temperatures below the ignition
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temperature of aluminum). Furthermore, outside the mixing layer, the sources of
turbulence and vorticity are not as preponderant as in the mixing layer; thus, the
particles disperse mostly along the radial direction once outside the mixing layer,
maintaining their clustered shape, i.e., the earlier hydrodynamic induced foot print
in the cloud is maintained. Aerodynamic drag slows down the particles and their
clustered shape grows in size as they expand outwards into free space.
Meanwhile, the SS that has been imploding, reflects from the origin, and sub-
sequently explodes outwards. During this second outward passage, the SS interacts
with the hydrodynamic structures in the mixing layer— giving rise to a Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability [169, 146]—this event is also termed as a ‘reshock’ [13, 120]. Here,
the pressure gradient across the secondary shock is mis-aligned with the density gra-
dients across the hydrodynamic structures, which results in the creation of vorticity
due to baroclinic torque effects (ω̇ = 1
ρ2
∇p×∇ρ). This vorticity sustains afterburn,
as it allows for fresh sources of oxygen in the air that was hitherto unreachable to the
inner detonation products, to come into contact. Furthermore, during this reshock
the mixing layer is compressed [13, 120], due to which the vorticity is able to sus-
tain itself for a slightly longer time, a consequence of the two stretching terms in the
vorticity equation [14].
Subsequently, the SS catches-up with the particle cloud and penetrates it, essen-
tially a reshock for the particle cloud, thereby shrinking the width of the cloud. How-
ever, the quenched particles do not re-ignite, as their interaction with the SS occurs
radially far away, and the latter has already attenuated due to spherical spreading.
To illustrate the aforementioned hydrodynamic instabilities behind the blast wave,
the isosurface of the mass fraction of CO, shaded with ln(ρ) are presented in Fig.
36 at times (a) ∼ 0.3 msec and (b) ∼ 3.8 msec, for rp = 5 µm, η=1, and initial
cloud extending from outside the explosive charge (r = 5.9 cm) till r = 8.68 cm. As
evident, at the earlier time, the hydrodynamic structures are spatially organized and
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are mushroom shaped; at the later time, which is after the reshock, the structures
are more convoluted/wrinkled owing to the deposited vorticity.
(a) (b)
Figure 36: CO isosurface shaded with log(ρ) at times (a) ∼ 0.3 msec; (b) ∼ 3.8
msec. Particles are not shown for better clarity.
6.2.2 Large particle regime
The major difference between mixing induced by the inclusion of random perturba-
tions compared to the mixing induced by ambient particles is that in the former, the
contact surface is perturbed instantaneously and the ensuing Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bilities are allowed to grow without any further triggering mechanism; however, in
the latter, the triggering of perturbations/instabilities on the contact surface is under-
taken for a finite instant of time, viz. the time period required for the contact surface
to overtake the particles. If the particles are sufficiently large, by virtue of their in-
ertia, they are not readily set into motion by the blast wave, thus allowing for the
contact surface to overtake them initially. During this instant, inter-phase drag and
heat transfer comes into play and creates perturbations on the contact surface that
subsequently grow into Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. Higher the density ratio across
the contact surface, the more sensitive it is to the interaction with solid particles.
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If the particle cloud extends too far radially outwards, the outer particles may
not have a significant effect on the triggering of perturbations, since the density ratio
across the contact surface decreases as it propagates outwards. Subsequently, the
particles encompassed by the contact surface pick up momentum from the gas and
are set into motion, catching-up with the contact surface, and interact with it for a
second time. If this second interaction occurs too far radially outwards, it may have
no significance to the further triggering of perturbations as the density ratio across
the contact surface has decreased considerably. Specifically, the interest of this study
is on particles of radius 10-100 µm (large particle regime); initial mass loading ratio,
η = 1 and 0.25; and initial cloud width extending from outside the initial charge (r
= 5.9 cm) till r = 25 cm and r = 8.68 cm.
The aforementioned physical phenomena are qualitatively presented in Fig. 37
showing the mixing layer and the solid particles at 0.11 and 0.4 msec for the 20
µm particle radius, η = 1, and an initial particle cloud extending upto 25 cm radial
distance. At the earlier time, the particles are seen to interact with the mixing layer,
with some particles already being engulfed within the mixing layer; by the later time,
the particles have overtaken the mixing layer.
(a) (b)
Figure 37: The interaction of solid particles with the mixing layer and their subse-
quent dispersion at times (a) 0.11 msec; (b) 0.4 msec.
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6.2.2.1 Effect of particle size
If particles are sufficiently small, by virtue of their lower inertia, a good many of
them are set into rapid motion by the blast wave and may not even interact with the
contact surface. To study these aspects, a range of particle sizes are considered and
their role on the mixing and afterburn process is investigated. First, a loading ratio,
η = 1 is considered, with an initial particle cloud extending from outside the charge
radius upto 0.25 m radial distance. Furthermore, the focus here is only on the mixing
and afterburn aspects, and not on the dependence of the blast wave overpressure
on the particle cloud. The interested reader is referred to [181] for a study of the
dependence of the blast wave overpressure on ambient water droplets.
The particle laden cases are compared with the low-intensity Gaussian density
perturbations case considered earlier; note that the latter is particle-free and will be
the baseline case for the rest of the study. The main distinction between a particle
cloud-induced perturbation, and that due to Gaussian perturbation is that in the
former, the perturbation event occurs continuously, i.e., the time taken by the contact
surface to overtake the particle cloud. In the latter, the perturbation is introduced at
a single time instant, and the hydrodynamic structures are allowed to grow thereafter
at an un-forced rate. It does not always mean that a continuously perturbed flow
encounters more mixing than an instantaneous perturbation, for if the instantaneous
perturbation itself is significantly high enough, it can result in more mixing than a
continuously perturbed hydrodynamic growth.
The pressure field behind the blast wave at 0.9 m from the center of the charge
is shown in Fig. 38 for different particle radii (10-100 µm), along with the baseline
case. The pressure decay behind the primary blast wave is less for the cases with
particles than the baseline case (see for instance around 1-1.5 msec); furthermore, the
secondary shock arrival time is earlier for the particle cases by about 0.25 msec. This
is due to the enhanced mixing and afterburn associated with the particle cases in
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comparison with the baseline case; the additional energy release lowers the pressure
decay rates and accelerates the secondary shock. The enhanced mixing for the particle
cases is a direct consequence of the longer triggering/stirring of perturbations on the
contact surface for the particle cases, with more (longer) triggering made possible
with the presence of more particles. Moreover, enhanced mixing directly contributes
to enhanced afterburn energy release, thereby resulting in the observed pressure trends
and a faster secondary shock.



















Figure 38: Effect of particle size on the pressure field behind the blast wave.
Another crucial observation from Fig. 38 is that the pressure profiles are nearly
similar for the different particle sizes considered. Analysis shows that the early
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities caused by the interaction of the contact surface with
the particles starts to grow from a scale comparable to the particle size. At later
times, the nonlinear growth of the instability loses memory of the initial conditions
regardless of the initial particle size, and all cases for different particle sizes, but with
the same initial mass loading and initial radial extent of particles give rise to approx-
imately the same pressure field behind the primary blast wave. Thus, although the
instabilities may begin from a scale comparable to the particle size, the later time
flow physics (entrainment, baroclinic torque, etc.) dictates subsequent mixing and
afterburn. From a practical point of view, this is an important observation, for it
suggests that the late stage observation of the flow-field may not directly correlate to
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what occurred at the initial stage of explosion in gaseous or particle laden flow-field.
This loss of memory of the Rayleigh-Taylor structures has also been pointed out by
Youngs [211] based on a two-dimensional simulation, albeit in a low-speed, planar,
non-reacting and single phase flow problem.
Another aspect that plays a key role in this loss of memory is “bubble compe-
tition,” in which contiguous bubbles ensuing from a multimode initial perturbation
interact at early times and merge. Very recently, Leinov et al. [128] undertook an
experimental and numerical study of the planar Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and il-
lustrated the significance of the bubble competition process. When multi-wavelength
hydrodynamic instabilities co-exist on a surface, a bubble competition ensues as con-
tiguous structures start to grow and interact; large bubbles overtake the volume
hitherto occupied by the smaller bubbles. Thus, the average wavelength of the hydro-
dynamic structures increases faster with time, and the width of the multi-wavelength
perturbation grows faster vis-à-vis the single-wavelength perturbation.






































Figure 39: Dependence of mixing and afterburn on particle size: (a) mixing layer
boundaries; (b) C(S) mass fractions remaining.
To quantify the mixing and afterburning rates, Fig. 39 shows the (a) mixing layer
boundaries and the (b) C(S) mass fraction remaining with time. Here, outer and
inner boundaries of the mixing layer are defined as before (radius corresponding to
0.1Y iCO and 0.9Y
i
CO, respectively) and normalized with the initial charge radius, ro;
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mass fractions are defined as the mass of the species remaining normalized by the
initial charge mass. As observed in Fig. 39 (a), the mixing layer stretches wider
for the particle cases as compared with the baseline particle-free case, due to the
longer triggering of the initial perturbations in the former. The outer boundary of
the mixing layer is independent of the particle size, although slight differences exist
for the inner boundary of the mixing layer. Furthermore, the implosion phase is
shorter for the particle cases by about 0.25 msec, as identified by the local minima
in the inner boundary of the mixing layer in Fig. 39 (a) (1.2 msec for particle cases;
1.45 msec for the baseline case). From Fig. 39 (b), the C(S) consumption rates are
faster for the particle cases at early times than the baseline case; however, are nearly
parallel to each other beyond about 1.5 msec, maintaining a constant difference. This
indicates that once the mixing and afterburn transform to the outer regions of the
mixing layer, they attain self-similarity and are thenceforth dictated by entrainment
which, at late times, does not depend on the scale at which the very early structures
originally grew from (due to memory loss).
Observing the particle evaporation/reaction behavior (not shown here for brevity),
it was deduced that large particles (> 50 µm radius) do not ignite due to their large
heat transfer time scales. Only intermediate and small particles ignite, and smaller
particles subsequently burn longer due to their smaller heat transfer time scales.
These conclusions are only valid under the mono-disperse particle size distribution
assumption, for in a realistic situation, aluminum particles exist as a distribution of
varying sizes. Here, the smaller particles ignite and burn relatively faster, supplying
energy to the larger particles, thereby giving rise to the possibility of the ignition
of the larger particles. Thus, these conclusions strictly conform to mono-disperse
particle clouds only.
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6.2.2.2 Mixing layer/primary blast wave interaction
Thus far, the growth of perturbations/instabilities and their subsequent role in the
mixing and afterburn process has been demonstrated. As these structures propagate
radially outward in time, they are decelerated due to aerodynamic drag and spherical
spreading. If the deceleration of these structures is lesser than that of the primary
blast wave, it is possible for the structures to catch-up with the blast wave, contrary
to their behavior as would be predicted by the classical one-dimensional blast wave
theory [182]. In particular, if the initial particle distribution causes perturbations
sufficiently large, the chances of the ensuing hydrodynamic structures to catch-up
with the primary blast wave is higher.
To illustrate this phenomenon, the density contours at six different instants are
presented for the case corresponding to the 10 µm particle radius with η=1 and an
initial particle distribution extending from outside the charge surface till r = 0.25 m,
are presented in Fig. 40; the figures correspond to early times, i.e., in the range 0.11-
0.58 msec. At early times, the hydrodynamic structures lag behind the primary blast
wave, as observed in Fig. 40 (a). Subsequently, as observed in Fig. 40 (b), one (or
more) of the hydrodynamic structures catches-up with the primary blast wave, and
creates a ‘bump’ in the latter, more prominently visible in Fig. 40 (c) (as indicated
by the arrow). During this instant, the pressure behind the blast wave in the vicinity
of the penetrating structure is augmented by about 5 bars, as compared with other
regions immediately behind the blast wave that are not affected by the hydrodynamic
structures. This ‘bump’ or high pressure spot is created due to the compression of
the gas between the outward propagating blast wave and the penetrating structure.
Subsequently, the penetrating structure is slowed down more than the blast wave,
allowing for the blast wave to re-overtake the structure as observed in Fig. 40 (e).
A distorted blast wave is unstable, and pressure waves propagate in the azimuthal
directions from the high pressure spot, thereby re-sphericalizing the blast wave, as
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observed in Fig. 40 (f). Analysis shows that this early interaction between the
hydrodynamic structure and the blast wave does not have any notable long term
impacts on the latter. Furthermore, although not verified, it is intuitively believed
that this phenomenon of hydrodynamic structure interaction with the blast wave may
not be encountered in planar or cylindrical blast waves, as the decay rate of the blast
wave would be lesser as compared with the spherical case considered here.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 40: Interaction of the hydrodynamic structures with the primary blast wave:
density contours at time instants (a) 0.11 msec; (b) 0.16 msec; (c) 0.22 msec; (d) 0.3
msec; (e) 0.4 msec and (f) 0.58 msec. Note that the figures are shown in different
scale for better clarity.
6.2.2.3 Effect of mass loading
The next focus is on the effect of mass loading ratio (η) to the problem under study.
The pressure-time traces for particles initially extending from outside the charge
radius (5.9 cm) upto 8.68 cm radius, for mass loading ratios η = 0.25 and 1 are
presented in Fig. 41. As observed, the pressure decay rate is lesser, and the secondary
shock faster, when the loading ratio is higher, i.e., when more particles are available
to perturb the contact surface. The inner and outer boundaries of the mixing layer,
as defined before, are shown in Fig. 42, with the plain lines corresponding to η =
1, and the lines with circles corresponding to η = 0.25, for the case when the initial
particle distribution extends from outside the charge radius till 8.68 cm. As observed,
the outer boundary of the mixing layer (Fig. 42 (a)) is radially farther by about one
charge radius for the η = 1 case, and is radially farther for both mass loading ratios
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when compared with the baseline particle-free Gaussian perturbations case. The inner
boundary of the mixing layer (Fig. 42 (b)) is radially more ‘inside’ for the particle
cases than the baseline case due to more mixing. Furthermore, the inner boundary
is more ‘inside’ for the η = 0.25 case than for η = 1 at late times, presumably due
to more obstruction by the particles for the η = 1 case during the implosion phase
(∼ 1 msec). However, since the burning transforms to the outer regions of the mixing
layer at later times, the inner boundary of the mixing layer loses significance at later
times. In summary, this study reveals that the exploding fireball is larger (in terms
of outer radius) for the particle cases than the baseline case, indicating that more
mixing occurs in the former. Due to this, more afterburn occurs when more ambient
particles are available to trigger the early mixing process, as illustrated by the mass
fractions of C(S) remaining shown in Fig. 43.

















Figure 41: Effect of initial mass loading ratio on the pressure field behind the blast
wave.
6.2.2.4 Effect of radial extent of particle distribution
When the initial particle cloud extends radially farther, the contact surface encounters
more particles as it propagates outwards. Thus, the triggering mechanism for the
early Rayleigh-Taylor structures lasts for a longer time duration for a farther initial
extent of the particle cloud. To illustrate this fact, Fig. 44 shows the pressure-time
trace at the 0.9 m radial location for two different initial particle cloud extents, i.e.,
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Figure 42: Dependence of mixing layer boundaries on the initial mass loading ratio:
(a) outer boundary; (b) inner boundary. The plain lines correspond to η=1; the lines
with circles correspond to η = 0.25.























Figure 43: Dependence of afterburn on the initial mass loading ratio: C(S) mass
fraction remaining.
from outside the charge radius (5.9 cm) upto (i) 8.68 cm and (ii) 25 cm, for the same
mass loading, η = 1. Particle radii in the range 10-50 µm are considered, and the
results are compared with the aforementioned particle-free baseline case. As evident
from Fig. 44, the pressure decay rates are lesser when more particles are available
to perturb the contact surface, see for instance the time period 1.25-1.5 msec (only
10 and 20 µm size cases are shown here for better clarity). Furthermore, the time
of arrival of the secondary shock at this location is earlier by about 0.1 msec for the
initial particle extent 5.9-25 cm, in comparison with the 5.9-8.68 cm case; the latter
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being 0.4 msec earlier than the baseline case with regard to the time of arrival of the
secondary shock.


















Figure 44: Effect of initial extent of particle distribution on the pressure field behind
the blast wave.
To understand the effect on mixing for a farther extent of the initial particle cloud,
Fig. 45 shows the (a) outer and (b) inner boundaries of the mixing layer, defined as
before. The mixing layer width is clearly wider when more particles are available to
trigger the early perturbations. Furthermore, the implosion phase is also shorter when
more particles are available, as identified by the local minima in the inner boundary
of the mixing layer (see time instant 1.2 msec for 5.9-25 cm; 1.4 msec for 5.9-8.68 cm,
and 1.5 msec for the baseline case). Thus, more mixing between the inner detonation
products and the outer air occurs when more particles are available to perturb the
contact surface earlier. This enhanced mixing also relates to enhanced afterburn, as
shown by the trends in the C(S) mass fractions remaining in Fig. 46. It is interesting
to observe, as before, the mass fractions remaining at later times to be nearly parallel
for the different cases, thus further emphasizing the self-similarity in the afterburn
rates at late times.
6.2.2.5 Particle ignition/quenching
Analysis shows that very large particles never reach their ignition temperature for
the cases considered in this study, due to their higher mass. On the other hand,
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Figure 45: Dependence of mixing layer boundaries on the initial extent of particle
distribution: (a) outer boundary; (b) inner boundary.




















Figure 46: Dependence of afterburn on the initial extent of particle distribution:
C(S) mass fraction remaining.
smaller particles readily ignite and burn, anaerobically initially, and aerobically later.
However, as they subsequently leave the mixing layer, they encounter regions that
are relatively cooler and are thus quenched.
To illustrate the evaporation rates of solid aluminum, the time varying solid alu-
minum mass remaining for the 10 µm particle radius is shown in Fig. 47, normalized
with the total initial mass of the aluminum particles. In particular, the focus is on
the effect of mass loading, η, and the initial width of the particle cloud extending
from outside the charge radius (5.9 cm) upto 25 cm and 8.68 cm. As evident from
Fig. 47, about 60% of solid aluminum remains after being quenched for the shorter
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initial cloud width, whereas 67% remains with the longer initial cloud. The particles
in the outer regions of the longer initial cloud (5.9-25 cm) are set into motion by
the leading blast wave and never interact with the afterburning regions of the mix-
ing layer, and thus they evaporate less. On the other hand, shorter initial particle
clouds are easily engulfed by the contact surface, and thus spend a longer time in the
mixing layer where they can sustain evaporation for a longer time due to availability
of heat. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that for the shorter cloud (5.9-8.68
cm), the transient evaporation rates are independent of the mass loading ratio for η
= 0.25 and 1. On the other hand, for the longer cloud (5.9-25 cm), a slightly higher
evaporation rate occurs for η=0.25 in the time interval 0.12-0.6 msec. This is because
the blast wave slows down less for η=0.25 as compared with η=1, as fewer particles
exist in the former, causing higher evaporation rates. However, beyond 0.6 msec, the
amount of solid aluminum remaining is identical for both loading ratios (∼ 67%).






















l η = 0.25
η = 1
5.9-25 cm, no afterburn
5.9-25 cm
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Figure 47: Solid aluminum mass remaining with time.
To illustrate the significance of the afterburn energy release on the evaporation of
aluminum, also shown in Fig. 47 is the solid aluminum mass remaining for the η=1
case, the initial cloud extending upto 25 cm, but with the afterburn of the detonation
products and the gaseous aluminum fictitiously turned off. As observed, about 75%
of the solid aluminum remains un-evaporated, implying the dependence of the late-
time aluminum evaporation on the afterburn energy release. These findings reveal
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that ambient solid particles enhance mixing and afterburn of the detonation products,
which in turn enhances the evaporation of the particles, i.e., the two phenomena are
inter-connected.
Having established these facts, the focus is now shifted to the study of the small
particle regime, where the same problem is considered, albeit with 5 and 10 µm
particle radius clouds. Recall from earlier discussion, these smaller particles have
response time scales comparable to the fluid mechanic time scales in the mixing layer.
This, as will be shown now, results in different particle dispersion characteristics, viz.
the clustering behavior of the particles upon their dispersal due to chemical explosions.
6.2.3 Small particle regime
Particles sufficiently small have fast response time scales which may be comparable
to the fluid mechanic time scales in the mixing layer. This can cause different particle
dispersion characteristics and is the focus of the investigation in this sub-section. Be-
fore ascertaining the dispersion physics of small particles upon explosive dispersal, it
is customary to first demonstrate grid independence. Three different grids are consid-
ered: 1000×60×60, 1000×75×75 and 1000×90×90, and some of the primary features
are presented in Fig. 48 corresponding to rp = 5 µm and tb = 1 msec. As evident from
Fig. 48 (a), the inner and outer boundaries of the mixing layer (defined here based on
the CO mass fraction as also done earlier) are in good accordance for the three differ-
ent grids employed. Furthermore, the mass fraction of C(S) and CO remaining with
time is shown in Fig. 48 (b) and the simulation results for the three different grids are
identical. The normalized mass of solid aluminum remaining is shown versus time in
Fig. 48 (c) and the results for the three grids agree. These studies exemplify that the
1000×60×60 sector grid suffices to capture the primary mixing and afterburn physics
of relevance to the current investigation. For the remainder of this sub-section, the
1000×60×60 grid is thus employed for the computations.
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Figure 48: Grid independence study: (a) inner and outer boundaries of the mixing
layer; (b) mass fractions of C(S) and CO remaining; (c) normalized mass of solid
aluminum remaining.
Simulation of a 5.9 cm radius TNT charge into ambient air comprising of rp =
5 µm aluminum particles, initially extending from outside the charge radius till r =
8.68 cm is undertaken with tb = 2 msec [190]. During the early stages of the explosion,
as aforementioned, Rayleigh-Taylor [192] hydrodynamic structures grow as bubbles
and spikes, on either sides of the contact surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 49 by
presenting the CO mass fraction colored by the local gas density, showing the bubbles
in (a) and the spikes in (b). Due to shear and baroclinic effects, vortex rings exist
around these structures. Small particles, upon dispersion, interact with these vortex
rings in the mixing layer, causing them to also disperse in the transverse direction,
and the focus here is to demonstrate and elucidate these phenomena. Since small
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particles respond faster to the vortex rings in the mixing layer, unlike their larger
counterparts, they have different dispersion characteristics and these differences will
now be discussed. It is emphasized that for the remainder of this study, the times
are non-dimensionalized using to, the time required for detonation completion within
the initial charge. As pointed out in Section 1.2.2, explosives are generally scaled
using W 1/3, where W represents the mass of the explosive in the initial charge [12].
Since W ∼ r3o, where ro denotes the initial charge radius, and to = ro/D, where D
represents the detonation velocity of the explosive used, the choise of using to to scale
times is equivalent to the use of W 1/3. For a 5.9 cm radius TNT charge, the GISPA
simulation (described in Appendix B) predicts to = 8.25 µsec, and this value is used
to present the normalized time for the remainder of this analysis.
(a) (b)
Figure 49: Rayleigh-Taylor hydrodynamic structures in the mixing layer: (a) bub-
bles; (b) spikes. Shown here are the iso-surfaces of the CO mass fraction, colored by
the local gas density.
Vorticity in the mixing layer is primarily concentrated around the Rayleigh-Taylor
structures, i.e., at the interface between the two fluids, due to shear and baroclinic
effects. In regions between contiguous structures where the fluid is air only, and in the
regions inside the structures where the fluid is only the detonation products, vorticity
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(a) (b)
Figure 50: Interaction of the particle cloud with the hydrodynamic structures at
t/to ∼ 35: (a) CO2 mass fraction; (b) log(ω) contours and particle locations.
is not as significant. This gives rise to local regions with vorticity (at the tip of the
hydrodynamic structures), and those without significant flow rotationality (regions
between contiguous structures and inside the structures). The CO2 mass fraction and
vorticity (ω) contours are presented in Fig. 50, along with the particles (shown as
black dots) at t/to ∼ 35—one of the time instants corresponding to the interaction of
the particle cloud with the hydrodynamic structures; these profiles are zoomed near
the interaction region and presented. The outer and inner bold lines in Fig. 50 (b)
represent the primary and secondary shocks, respectively.
Vorticity is accumulated near the product regions, and particles invariably interact
with this vorticity, causing them to cluster. The particle cloud is virtually unaffected
in the vorticity-free regions, but is inevitably influenced in the regions dominated by
the vortices; this, essentially, gives rise to the preferential accumulation (or concen-
tration) of particles. The clustering of solid particles due to isotropic turbulence is
well known [188]; however, in the problem under study, the clustering is owing to
the interaction of the particle cloud with the hydrodynamic structures in the mixing
layer. One main difference is that in isotropic turbulence, the vortices have no di-
rectional bias; consequently, no spatial bias for the particle clusters. However, in the
present problem, the vortex rings exist only around the Rayleigh-Taylor structures
which are spatially aligned along the radial direction. Hence, the clustering shapes
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of the particles due to explosion are also spatially biased. For the current problem
under study, it has also been verified that clustering of particles occurs even when
the sub-grid turbulence model is turned off, i.e., the clustering is not a consequence
of the sub-grid modeling aspects, but is physical.
6.2.3.1 Chronology of particle clustering
The chronological illustration of the particle clustering phenomena due to their in-
teraction with the vortex rings is presented in Fig. 51 (the view presented is that
as seen from the outermost plane of the sector looking inwards at the origin). At
early times (Fig. 51 (a)), the expanding particle cloud is still completely engulfed
into the detonation products, and no clustering effects are evident due to the absence
of vorticity. Subsequently, particles start to disperse in vortex-dominated regions as
they interact with the hydrodynamic structures (Fig. 51 (b)). Later, the dispersion
is complete, and the particles are clustered by t/to ∼ 50 (Fig. 51 (c)). The particle
cloud front is also corrugated due to the local dispersion of the particles due to the
vorticity in the hydrodynamic structures during the interaction event; note that this
interaction event is not instantaneous, but lasts for a finite, albeit small period of
time. After this, the particles leave the mixing layer, and enter vortex-free regions,
thereby preserving their clustered shape, i.e., the hydrodynamic ‘foot print’ (Fig. 51
(e)).
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 51: Clustering of particle cloud at times t/to (a) 20; (b) 35; (c) 50; (d) 90;
(e) 560. The scales of the figures have been adjusted for better clarity.
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The dispersion characteristics of particles and the formation of clusters when
particle clouds interact with fluid structures is dictated by the Stokes number, St,
which is the ratio of the particle’s momentum response time to the flow field time







where ρp is the particle material density, dp is the particle diameter, µ is the viscosity
of the gas, and Lo and Uo denote, respectively, the flow length and velocity scales
(here, Lo can represent the vortex diameter and Uo, the transverse gas velocity in the
vortex ring). In previous studies, different dispersion characteristics for different St
have been reported [42, 43, 130]. While particles with small St tend to follow the
flow, particles with St of the order of unity tend to accumulate near the circumference
of fluid structures [130]. Particles with large St, on the other hand, tend to accumu-
late near the regions of low vorticity and high strain [130]. The clustering patterns
observed in Fig. 51 are reminiscent of those presented in [130] (see for instance Fig.
19 of this ref.), where the authors study the particle dispersion characteristics in a
three-dimensional temporal mixing layer using direct numerical simulations. In the
current study, analysis shows St of the order of unity for the rp=5 µm particles (which
are rp=2.5-3 µm during their interaction with the Rayleigh-Taylor structures); and
St of the order of 10 for rp=10 µm particles (which are rp=8-8.5 µm during their
interaction with the Rayleigh-Taylor structures). Furthermore, the particles are also
travelling at speeds in excess of 1 Km/s in the radial direction, and so the time they
have to interact with the hydrodynamic structures is limited, indicating that in ad-
dition to the particle response time scale, the residence time—time a particle takes
to traverse the hydrodynamic structures—is also of significance.
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6.2.3.2 Parameters that affect particle clustering
• Particle mass loading ratio
To investigate the effect of mass loading ratio, η=2 is also considered for the same
particle radius (5 µm) and initial radial extent of the particle cloud distribution (radial
location 5.9-8.68 cm). Recall from earlier in this chapter, more mixing in the gaseous
detonation products when the initial particle loading ratio is higher; specifically, the
mixing layer width is wider and, consequently, more of the detonation product fuel is
consumed, i.e., more afterburn when the initial outer particle cloud mass loading ratio
is higher. Note that this enhanced mixing is due to more perturbations introduced
to the contact surface during the first interaction event between the particles and
the contact surface. These enhanced perturbations later result in stronger/larger
vortex rings around the Rayleigh-Taylor structures for the η=2 case than for η=1.
Consequently, the interaction of the particle cloud with these structures, i.e., the
second interaction, is also more prominent when the initial particle loading ratio is
higher.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 52: Effect of η on clustering of particle cloud (η=2): times t/to (a) 20; (b)
35; (c) 50; (d) 90; (e) 560. The scales of the figures have been adjusted for better
clarity.
The clustering process is chronologically presented in Fig. 52 for η=2; closer obser-
vation reveals, prima facie, that due to this larger vortex rings for η=2, many clusters,
albeit not all, appear larger due to more dispersion for η=2—a direct consequence of
the stronger vortex rings in the ensuing Rayleigh-Taylor structures. Moreover, some
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clusters in Fig. 52 appear as a combination of two partial clusters. This formation is
owing to the particle cloud having earlier interacted with two merging hydrodynamic
structures; recall from Section 1.2.4, the bubble competition process prevalent in the
mixing layer that can result in contiguous hydrodynamic structures to interact. Thus,
when the particle cloud interacts with two competing hydrodynamic structures, it dis-
perses locally corresponding to this ‘merging shape’, and this shape is preserved even
at later times (Fig. 52 (e)). Since η=2 (Fig. 52) results in more merging shapes of
the particle cloud than η=1 (Fig. 51), it is believed that bubble competition is more
significant for η=2—due to more perturbations introduced on the contact surface
during the first interaction event by the higher loading particle cloud.





























































Figure 53: Effect of η on the average local gas velocity seen by the particles for
particle group (a) C60; (b) C80.
For a better understanding of the actual clustering process, it is of interest to
track the local transverse gas velocities as ‘seen’ by different particles as they disperse.
To this end, four groups of particles based on their initial locations in the cloud are
considered, and denoted as C60, a collection of 100 randomly chosen particles initially
located at radial location r = (6.0 ± 0.1) cm; as C70, a collection of 100 randomly
chosen particles initially located at radial location r = (7.0± 0.1) cm; similarly, C80
corresponding to r = (8.0 ± 0.1) cm; and C86 corresponding to r = (8.6 ± 0.1) cm.
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Of particular interest here is the average local gas velocity as ‘seen’ by the particles
corresponding to each group. Note that for the averaging, absolute values are used,
i.e., |ugas,θ| & |ugas,φ|, so that two particles at diametrically opposite ends of a vortex
ring, which ‘see’ local gas velocities equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction, do
not cancel out in the averaging.
For the cases corresponding to rp=5 µm, initial cloud extending radially from
r=5.9-8.68 cm, and η= 1 & 2, Fig. 53 presents the average local gas velocity as seen
by the particles corresponding to the groups C60 (Fig. 53 (a)) and C80 (Fig. 53 (b))
(similar results also hold for C70 and C86, not shown here for brevity). At very early
times, the local azimuthal (ugas,θ) and zenith (ugas,φ) velocity components are almost
negligible, but rise up fast as the particles pick up momentum from the gas and are
set into motion. Around t/to ∼ 20, the particles start to interact with the vortex
rings around the hydrodynamic structures, as evident from the peaks in Fig. 53 (a)
& (b). Around t/to ∼ 30, the transverse local gas velocities are to the tune of ∼ 20
m/s—this creates significant enough transverse velocities that clusters the particles
around the hydrodynamic structures. Comparing the two different η cases, as evident
from Fig. 53, the local average gas transverse velocity components are slightly higher
for the η=2 case during the peak of the second interaction (t/to ∼ 30). Subsequently,
the average local azimuthal and zenith gas velocities as seen by the particles are also
higher, by a factor of 1.5− 2 near the region indicated by the arrow. This sustained
higher transverse velocities in the gas for η=2 results in the slightly more pronounced
clustering observed for the higher loading ratio in Fig. 52.
• Particle size and initial distribution
Both 5 and 10 µm particle clouds are considered in this study, with η=1, and
the initial cloud extending from outside the charge (r = 5.9 cm) till r = 8.68 cm,
to illustrate the significance of particle size on the clustering phenomenon. Analysis
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shows that the 10 µm radius particles do not form clusters for the chosen conditions,
as their ignition is delayed vis-à-vis the 5 µm radius particles, due to which the
particles are still sufficiently large (∼ 8-8.5 µm radius) during the second interaction
event with the hydrodynamic structures. On the other hand, the particles in the 5 µm
cloud have already ignited during their engulfment into the detonation products, and
are about 2.5-3 µm in radius during the second interaction event. The inter-phase
momentum transfer time scales as r2p, where rp denotes the particle radius; i.e., larger
particles take longer to be influenced by the flow. Hence, the particles corresponding
to the 10 µm cloud, by virtue of their higher inertia during the second interaction
event, are not easily dispersed by the hydrodynamic vortex rings; consequently, the
10 µm particle cloud does not form clusters upon their explosive dispersal for the
chosen conditions (η=1; initial cloud width = 5.9-8.68 cm, etc.). Due to this subdued
dispersion of the cloud, even the width of the 10 µm particle cloud is nearly preserved
with time, not shown here for brevity.
By considering 10 µm radius particle clouds of the same mass loading ratio (η=1),
but an initial distribution extending from radial location r=5.9-12 cm, significant
differences are observed; in Fig. 54, the particle cloud at different times for this case
are presented. Comparing this with the aforementioned case with the 5 µm radius
particles (Fig. 51), it is evident that although clusters form for the 10 µm radius
particle cloud when initially distributed from r=5.9-12 cm, they are much fewer in
number and are not prominently visible, i.e., they are more or less degenerate clusters.
Furthermore, the clusters are relatively ‘diffuse’ in the sense that the regions of higher
particle concentration only gradually change to regions of lower concentration vis-à-
vis the sharp particle concentration gradients observed for the 5 µm particle radius
(Fig. 51). Thus, although more particles (and more mass) are now present for the
10 µm cloud extending initially from 5.9 to 12 cm than the 5 µm cloud extending
initially from 5.9 to 8.68 cm, both corresponding to η=1, the particle clustering effect
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is more significant for the latter, due to the shorter momentum transfer time scales
during their interaction with the hydrodynamic structures. Hence, the particle size
during the second interaction event is critical to the cluster formation.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 54: Effect of particle size on clustering of particle cloud (rp=10 µm; initial
cloud distribution: 5.9-12 cm; η=1): times t/to (a) 20; (b) 35; (c) 50; (d) 90; (e) 560.
The scales of the figures have been adjusted for better clarity.
To illustrate the effect of the local gas velocity in support of the observations made
in Fig. 54, the average local gas azimuthal (ugas,θ) and zenith (ugas,φ) velocities as
seen by the particle groups C60 and C80 are presented in Fig. 55 for rp=10 µm,
η=1, and the initial particle cloud extending radially from (1) r=5.9-8.68 cm and (2)
r=5.9-12 cm (the definitions of C60 and C80 are the same as described previously).
As evident from Fig. 55, the average local azimuthal and zenith gas velocities as seen
by the particles are higher, when the initial cloud width is wider and, consequently,
the clustering is more pronounced. More particles are available to perturb the flow,
and the total perturbation time on the contact surface by the particles during the
first interaction event is longer for a wider initial cloud width; hence, significantly
higher transverse velocities are seen by the particles as they disperse outwards. These
differences in the local gas transverse velocities result in the clustering observed for
rp=10 µm when the particles initially extend radially till 12 cm (Fig. 54), but no
clustering is observed when initially extending till 8.68 cm. This result could not be
verified for rp=5 µm extending till 12 cm, as this setup requires too many particles
to be tracked, stretching computational memory requirements.
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Figure 55: Effect of initial cloud width on the average local gas velocity seen by the
particles for particle group (a) C60; (b) C80.
6.2.3.3 Mixing layer boundaries and width
Also of interest for the small particle regime is the quantification of the dynamics
of the mixing layer, so as to shed light on the mixing process between the inner
detonation products and the outer air. To this end, the mixing layer (ML) boundaries
are defined based on the mass fraction of CO, as also done earlier. The inner and
outer boundaries of the ML are presented in Fig. 56 (a) for the 5 and 10 µm particle
radius cases, corresponding to η=1, and the initial cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68
cm. The afterburn energy release can also play a central role in the dynamics of
the ML as this inevitably results in volumetric expansion of the gas in the ML;
to investigate its significance, another case is considered with 5 µm particle radius,
but with the afterburn (of both the detonation products as well as the evaporated
aluminum) fictitiously turned off—referred to simply as ‘no afterburn.’ As evident
from Fig. 56 (a), the implosion phase (t/to ∼ 125) is delayed by about t/to ∼ 50 with
the afterburn turned off. Furthermore, the inner and outer boundaries stretch farther
outwards without this afterburn during the implosion phase: the outer boundary
due to absence of CO consumption; the inner boundary due to a weaker secondary
shock—a consequence of unavailability of the excess energy. In addition, the weaker
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secondary shock also results in a subdued reshock phase (t/to ∼ 300 in Fig. 56 (a))
for the no afterburn case in terms of the distance traversed by the lower boundary of
the ML around this time (it traverses from r/ro = 5 to r/ro = 9 with the afterburn
energy release on; r/ro = 7 to r/ro = 8, otherwise). At sufficiently late times (t/to ∼
500), the outer boundary stretches farther outside for the realistic cases than the no
afterburn case, for the same reason. Thus, the afterburn exothermic energy release
plays a critical role in the dynamics of the ML.
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Figure 56: Growth of the mixing layer: (a) outer and inner boundaries of the mixing
layer; (b) mixing layer width (δML). Both variables are normalized with the initial
charge radius, ro.
In Fig. 56 (b), the ML width (δML) for the different cases are presented, normal-
ized with the charge radius, ro, with the initial cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68 cm.
Here, δML is the spatial difference between the outer and inner boundaries of the ML.
As evident, δML grows slower during the implosion (t/to ∼ 125) without the afterburn
energy, due to the delayed and subdued implosion phase (Fig. 56 (a)). During the
asymptotic phase (t/to ∼ 500), clearly the afterburning energy release expands the
gases in the ML radially further, i.e., the fireball is bigger with the excess energy
release, exemplifying the role played by volumetric expansion of the gas in the ML.
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6.2.3.4 Particle cloud boundaries and width
An investigation of the boundaries and the width of the particle cloud as it disperses
is of interest to understand the exact dispersion process subsequent to the detonation.
Since the particle cloud leading (LE) and trailing edges (TE) are corrugated due to
clustering effects, it is essential to define the LE and TE of the cloud to investigate
their dispersion process. Here, LE (r98%) and TE (r2%) of the particle cloud are
defined as the radial location corresponding to which 98% and 2%, respectively, of
the total number of particles are contained. Note that this definition is rather ad hoc,
and is used only to illustrate the dispersion process. Here, the particle cloud width
is defined as:
δcloud = r98% − r2%. (184)
In Fig. 57 (a), the LE and TE of the cloud are presented for the 5 µm particle
radius clouds considered hitherto, normalized with the initial charge radius (ro). Also
shown here are the results corresponding to tb=1 msec, which is close to recent shock
tube data [137] for a similar particle size. Five discernable phases of interest are
identified in the particle dispersion process: (1) engulfment phase; (2) hydrodynamic
instability-interaction phase; (3) first vortex-free dispersion phase; (4) reshock phase;
and (5) second vortex-free dispersion phase. As aforementioned, at early times, the
particles are engulfed into the detonation products—refer to this phase as the “en-
gulfment phase.” Subsequently, the particles are readily set into motion, and interact
with the hydrodynamic instabilities/structures in the ML—refer to this phase as the
“hydrodynamic instability-interaction phase”; note that this second phase could es-
sentially be also referred to as the “mixing layer phase,” as the particles traverse the
ML during this time interval. This is the phase where the clustering of particles
occurs, owing to the presence of vortex rings in the hydrodynamic instabilities in
the ML. Then, the particles leave the ML and penetrate into the vortex-free outer
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region of air. Here, the momentum picked up earlier drives the dispersion and, later
the particles slow down; the dispersion during this phase is essentially radial, i.e.,
free of any significant three-dimensional phenomena like hydrodynamic instabilities,
vortices, etc.—hence the name “first vortex-free dispersion phase.” This third phase
lasts for a longer time than the earlier two phases.
Subsequently, the secondary shock (SS) penetrates into the particle cloud, com-
pressing it from the inside, as evident from the slight outward acceleration of the
TE around t/to ∼ 325. Refer to this phase as the “reshock phase”—not to be con-
fused with the reshock phase pertinent to the gas as well. Observations show that
since the reshock phase for the particles occurs outside the ML, baroclinic effects are
not significant for the particle reshock phase—note that this is not true for the gas
reshock phase. Lastly, after the SS leaves the particle cloud, the LE and TE further
disperse radially outwards, preserving their cluster ‘foot print’—refer to this phase as
the “second vortex-free dispersion phase.”













































(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(b)
Figure 57: Different phases in the dispersion of the particle cloud: (a) leading and
trailing edges of the particle cloud; (b) cloud width. The phases are denoted by (1)
engulfment phase; (2) hydrodynamic instability-interaction phase; (3) first vortex-free
dispersion phase; (4) reshock phase; and (5) second vortex-free dispersion phase.
In Fig. 57 (b), the cloud width (δcloud), normalized with the initial charge radius
(ro), is plotted with time, demonstrating the five different phases; three cases based
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on η and tb are presented, self-explanatory by the legend in Fig. 57 (b). As evident,
the cloud width grows faster during the hydrodynamic instability-interaction phase
vis-à-vis the first vortex-free dispersion phase. During the particle reshock phase,
δcloud decreases by about
1
2
ro and, subsequently, continues to slowly grow during the
second vortex-free dispersion phase, owing to the LE being slightly faster than the TE.
Also evident from Fig. 57 (b) is the near-similarity of δcloud for η=1 with different
tb, showing independence to the choice of the two different burn times (tb) used.
For η=2, δcloud is about
1
2
ro greater than for η=1, and the differences between the
two different ηs starts to occur even at early times, showing that the concomitant
enhanced mixing for a higher η leads to a wider cloud. Hence, the strength of the
vortex rings during the hydrodynamic instability-interaction phase plays a critical
role in the later time cloud width. Furthermore, starting from the first vortex-free
dispersion phase and thereafter, δcloud for the different ηs maintains a more or less
uniform difference (∼ 1
2
ro), showing self-similar behavior.
6.2.3.5 Scaling laws
Scaling laws are widely used to model explosives—see the introduction section in
[13]. They have also been used to model explosive ML boundaries obtained from
computational simulations [13, 120]. Of interest is the variation of theML width with
time, so that the hydrodynamic growth rate of the Rayleigh-Taylor structures can be
compared for different parametric test cases. Scaling laws for particle cloud dispersion
can also be useful for comparing the cloud dispersion behavior. Stated in these terms,
scaling laws for the width of the ML of the explosive fireball are now focused upon,
as well as that of the particle cloud (δcloud). Specifically, consider the ML width
(δML) for the early blast wave and implosion phases; for the particle phases, scale
δcloud for the hydrodynamic instability-interaction and the first vortex-free dispersion
phases. These are modeled using power law curve fits as δML/ro = aML t
m and
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Table 7: Scaling laws for the mixing layer (δML/ro) and particle cloud (δcloud/ro)
widths.
η Phase aML m acloud n
1 blast wave 6.31 1.172
implosion 13.07 1.346
hydrodynamic instability-interaction 3.315 1.395
first vortex-free dispersion 1.799 0.487
2 blast wave 6.552 1.171
implosion 12.743 1.315
hydrodynamic instability-interaction 3.687 1.259
first vortex-free dispersion 2.33 0.326
δcloud/ro = acloud t
n, respectively, where ro denotes the initial charge radius. The
coefficients obtained from the power law curve fits are summarized in Table 7 (t in
msec).
As evident from Table 7, the hydrodynamic structures in the ML grow close to linear
(m ∼ 1.17) during the initial blast wave phase. Past studies [13, 120] have demon-
strated linearity during the early blast wave phase, albeit for single-phase explosive
charges with an initial perturbation added near the outer periphery of the charge. It
is believed that the slight departure from linearity for the current scenario is owing
to the continuous nature of the perturbation, i.e., the finite albeit small time span
of early interaction of the contact surface with the particle cloud. Thereafter, the
growth becomes non-linear (m ∼ 1.31 − 1.35) during the implosion phase, as the
inner boundary of the ML is dragged inwards by the imploding secondary shock.
For the particle cloud, the power law index (n) shows a slightly more pronounced
dependence on the mass loading ratio (η). Whereas the index n ∼ 1.4 for η=1, it is
∼ 1.26 for η=2 during the hydrodynamic instability-interaction phase. Subsequently,
during the first vortex-free dispersion phase, the index n ∼ 0.49 for η=1, and ∼ 0.33
for η=2. The decrease in the power index n between the two phases is due to the
slowing down of the particles outside the ML in the first vortex-free dispersion phase
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due to aerodynamic drag.
6.2.3.6 Afterburn of the detonation products
The afterburn of the detonation products is prominent in the ML, where they mix
with the outer air and form products. The mass of C(S) remaining in the charge,
normalized with the initial charge mass, is presented in Fig. 58 for four different
cases, self-explanatory from the legend. The C(S) mass fraction decreases rapidly at
early times, as it comes in contact with the outer air for the first time; subsequently,
the afterburn products (not to be confused with the detonation products) blanket out
the inner detonation products and the outer air, and thus the sustenance of burning
is limited to where the inner detonation products mix and react with the outer air,
which is controlled by vorticity [15, 120, 121].
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Figure 58: Carbon mass remaining with time, normalized with the initial charge
mass.
While Fig. 58 is useful to estimate the carbon mass remaining with time, also
of interest is the rate of carbon mass remaining with time, for this illustrates the
consumption rate of the fuel. To this end, the rate of mass of carbon remaining, nor-
malized with the initial charge mass, is presented in Fig. 59 for four cases considered
hitherto, self-evident from the legend in Fig. 59. As evident, the carbon consumption
rates are sufficiently fast at early times (t/to ∼ 30) as the detonation products and
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the air interact for the first time. Subsequently, the afterburn products blanket the
inner detonation products and the outer air, thereby subduing the mixing between
them—this decreases the carbon consumption rates. Later, during the reshock phase
(t/to ∼ 275), the carbon consumption rates are locally enhanced owing to the en-
hanced mixing rates during the reshock phase—a consequence of the baroclinically
generated vorticity. Upon close observation, the carbon consumption rates are nearly
similar in time for rp=5 and 10 µm, showing near-independence to particle size. Also
evident at early times is the higher carbon consumption rate for a wider initial par-
ticle cloud distribution, i.e., 5.9-12 cm versus 5.9-8.68 cm. These results conform to
the observations made earlier for the larger particle regime as well.
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Figure 59: Rate of carbon mass remaining with time.
The afterburn of the detonation products and air is mixing-controlled, and how
soon they mix is critical to the afterburn rates encountered. Thus, of preponderant
interest here is to quantify the mixing process and investigate its variation with time.
To this end, define the quantity, “degree of mixedness,” denoted DM hereafter, sim-
ilar to the definitions used elsewhere [150, 151], albeit for a binary and non-reacting














where YCO and YN2 denote the instantaneous mass fractions of CO and N2, respec-
tively, and Y iN2 is the mass fraction of N2 in the detonation products at the onset
of detonation completion, obtained from the chemical balanced equation. Note that
the quantity YN2 − Y iN2 is used instead of YN2 , as N2 is present on both sides of the
contact surface (more on the side of the air), and this difference represents only the
“excess N2” that belongs to the side of the air. Stated in these terms, the quantity
DM will start from zero initially, as the inner CO and the excess N2 are not yet
mixed, and the quantity will increase as they mix subsequently. In Fig. 60 (a), the
DM is studied for rp=5 µm, and the initial cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68 cm, for
η=1 and η=2. From Fig. 60 (a), at early times, DM rapidly rises from zero to 0.03
as the species begin to mix. Subsequently, DM slightly decreases near t/to ∼ 12, as
the CO is consumed. Then, DM rises again during the implosion phase until about
t/to ∼ 180; DM is slightly greater for η=2 than for η=1, as more perturbations asso-
ciated with the higher η result in enhanced hydrodynamic structures induced mixing.
DM decreases during the reshock phase as the ML is compressed and, subsequently,
increases again during the asymptotic phase at late times as the vorticity deposited
in the ML during the reshock sustains the subsequent mixing process. Consequently,
DM continues to be superior for the higher η. In Fig. 60 (b), the dependence of
DM on particle size and initial width of the cloud are studied—the legend is self-
explanatory. Whereas DM is independent of particle size (for rp=5 and 10 µm), a
wider initial cloud width (r=5.9-12 cm) results in a superior DM .
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Figure 60: Degree of mixedness (DM): (a) effect of η; (b) effect of rp and initial
cloud width.
6.2.3.7 Boundaries of aluminum combustion products
Observations show that aluminum particles, owing to their ignition during their en-
gulfment into the detonation products, initially start to burn anaerobically; later,
as the leading edge of the particle cloud enters the mixing layer, both aerobic and
anaerobic burning concurrently occur; later, after all the particles leave the mixing
layer, burning is strictly aerobic; subsequently, the particles quench. This transition
between anaerobic to aerobic occurs gradually, and thus the different products of
aluminum combustion exist in varying concentrations at different locations. Con-
sequently, the oxides of aluminum (AlO and Al2O3(L)) exist in an annular region,
similar to the aforementioned ML, i.e., they have radial inner and outer boundaries;
it is also of interest to investigate the motion of the exact region of this annular region
where they exist. To study the region of existence of the aluminum oxides, and their
convection with time, the boundaries of the aluminum oxides layer are presented in
Fig. 61: inner boundary in Fig. 61 (a) and outer boundary in Fig. 61 (b). Here,
define the inner boundary of the aluminum oxide layer as the radial location where
the azimuthally averaged mass fraction of AlO or Al2O3(L), as the case may be,
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transitions from zero to 5% of the instantaneous maximum of the azimuthally aver-
aged mass fraction of the respective aluminum oxide. Likewise, the outer boundary
is defined as where the transition is reversed, i.e., from 5% to zero of the respective
aluminum oxidizer. Note that this definition is rather ad hoc, but does serve useful
to portray a qualitative picture of the aluminum oxide layer. Furthermore, note that
the region corresponding to AlO will be different from that of Al2O3(L). Here, con-
sider the 5 and 10 µm particle radius, with η=1, and the initial cloud extending from
r=5.9-8.68 cm. The radius r (y − axis) is normalized with the initial charge radius,
ro. The profiles of AlO and Al2O3(L) region boundaries, from Figs. 61 (a) & (b),
look similar qualitatively as the detonation products-air ML presented earlier.












































Figure 61: Boundaries of region of aluminum oxides (AlO,Al2O3(L)): (a) inner
boundary; (b) outer boundary. Radius r is normalized with the initial charge radius,
ro.
As evident from Fig. 61 (a), while the inner boundary of the AlO region is
radially inside by ∼ 1.5ro for the 10 µm size, it is outside by approximately the same
distance for Al2O3(L). Since the 10 µm radius particles have a higher inertia than
the 5 µm particles, they spend a longer time engulfed into the detonation products.
Consequently, when they ignite and burn, anaerobically to begin with, the AlO inner
boundary is thus inside for the 10 µm radius particles. Due to the same reason, the
10 µm radius particles take a slightly longer time to reach the ML—the region where
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aerobic burning first occurs for the aluminum combustion; consequently, the inner
boundary of the Al2O3(L) region is also radially outside for the 10 µm particles.
Note that once the particles pick up significant amounts of momentum from the
gas they are set into motion, and will overtake the aluminum that was evaporated
from them at earlier times by virtue of their higher inertia. Observing Fig. 61 (b),
whereas the outer boundary of the AlO region is only marginally inside for the 10
µm radius particles, it is significantly outside (∼ 2ro) for the outer boundary of the
Al2O3(L) region. Thus, for both aluminum oxides, the trends in the inner and outer
boundaries conform to the fact that aluminum burning transitions smoothly (in time)
from anaerobic to aerobic burning, irrespective of particle size.
6.2.3.8 Preferential particle combustion
After the particles ignite during their early engulfment into the detonation products,
their sustenance of burning depends on the clustering aspects. The vortex rings
around the hydrodynamic structures bring into contact the inner detonation products
and the outer air, and thereby sustains the afterburn of the detonation products.
Thus, the local gas in the vortex rings are significantly hotter than the vortex-free
regions, and so the particles that disperse through these vortex rings pick up more
heat than their counterparts that do not. Consequently, preferential combustion of
aluminum occurs, with the particles that pass through these vortex rings burning
more.
To illustrate this preferential combustion/burning of particles, Fig. 62 presents
the particle temperature (Figs. 62 (a) & (b)) and radius (Figs. 62 (c) & (d)) at times
t/to ∼ 25 (Figs. 62 (a) & (c)) and t/to ∼ 120 (Figs. 62 (b) & (d)). From Figs. 62 (a),
significant particle temperature gradients exist during this burning phase, as evident
from the transitions between the red and green regions; this corresponds to the t/to ∼
25 time instant, when the particles are interacting with the hydrodynamic structures
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in the ML—where afterburn occurs in regions dictated by where the inner detonation
products and the outer air mix. At t/to ∼ 120 (Fig. 62 (b)), the particles have
quenched, but temperature gradients still persist; however, note that after quenching,
the range of particle temperatures has narrowed down vis-à-vis that during the earlier
burning phase. Comparing the particle radii at these times (Figs. 62 (c) & (d)), it is
evident that the particles are relatively smaller in the regions where they are hotter,
obviously due to the availability of heat from the afterburning regions of the ML.
Thus, the burning characteristics of the aluminum particles are mixing-controlled,
which is dictated by hydrodynamic instabilities; hence, hydrodynamic instabilities
inevitably play a role in the burning of the aluminum particles.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 62: Preferential combustion of aluminum particles: particle temperature ((a)
& (b)) and radius ((c) & (d)) at times t/to ∼ 25 ((a) & (c)) and t/to ∼ 120 ((b) &
(d)). Temperature is in Kelvin, and radius is in m. The scales of the figures have
been adjusted for better clarity.
6.2.4 Theoretical hydrodynamic considerations
The growth of hydrodynamic instabilities in classical gravity-driven fluid interfaces
as well as blast wave driven systems alike, has been studied in the past using many
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theoretical models; among these, the Buoyancy-Drag (BD) model is common [56, 152,
158]. In the BD model, the “rise” of bubbles is modeled accounting for buoyancy,












where Ã denotes the post-shock modified Atwood number Ã = A(1 + η∗)/(Ca +
η∗), where A is the post-shock Atwood number given by A = (1 − η∗)/(1 + η∗),
η∗ is the post-shock density ratio, and Ca is the added mass coefficient and equals
2 for 2D and 1 for 3D. Furthermore, g(t) denotes the driving acceleration, and C̃
is the modified drag coefficient, given by the expression C̃ = C/(Ca + η
∗), with C
being the drag coefficient and equals 3 ∗ 2π for 2D and ≈ 1.22 ∗ 2π for 3D [152]. In
addition, λ represents the perturbation wavelength, uinst is the instability velocity, and









= uinst(t) + ω(t)h(t), (187)
where the second term accounts for decompression effects. Substituting this into Eqn.







In the current study, the BD analysis is carried out for the bubbles only, as it is
expected that volumetric expansion effects due to chemical reactions, which is not
accounted for in the present BD model, will be very significant for spikes as they are
smaller (in terms of transverse length scale) than bubbles at the high Atwood numbers
encountered in chemical explosions. An ensemble of 10 bubbles are considered from
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the simulation corresponding to rp=5 µm, η=1 case, and the instantaneous amplitude
(h) and transverse scale (L) are tracked. The bubble amplitude is a measure of how
much the bubble tip grows farther away from the 1D “unperturbed interface,” which
is obtained from an additional single-phase, 1D unperturbed simulation. This 1D
simulation is also used to evaluate the instantaneous interface radius (ri(t)), g(t) and
ω(t) required for solving the BD equation (Eqn. (188)). Past studies using the BD
model assume self-similar growth to obtain an amplitude dependent transverse length
scale [149, 152]. In the current investigation, self-similarity is not tacitly assumed;
rather, it is demonstrated using the BD model. Furthermore, transverse length scales
from the 3D simulations are used as inputs to the BD model to estimate bubble
amplitudes, which are then compared with the amplitudes obtained from the 3D
simulations. First, the L(t) for the bubble ensemble from the 3D simulations are used
to compute uinst(t) from Eqn. (188), and from it h(t) is evaluated using Eqn. (187).
This analysis is performed using the initial amplitudes from t/to∼12—approximately
the time required for the contact surface to overtake the initial particle cloud—until
t/to∼160—the time when the secondary shock explodes into the mixing layer during
the reshock phase.
Simulation results show that a range of length scales exist for the bubbles, pre-
sented in Figs. 63 (a)&(b), including some “runaway” [86] bubbles. Here, a “run-
away” bubble is one which has grown significantly larger in size vis-à-vis its neighbor-
ing counterparts, and often tends to behave very differently than the other bubbles in
the vicinity. A wide range of length scales exist for the bubbles, and this needs to be
accounted for in the BD analysis. To this end, the ensemble of bubbles are classified
into three branches—lower, middle and upper, and three L(t) curve-fits are used for
the current analysis (all length scales are normalized with the initial charge radius,
ro). Of preponderant interest here is the self-similarity of bubbles at late times, a
topic of wide debate in recent literature for Rayleigh-Taylor instability growth, albeit
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Figure 63: Bubble analysis from the 3D simulation for η=1, rp=5 µm and the initial
particle cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68 cm: (a) L; (b) ln(ρ) contours at t/to∼130
and (c) L/h. The circles in (a)&(c) denote the 3D simulation results.
not previously studied for chemical explosions. By self-similarity, the growth of bub-
ble amplitudes (h) proportional to their transverse scale (L) is implied. Based on 3D
simulations, the L/h ratio for the bubbles is presented in Fig. 63 (c), and suggests
L/h ∼ 0.8 ± 0.3 at early times, but tends to asymptote near t/to∼150 to 0.2 ± 0.07.
Also, as evident, the “runaway” bubbles shown do not conform to self-similarity.
The asymptote behavior of L/h ratio essentially means that the “bubble compe-
tition” process terminates and the bubbles evolve with little or no memory of the
initial length scales of the early perturbations. Such studies have been carried out
in the past to supernovae and nuclear explosions [149, 151, 152], but not to chemical
explosions to the best of the authors’ knowledge. At late times, the bubbles reach
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a “freeze-out stage” [149], i.e., no further merging occurs. The mode numbers (m)
during this late time freeze-out stage are of preponderant interest; here, mode number
is defined as m = 2πri(t)/λ(t), where ri(t) denotes the instantaneous radial location
of the interface. From [149], past simulations of supernovae explosions conform to
freeze-out stage m ∼ 16-20; X-ray images of Cassiopeia A supernova shows m ∼ 20;
and high altitude nuclear explosions conform to freeze-out stage m ∼ 18-36. Current
simulations predict freeze-out m ∼ 24-44 for the chemical explosions into ambient
particle clouds. It is believed that for systems that involve instantaneous perturba-
tion followed by subsequent growth with no further external perturbations, freeze-out
stage mode numbers may conform better to the predictions of [149], i.e., m up to 36.
However, for chemical explosions into ambient particle clouds, the nature of the initial
perturbations is not instantaneous, but rather lasts for a finite albeit small time—the
time required for the contact surface to overtake the particle cloud. This prolonged
initial forcing inevitably introduces additional perturbations during the first interac-
tion event, which in turn correlates as marginally larger late time freeze-out stage
mode numbers, m, up to 44.
The similarity ratio, L/h for the 3D simulation corresponding to η=2, rp=5 µm
and the initial particle cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68 cm is shown in Fig. 64. As
evident, L/h is nearly similar in value to the η=1 case (Fig. 63 (c)) at early times.
However, since more perturbations are introduced for η=2 during the first interaction
event, the late time freeze-out stage L/h asymptotes to 0.27 ± 0.1, indicating that
there is partial retention of memory of the initial conditions at late times, i.e., the
freeze-out L/h is not a “universal” value. Recent supernovae simulations also predict
partial memory retention of the initial conditions at late times [152]. Furthermore,
although there is this weak dependence of the initial conditions, the fact that L/h
nearly asymptotes at late times for η=1 (Fig. 63 (c)) and η=2 (Fig. 64), indicates that
a “quasi-self-similar growth” is possible for chemical explosions, where the transverse
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scale of the bubbles grows in proportion to its amplitude. However, this quasi-self-
similar regime occurs only for a brief time instant, t/to∼120-150, after which the
reshock shrinks the hydrodynamic structures and deposits vorticity (baroclinic effect)
which subsequently wrinkles/convolutes the structures.
Due to the partial memory retention, the late time freeze-out stage photography
of chemical explosions may contain some useful information on the nature of the
initial perturbations. Analysis shows that the reshock phase is faster for the η=2
case than η=1 by about t/to∼5; due to this earlier reshock for η=2, the secondary
shock reaches the structures in the mixing layer around t/to∼155 and compresses
them. Consequently, h decreases, causing an increase in L/h beyond t/to > 150,
which is of no interest in the present study.












Figure 64: Bubble similarity from the 3D simulation for η=2, rp=5 µm and the
initial particle cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68 cm.
The BD model is applied for the ensemble of bubbles with the transverse length
scale as input, and the amplitude growths with time are predicted. Critical to the
BD model calculations is the definition of λ; λ=L has been used by some researchers
[56], as well as λ=2L by others [158]. To be precise, λ should be the ratio of the
volume to cross-sectional area for the bubbles, which can be different for different
bubbles depending on their shape. For instance, a “hemi-ellipsoidal bubble” can have
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a higher volume to cross-sectional area ratio than hemispherical bubbles. Both λ=L
and λ=2L are used in the current analysis and the amplitudes (h) obtained from
the BD model are presented in Fig. 65 for the lower, middle and upper branches,
along with the 3D simulation results. As evident, λ=2L is in better accordance with
higher amplitude bubbles, while λ=L conforms to the smaller amplitude bubbles.
During the implosion phase, 3D simulation results show that small bubbles, albeit
not all, implode deep into the core—increasing their amplitude, as shown in Fig. 63
(b). These small bubbles have lesser drag and thus “rise” higher (higher is actually
deeper by convention), resulting in more oblong shapes that have high volume-to-area
ratio; thus, as expected, the BD model predicts a higher amplitude for λ=2L. Larger
bubbles, on the other hand, have a higher drag, which slows them as they try to “rise”
away from the interface; thus, these bubbles have relatively smaller amplitudes, as also
predicted by the BD model results. It is believed that to properly characterize bubbles
using the BD model, it is necessary to appropriately define bubble wavelengths (λ)
based on their shapes. There is, however, limited work in literature on theoretical
models with bubble shape-dependent wavelengths.


























Figure 65: Bubble amplitudes obtained from the BD model for the case correspond-
ing to η=1, rp=5 µm and initial cloud extending from r=5.9-8.68 cm. The circles




This chapter focuses on the study of heterogeneous explosive charges, i.e., charges
comprising of a high explosive and solid metal particles. Heterogeneous explosive
charges are of recent interest, both from a research standpoint as well as military
application. Experiments have been carried out for a combination of charges con-
taining Nitromethane (NM) and steel particles, demonstrating that particles pick up
significant amounts of momentum from the gas, resulting in shock overpressure deficit
[214]. Later, another experimental study from the same research group, backed with
one-dimensional numerical analysis, investigated the impulsive loading from a combi-
nation of heterogeneous explosive charges [75] and showed that the impulsive loading
contribution from the solid particles is significantly larger in the near field, thus ex-
emplifying the usefulness of such charges for application, especially to the near-field
impulse deliverance. These studies, however, did not address three-dimensional effects
such as hydrodynamic instabilities, for photographic evidence from the same research
group [74] clearly demonstrate that the mixing layer ensuing from the detonation
of heterogeneous explosive charges is inevitably prone to hydrodynamic instabilities.
In addition, the dispersion and burning characteristics of particles from dense, alu-
minized explosions are also of interest, and will also be investigated in this chapter.
To explore these plethora of interesting physical phenomena, this chapter discusses
the post-detonation behavior of heterogeneous explosive charges, and considers three
sections to it. In the first part of this chapter, only one-dimensional effects are consid-
ered, with the twin goal of demonstrating the efficacy of the currently developed EL
DEM formulation, as well as to understand the impulsive loading deliverance from
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heterogeneous explosions corresponding to inert steel particles, for a wide range of
operating parameters such as particle size and initial solid volume fraction. Here,
although a three-dimensional grid is employed for the calculations, the grid is poorly
resolved in the azimuthal directions, as the primary focus of these studies are on the
variations of flow features in the radial direction, without any significant hydrody-
namic instabilities. Moreover, these one-dimensional studies have quick turn-around
times, enabling parametric studies by varying the different operating parameters to
study the effects of the same on the deliverable impulsive loading. In the second part
of this chapter, three-dimensional effects are accounted for by considering a larger
simulation domain and finely resolved sector grid. The mixing layer ensuing from
the detonation of heterogeneous explosive charges containing inert steel particles are
investigated, and the mean and rms profiles of the flow are discussed. Then, a com-
parison is made between the mixing layers of the heterogeneous and homogeneous
explosive charges, and for different particle sizes. Finally, in the third part of this
chapter, dense aluminized high explosive charges are investigated, focusing on the
effects of particle size and initial volume fraction to the afterburn and dispersion
characteristics of the particle clouds.
7.1 One-Dimensional Effects Only
7.1.1 Detonation in a heterogeneous explosive
In order to verify the simulation strategy, it is customary to compare the simulation
results with experimental data available in literature. To this end, detonation studies
from the experiments of Zhang et al. [214] are considered, involving a heterogeneous
charge of 11.8 cm dia. containing nitromethane and steel particles. For the initial
study, steel particles of 463 µm dia., randomly distributed and occupying 62% of
the total charge volume is simulated using a spherical sector grid 2.4 m long along
the radial direction (r), and 20o in the azimuth (θ) and zenith (φ) directions, and
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is resolved using a 1000×10×10 grid. Due to the consideration of one-dimensional
effects only, the grid resolutions are coarse in the azimuthal and zenith directions;
three-dimensional effects will be investigated later in this chapter employing much
finer grids. As before, free-slip boundary conditions are used along the azimuth (θ)
and zenith (φ) directions of the sector, and a supersonic outflow at the outermost
plane. Thermodynamic closure is obtained with the use of the JWL equation of state
(Eqn. (27)).
The current investigation involves solid particles of very high solid volume fractions
(∼ 62%) at early times, necessitating the use of volume fraction dependent drag and
heat transfer laws. To this end, the drag law and Nusselt number correlations of
Akhatov & Vainshtein [4] are considered, mainly due to the authors of this reference
having demonstrated its applicability to a detonation problem involving dense, two-
phase flow fields. This drag law predicts a drag coefficient (CD) dependent on the solid
volume fraction (αp) and Reynolds number (Re), and the current computations show
that CD is as high as 4 for the particles in the near-field owing to the dense nature
of the flow, and decreases to 0.42 − 0.5 in the far-field as the flow transitions to the
dilute regime for the problem considered by Zhang et al. [214]. The Snider’s model
[160, 186] coefficient, Ps, is chosen as 500 MPa, based on an order of magnitude
analysis comparing collision and drag forces on a particle (see further discussions
below). For the solid volume fraction range applicable to the current study, the
chosen value of Ps (500 MPa) results in inter-granular stresses lower than the ultimate
strength of steel, i.e., the maximum stress that steel can withstand before rupturing.
Moreover, the inter-granular stress predicted by this model for the problem is in the
range obtained by material researchers [157], who measured the inter-granular stress
by tensile straining carbon steels. The parameters β = 3 [160] and αcs = 0.9 are
chosen for the collision model.
The blast wave, the particle front trajectory, and the shock overpressure are shown
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in Fig. 66, and the results are in good agreement with experimental data. Also shown
is the overpressure obtained from a homogeneous charge (NM) containing the same
amount of high explosive as this heterogeneous charge (NM/Fe). As observed, the
momentum and energy transfer to the particles results in a decrease in the overpres-
sure for the heterogeneous charge. It is observed that the particles at the leading edge
of the cloud attain a velocity of around 1300 m/s in about 0.1 msec, and subsequently
maintain a constant terminal velocity. At around 0.9 m and 0.6 msec, the particle
cloud front is observed to overtake the shock wave, and subsequently the leading
particles slow down. The radius of the particle front is defined as the radius within
which 98% of the particles are contained as the average particle cloud front.
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Figure 66: Detonation of a 11.8 cm diameter Nitromethane charge with a dense
loading of steel particles: (a) trajectory and (b) shock overpressure. The experimental
data is obtained from [214].
To illustrate the flow topography, the sector grid showing the gas pressure con-
tour and the location of the particles at 0.38 and 0.98 msec are shown in Fig. 67.
The particles lag behind the blast wave at the earlier time, but some of them have
overtaken the blast wave at the latter time. The front of the particle cloud is not
a sharp interface due to the initial random distribution of the particles. The minor
“perturbations” observed closer to the leading edge of the particle cloud in Fig. 67
(b) are presumably due to the initial random distribution of the particles. Moreover,
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post-detonation photography from [214] for the 463 µm particle size clearly indi-
cates that the particle cloud for this heterogeneous explosive combination is nearly
spherically-symmetric.
(a) (b)
Figure 67: Flow topography at (a) 0.38 msec and (b) 0.98 msec. The legend denotes
the pressure field in Pa.
The flow physics as observed from the simulation is now described, with many
aspects being similar to the homogeneous charge considered earlier. When an ex-
plosive charge is detonated, a detonation wave propagates radially outwards within
the charge. As this detonation wave reaches the charge surface, a blast wave prop-
agates outwards and an expansion wave inwards. The outward moving blast wave
decelerates and attenuates as it expands radially outwards. The inward moving ex-
pansion accelerates the flow outwards. For the heterogeneous explosion, this process
is accompanied by inter-phase drag (viscous and pressure) effects, resulting in ac-
celeration of the particle cloud outwards. During this process, the dense nature of
the solid particle cloud creates inter-particle collisions/contact, resulting in further
outward acceleration of the particles. This is due to the nature of the inter-particle
forces trying to lower the bulk density of the packed solid particles within the ex-
plosive charge, which is accomplished only by a radially outward acceleration of the
solid particles. After the particle front has propagated a distance of about 3-4 charge
diameters, the volume fraction decreases to the dilute limit, and the inter-particle
collision force becomes negligible. Furthermore, as the particles propagate outwards,
the momentum transfer time scale increases due to three reasons: (1) decrease in the
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solid volume fraction results in a decrease of the drag coefficient; (2) decrease in the
gas velocity results in a smaller velocity difference between the gas and the particles;
and (3) decrease in the gas density. Due to inertia, the particles attain a terminal
velocity, which remains nearly constant for a significant time, as observed by the near
straight line trajectory of the particle front in Fig. 66 (a).
It is of interest to study the magnitude of the forces acting on the particles at
early times, viz. the forces due to viscous drag (CD), pressure drag (gas pressure
gradient, ∂pg
∂xi
), and inter-particle collision/contact (Ac,i). To this end, Fig. 68 presents
the magnitude of the average acceleration/deceleration on all the particles due to
these three forces. As evident, the average total acceleration on the particles is ∼
5×107 m/s2 at very early times (∼ 0.01 msec), with that due to viscous and pressure
drag being about 3-4 times that due to inter-particle collision/contact. Subsequently,
the acceleration due to pressure drag decreases faster, as the gas pressure gradients
decrease due to flow expansion. By ∼ 0.15 msec, the collision/contact forces become
less significant in magnitude vis-à-vis the pressure drag, and both these forces are
about one order of magnitude smaller than the viscous drag forces; beyond ∼ 0.175
msec, the collision/contact forces are two orders of magnitude smaller than the viscous
drag; after ∼ 0.2 msec, the viscous drag forces emerge as the only significant force
on the particles, with the acceleration/deceleration being about 104 m/s2. Thus,
although the collision/contact forces are significant only for the first ∼ 0.1 msec,
these forces play a vital role in the initial distribution of particles, in particular near
the leading edge of the expanding particle cloud where the collision/contact forces
are more significant due to the higher solid volume fraction gradient.
The leading particles catch-up with the primary blast wave, as the latter has
attenuated and slowed down owing to its spherical spreading. The particles at the
front of the cloud overtake the primary blast wave and, subsequently, the momentum
transfer time scale decreases slightly as the velocity difference between the particles
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Figure 68: Average acceleration/deceleration due to viscous drag, pressure drag
(gas pressure gradient) and inter-particle collision/contact.
and the gas is suddenly enhanced, due to the ambient air being at rest. Thus, the
particles that penetrate the blast wave are slowed down due to aerodynamic drag,
allowing for the blast wave to again catch-up and overtake the solid particle front,
as also reported in [214]; however, the current simulation domain is not radially long
enough to capture this event. At the same time, the inward moving rarefaction over-
expands the flow, giving rise to a secondary shock. This secondary shock is initially
weak, and is swept outwards by the expanding detonation products and solid particles.
During this initial outward passage, the strength of the secondary shock is augmented,
as it propagates into regions of higher pressure. Subsequently, the secondary shock
implodes inwards, as the pressure near the core has decreased considerably by the
rarefaction wave. After its reflection from the origin, the secondary shock propagates
outwards for the second time, and trails behind the primary shock.
More physics on the formation and propagation of the secondary shock is given
in [34], albeit for a homogeneous charge. The wave diagram comparing the primary
and secondary shock trajectories for homogeneous (NM) and heterogeneous (NM/Fe)
charges containing the same amount of high explosive is shown in Fig. 69. The
primary and secondary shocks are slower for the heterogeneous charge, due to the
momentum and energy transfer to the particles. Furthermore, as the secondary shock
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Figure 69: Wave diagram comparing the primary and secondary shock trajecto-
ries for homogeneous (NM) and heterogeneous (NM/Fe) charges containing the same
amount of high explosive.
implodes inwards, the particles act as an obstruction and slow it down further. Thus,
the secondary shock reaches the origin about 0.6 msec later for the heterogeneous
charge.
7.1.2 Impulsive loading
7.1.2.1 Gas and particle momentum flux
It has been shown that the presence of particles results in impulse augmentation due
to momentum transfer [75]. To demonstrate this phenomenon, the pressure and the
momentum flux profiles at 0.9 m and 1.55 m are compared for the homogeneous (NM)
and heterogeneous (NM/Fe) charges containing the same amount of high explosive
in Fig. 70. The pressure is lower for the NM/Fe charge when compared to NM (Fig.
70 (a)). With the addition of solid particles, momentum and heat transfer from the
detonation products to the solid particles results in a slower blast wave for the NM/Fe
charge, and a corresponding lower pressure trace. The same argument holds for gas
momentum flux profiles in Fig. 70 (b) & (c). It is observed that the solid momentum
flux has a slightly higher peak than the gas momentum flux at the 0.9 m and 1.55 m
locations, contrary to the numerical predictions of [75]. This is owing to an increased
distribution of solid particles closer to the leading edge of the particle cloud due to
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the gas pressure gradient term in the solid momentum equation, and will be revisited
later. Furthermore, the solid momentum flux lasts for a longer time duration than
the gas due to its inertia, as also reported in [75]. In the current Eulerian-Lagrangian
(EL) approach, the absence of continuum modeling of the solid phase results in a
“noisy” solid momentum flux profile.


























































Figure 70: Pressure (a) and momentum flux (b & c) profiles for NM and NM/Fe
charges at 0.9 m (a & b) and 1.55 m (a & c).
In order to better understand the transfer of momentum from the gas to the parti-
cles, four different groups of particles are considered. 100 particles initially occupying
radial locations between (0.058 ± 0.001) m are randomly chosen, and this group is
named C58. Similar groups of 100 particles each are considered, initially occupying
radial locations between (0.048 ± 0.001) m, (0.038 ± 0.001) m and (0.028 ± 0.001) m
and named C48, C38 and C28, respectively. The average velocity of all the 100 solid
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Figure 71: Flow field behind the blast wave: (a) average particle velocity and
(b) average local gas velocity for different groups of particles. The diamond symbols
indicate the times at which half the number of particles belonging to the corresponding
group have penetrated the shock front.
particles belonging to each group, and the average local gas velocity as seen by each
group are plotted in Fig. 71. It is seen that the terminal velocities can be arranged
as C58 > C48 > C38 > C28, with the differences narrowing down between adjacent
groups at smaller initial radial locations. This is due to an outer group being more
free to move outwards than an inner one, the latter being constrained by the dense
cloud of surrounding particles. The terminal velocity is reached within about 0.1
msec for all the groups, indicating the preponderance of the inter-particle interaction
force, which is dominant at early times. Another reason for the rapid attainment of
the terminal velocity is because the drag coefficient (and drag force) on the particles
is higher in a denser cloud.
In Fig. 71, the diamond symbols indicate the times at which half the number of
particles belonging to the corresponding group have penetrated the shock front. As
evident from the figure, the average particle velocity of C58 and C48 groups start
to decrease after penetrating the shock front. C38 and C28 are not observed to
penetrate the shock front in the time duration of study. From the average local gas
velocity seen by each group, it can be concluded that each group initially encounters
different average local gas velocities in the order C58 > C48 > C38 > C28. Particles
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closer to the outer surface of the charge encounter higher local gas velocities due to
the rapidly expanding gas, caused by the inward moving rarefaction wave. After an
initial plateau, it is observed that the local gas velocities fall off, earlier (≈ 0.25 msec)
for C58, but slightly later for the other groups, due to the faster travelling C58. For
C58, C48 and C38, a second plateau is observed in the average local gas velocity as
they approach the blast wave, but the two plateaus are coupled into one for C28.
This second plateau lasts only for a short duration (≈ 0.25 msec) for C58, as the
particles by virtue of being faster, catch-up with the leading blast wave earlier. For
the chosen size of the simulation domain, the leading blast wave reaches the outer
boundary before C38 and C28 groups, and thus, it could not be ascertained whether
or not these inner groups penetrate the leading blast wave.
7.1.2.2 Impulsive loading estimation
The total deliverable impulse from a heterogeneous charge can be estimated from the
simulation data and typically, will be due to three components, i.e., pressure, gas and
particle momentum fluxes. These quantities can be integrated in time to obtain the
total deliverable impulse. Some investigators [103, 119] have considered the impulse
due to excess gas pressure and particle momentum only, while others have considered
the bending of a cantilever rod to quantify impulse [75]. Here, the impulse deliverable
to a “virtual wall” is considered since the physical wall is not included in the current

















where p0 denotes the ambient pressure. The impulse due to pressure, gas and particle
momentum fluxes are denoted as Ip, Igm and Ipm, respectively. Ipm is computed as a
summation over all the particles present in a small control volume around the radial
distance of interest. The total impulse and its three components are shown in Fig. 72
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(a), along with the ratio, Ipm/Igm. The expansion of the gas and particle phases with
radius causes the total impulse to decrease. Ipm is larger than Igm at all radius, by
a factor of about 3.5-4.75. Similar trends have been reported by other investigators
[75]. In Fig. 72 (b), the impulse between the NM and NM/Fe charges containing the
same amount of high explosive are compared at different radial locations along with
the ratio of the impulses for NM/Fe and NM. As evident from the figure, impulse
augmentation for the NM/Fe charge over the NM charge decreases from a factor of 2 in
the near-field (∼ 4 charge dia.) to about 1.1 in the far-field (∼ 20 charge dia.). Thus,
the advantage of adding solid particles to an explosive charge is more pronounced
in the near-field, and asymptotes towards unity in the far-field. At farther distances
from the charges, the significant slowing of the solid particles negates any impulse
augmentations, thereby tending the behavior of a heterogeneous charge to that of a
point source homogeneous charge.























































Figure 72: Impulsive loading of a heterogeneous explosive: (a) total impulse and its
components and (b) comparison between NM and NM/Fe charges. In (a), the line
with the circles represents the ratio between the solid and gas momentum impulses
and corresponds to the right y-scale; in (b), the line with the circles represents the
ratio of the total impulses due to NM/Fe and NM and corresponds to the right y-scale.
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7.1.2.3 Transient impulsive loading
The impulse estimate in Fig. 72 are the final impulsive loading delivered, i.e., obtained
by integrating Eqn. (189) up to a large time. It does not represent the transient
behavior, i.e., whether the impulsive loading felt by an imaginary structure is sudden
or gradual. To quantify this, the transient impulsive loading is presented at 0.5 m
and 2.25 m in Fig. 73, obtained by performing the integrations in Eqn. (189) up
to a certain time instant. The total impulse, as well as its individual components
converge earlier at 0.5 m than at 2.25 m. At farther distances, the gas and particle
phases are slower, and hence take a longer time to pass a given point, thereby resulting
in a longer time duration for the impulse convergence. Since the blast wave arrives
earlier than the particles at the 0.5 m location, only the impulse due to gas pressure
and gas momentum contribute initially; subsequently, after the particles arrive, their
contribution takes over as the dominant component. At this location, the passage of
the primary blast wave raises the pressure, but subsequently falls to sub-atmospheric
levels and low gas velocities, and thus all the pressure and gas momentum impulse
are delivered in a very short time (within ∼ 0.6 msec). On the other hand, the
intermediate velocity particles take a longer time to pass the 0.5 m location, and thus
the impulse due to solid momentum converges later (∼ 2 msec).
At the 2.25 m location, the reverse is observed for the early contribution to the
total impulse. Since the particles reach this location earlier than the blast wave, they
are the dominant early contributors; beyond about 3.5 msec, with the arrival of the
blast wave, the pressure impulse takes over as the dominant contributor. Moreover, at
this location the convergence of the impulse due to pressure and gas momentum occur
almost at the same time (∼ 4.75 msec), but that due to the particles is delayed until
∼ 7 msec. Due to the shifts of the solid and gas phases as the primary contributor,
the transient total impulse at the 2.25 m location occurs in two phases, resulting in a
sudden slope change observed in the total impulse, indicated by the arrow in Fig. 73
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Figure 73: Transient impulse and its components for a heterogeneous explosive at
radial locations: (a) 0.5 m and (b) 2.25 m.
(b). Thus, while an imaginary structure at the 0.5 m location may destruct/deform
gradually, its response will occur in two phases at the 2.25 m location. While most
civil engineering structures may have a slow response, solid propellants/explosives
have faster responses to the impulsive loading [143]. For instance, if the heterogeneous
explosive charge under study is used as an igniter of a larger solid propellant/explosive,
the transient nature of the impulse can be very critical in its ignition. Here, ignition
is achieved by a combination of mechanical and thermal stresses. For these studies,
transient impulsive response can be very critical in the ignition event.
Another observation from Fig. 73 (b) at the 2.25 m location is that the pressure
impulse starts to rise even before the onset of the blast wave, i.e., in the time interval
2.5-3.5 msec. This rise, albeit small, is due to the leading particles which, upon
penetration into the ambient air, perturb the local flow-field. The impulsive loading
predictions for the NM/Fe charge that have been hitherto studied can be used for
damage assessment, albeit in a crude sense. The impulse predictions considered
here do not account for other physical phenomena such as blast wave reflection and
diffraction, and particle collision with a structure. Thus, simulations such as these
can be used as a first approximation for damage assessment.
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7.1.3 Parametric studies
7.1.3.1 Sensitivity to collision model coefficient
For the heterogeneous blast wave simulations performed hitherto, the collision model
coefficient, Ps was chosen as 500 MPa, based on an order of magnitude analysis
of the drag and collision/contact forces on a particle. In order to better elucidate
the sensitivity of the results to the collision model coefficient, four other studies are
carried out: (1) Ps = 0 MPa, (2) Ps = 100 MPa, (3) Ps = 250 MPa and (4) Ps =
1500 MPa. Fig. 74 shows the primary blast wave and the particle front trajectories
for different values of Ps so chosen, along with Ps = 500 MPa used hitherto. The
blast wave trajectory is nearly unaffected by the choice of the collision/contact model
coefficient, Ps for values in the range 0-500 MPa. For Ps in the same range (0-500
MPa), the particle front trajectory is observed to be only slightly faster for the higher
collision model coefficient, albeit not to a significant extent.





















Figure 74: Effect of collision model: shock and particle front trajectories for different
collision/contact model coefficients (Ps) (the results for the 0 MPa case are nearly
coincident with the 100 MPa case, and thus the former is not clearly visible).
The authors of [214] showed numerically that with the “solid pressure” term turned off
(analogous to Ps = 0 in the current study), the particle front trajectory is considerably
slower, although the current simulations show that the particle front is only marginally
slower (Fig. 74) for Ps = 0 MPa. These differences are attributed to the choice of
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the initialization used. The authors of [214] used a constant volume initialization,
i.e., a high pressure source, and thus, the particles are still at rest when the blast
wave breaks out of the initial charge. On the other hand, this study uses a more
realistic GISPA method, in which the particles attain significant velocities during the
detonation wave crossing within the initial charge. From Fig. 103 (b) in Appendix
B, it is deduced that the maximum particle velocity as the detonation wave reaches
the outer boundary of the charge is about 750 m/s, which is more than 50% of
terminal velocity the leading particles will subsequently attain. Due to the initial
head start with the use of the GISPA method for the particle velocities, the particle
front trajectory from the current simulation for Ps = 0 MPa is significantly faster than
that numerically predicted by [214] without the “solid pressure” term. However, the
particle front trajectory predicted by the physical simulations (Ps = 500 MPa in this
study, and with the “solid pressure” turned on in [214]) in both studies are in good
agreement with the experimental data of [214].
From Fig. 74, for Ps = 1500 MPa, both the blast wave and particle front tra-
jectories are significantly faster. A value of Ps = 1500 MPa is unphysically high
and causes the particles to travel much faster, as well as more concentrated towards
the leading edge of the cloud, due to the associated higher collision/contact forces
at early times (0-0.1 msec). Furthermore, Ps = 1500 MPa results in inter-granular
stresses larger than the ultimate strength of steel, that can result in the rupture of
the particles, unaccounted for in this study. Since the particle cloud is initially lag-
ging behind, the blast wave trajectory for the case with Ps = 1500 MPa matches
with the other cases until about 0.6 msec, as the particles have no influence on the
blast wave until this time. However, beyond 0.6 msec, as the leading particles get
closer to the blast wave, they compress the gas, which decreases the decay rate of the
primary blast wave. Due to the unphysically high particle speeds and concentration,
this compression effect is strong for the case with Ps = 1500 MPa. Indeed, a second
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compression wave is observed (not to be confused with the secondary shock) in front
of the particle cloud as they catch-up with the blast wave, not shown here for brevity.
The presence of this compression wave is more pronounced for Ps = 1500 MPa than
for the other lower values considered due to the unphysically high speeds and higher
leading concentration of the particle cloud.
High values of the collision model coefficient (Ps) not only cause higher particle
speeds, but higher particle concentration near the outer boundary of the particle
cloud. At early times (0-0.1 msec), the ensuing particle collisions tend to force the
particles outward in the radial direction. That is to say, near the center of the charge,
inter-particle collisions are equally likely in all directions; but for particles near the
cloud boundary, collisions are biased to force the particles outwards. Subsequently,
as the particles reach farther radial distances, the solid volume fraction approaches
the dilute limit, and the collision/contact force becomes negligible. However, since a
few more particles are concentrated closer to the outer boundary of the cloud at early
times, this distribution of particles is maintained even long after the collision/contact
force becomes negligible.






































Figure 75: Effect of collision model on the (a) solid momentum flux and (b) total
impulse.
To understand the effect of the initial solid particle collisions, the solid momentum
flux profile is shown in Fig. 75 (a) at the 0.9 radial location for Ps = 0 and 500 MPa.
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For both cases, although the solid momentum flux begins to rise around 0.6 msec
at the 0.9 m location, the peak is marginally higher when Ps = 500 MPa due to a
greater particle concentration near the cloud’s outer edge. Fig. 75 (b) shows the total
impulse obtained from the same NM/Fe charge for Ps = 0, 250 and 500 MPa. The
total impulse is about 6% higher for Ps = 500 MPa than with Ps = 0 MPa, primarily
due to more particles accumulated closer to the leading edge of the particle cloud.
In summary, the shock and particle front trajectories are not significantly affected
by the collision/contact model coefficient, Ps in the range 0-500 MPa. For Ps = 1500
MPa, both the blast wave and particle front trajectories are unphysically faster due
to the compression in front of the particle curtain as they catch-up with the blast
wave. Furthermore, for a higher Ps, due to more particles being concentrated closer
to the front of the cloud, a marginally higher peak solid momentum flux is observed,
resulting in a slightly higher impulse.
7.1.3.2 Effect of particle size
The baseline numerical solution for this study is computed for steel particles 463
µm in diameter, corresponding to a particle volume fraction of 62%. To better un-
derstand the effect of particle size on the impulse characteristics of heterogeneous
explosive charges, steel particles with diameters 50, 100, 275, 925 and 1500 µm are
also considered, for the same charge diameter and initial particle volume fraction.
The attendant numerical solutions are compared with those for the baseline charge.
Figure 76 shows the shock and particle front trajectories for this selection of particle
diameters. As observed, the shock front is unaffected by the solid particle size, but
the particle front is observed to be slightly faster for smaller particles. For instance,
the trajectory of the leading edge for the 275 µm particles is observed to be 100-150
m/s faster than that for 925 µm particles, correlating to a distance of 0.1-0.15 m over
a time frame of 1 msec or about one charge diameter distance. Although the authors
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of [214] concluded that the particle front trajectory is insensitive to the particle size
beyond 275 µm, based on current numerical results, it is deduced that the differences
although small, are distinctive enough to conclude that smaller particles travel faster
than larger particles. At a radial distance of 12 charge diameters, smaller particles
will propagate about one charge diameter farther.






















Figure 76: Effect of particle size on the primary blast wave and particle front
trajectories. Experimental data is from [214]; experimental particle front for the 275
µm size not available in [214].
Figure 77 shows the solid momentum flux profiles at the 0.9 m radial location
for charges containing 463 and 925 µm particle sizes. Since the 463 µm particles
are slightly faster than the 925 µm particles, the solid momentum flux starts to rise
earlier for the former. However, the peak solid momentum flux is ∼ 15% higher for
the 925 µm particles, as these are slower and hence, slightly more concentrated in
space. Nevertheless, the impulse due to solid momentum is nearly identical for the two
particle sizes. Thus, larger particles are characterized by a higher peak momentum
flux of shorter duration than for smaller particles, yet both provide nearly the same
contribution to the total impulse. Another observation is that the “noise” in the solid
momentum flux is more pronounced for the larger particle size, as these violate the
continuum to a greater extent than their smaller counterparts.
The total impulse for charges with different particle sizes in the range 50-1500 µm
are shown in Fig. 78 (a). Particle sizes above 275 µm are observed to result in the
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Figure 77: Effect of particle size on the solid momentum flux profiles at 0.9 m.
same total impulse, thus indicating insensitivity of the total impulse to particle size
beyond 275 µm. This emphasizes that the total impulse is directly related to the total
mass of metal in the charge for charges with particle sizes in the range 275-1500 µm.
For the 50 & 100 µm size, the total impulse is ∼ 8% higher than the larger particle
sizes, as these small particles pick up significant amounts of momentum from the gas,
and are more concentrated closer to the leading edge of the exploding particle cloud.
After these smaller particles penetrate the leading blast wave, they surrender most of
their momentum back to the gas, as they have lesser inertia compared to the larger
particles; however, by virtue of being more concentrated closer to the leading edge of
the particle cloud, the total impulse is still superior for the 50 & 100 µm particles.
In Fig. 78 (b), the three components of the total impulse, i.e., due to pressure,
gas momentum and solid momentum, as percentage of the total impulse are shown at
the 0.9 and 1.55 m locations. The percentage of the pressure impulse is observed to
increase for all particle sizes from 0.9 m to 1.55 m, while the percentage of the gas and
solid momentum are observed to decrease between these two radial locations. As the
gas expands out farther, it slows down, and thus contributes less from its momentum
to the total impulse. As the solid particle cloud expands radially outwards, its con-
centration decreases as it disperses into more free space, and thus also contributes less
from its momentum at farther distances. The pressure impulse is ∼ 28% of the total
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Figure 78: Effect of particle size: (a) total impulse; (b) components of total impulse
expressed as a percentage of the total. The arrows in (b) denote the left or right
y-scale to which each curve corresponds.
impulse for particle sizes larger than 275 µm at the 0.9 m location, and decreases at
the 1.55 m location from 57% for 50 µm to 45% for 1500 µm particles. Furthermore,
the solid momentum flux contribution increases with particle size at both locations,
i.e., from 45% to 55% at 0.9 m, and from 20% to 42% at 1.55 m, as the particle
size is increased from 50 µm to 1500 µm. Owing to a higher inertia, larger particles
contribute more to the total impulse from solid momentum than their smaller coun-
terparts. Due to this reason, the contribution from gas momentum flux decreases
at both locations with increasing particle size. Furthermore, it is interesting to note
the rapid changes in the individual contributions of the different impulse components
below the 275 µm particle size due to the significant slowing of these smaller particles
at farther distances. This clearly illustrates that the faster response time scales of
the particles smaller than 275 µm results in the different impulse predictions for the
particles smaller than this cutoff value. However, particles equal to or larger than 275
µm tend to attain an ‘equilibrium’ with the local gas, thereby delivering the same
impulse (and impulse components) at a given radius.
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7.1.3.3 Effect of gas pressure gradient
The gas pressure gradients can be steep enough at early times, and can result in
pressure drag forces on the particles comparable to the viscous drag forces and/or
inter-particle collision forces (refer to Eqn. (64) for their mathematical forms). In
the numerical simulations of [214], this term was not included in the particle motion.
To better understand the effect of the pressure drag on the exploding particle front,
another simulation was carried out with the gas pressure gradient term (∂pg
∂xi
) ex-
cluded in the solid particle momentum equation and inter-phase coupling terms (but
accounted in the gas momentum equations); this approach is widely used in many
Eulerian-Lagrangian based studies [41, 117, 118, 144]. Observations show that at
early times, the pressure drag on the particles is comparable to the viscous drag; but
the overall particle front trajectory is nearly unaffected with and without this term,
not shown here for brevity. However, the gas pressure gradients play a critical role in
the distribution of the solid particles in the exploding particle cloud. Without this gas
pressure gradient term in the solid momentum equation (and coupling terms), fewer
particles are concentrated closer to the leading edge of the particle cloud, thereby
resulting in a lower peak solid momentum flux, as shown in Fig. 79. Here, at the
0.9 m radial location, the peak solid momentum flux is about 25% lower with the
gas pressure gradient unaccounted in the particle motion. Thus, the inclusion of the
pressure gradient term in the solid phase momentum equation and the coupling terms
is essential for the problem under study.
7.1.3.4 Effect of initial volume fraction
In this section, the effect of the initial volume fraction is studied in the explosive
charge. When fewer solid particles occupy the same size charge, more volume is
available to the high explosive, and hence higher is the explosive mass (and deto-
nation energy). Thus, with a decreased initial solid volume fraction, more explosive
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Figure 79: Effect of gas pressure gradient on the solid momentum flux at the 0.9 m
location.
energy is available to drive fewer solid particles. To illustrate the dependence of the
initial solid volume fraction, the same 11.8 cm dia. charge with 463 µm dia. steel
particles is considered, with the same collision model coefficient Ps=500 MPa, but
with an initial solid volume fraction αp,initial=0.3, and is compared with the baseline
αp,initial=0.62 charge. The trajectories of the leading blast wave and the particle front
for these two charges are shown in Fig. 80 (a), along with the experimental data for
αp,initial=0.62 from [214]. As evident, the leading blast wave and the particle front
are significantly faster for the decreased initial solid volume fraction αp,initial=0.3, due
to the higher explosive energy available to drive fewer solid particles. However, the
distance required for the particle front to overtake the leading blast wave is higher
by ∼30% for αp,initial=0.3, contrary to the numerical predictions of [214]. These dif-
ferences are attributed to the different initial conditions used in the current research
effort; furthermore, experimental data for αp,initial=0.3 is not available in literature,
and thus the overtaking distance is not verifiable for the decreased initial solid volume
fraction.
The current study also shows that the peak pressure and gas momentum flux
profiles at a radial location are higher for αp,initial=0.3 vis-à-vis αp,initial=0.62, as more
explosive mass is available for the former; however, the peak solid momentum flux at
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Figure 80: Effect of initial volume fraction: (a) blast wave and particle front tra-
jectories; (b) total impulse. In (b), the ratio of the total impulse values computed at
αp,initial=0.3 and αp,initial=0.62 is represented by the curve annotated with circles.
a radial location is higher for the latter, as more particles are available for the same
(these results are not presented here for brevity). Since this investigation is primarily
focused on impulsive loading aspects of heterogeneous explosives, the total impulses
of the two said initial volume fraction charges are presented in Fig. 80 (b), along with
their ratio. As evident, the total impulse is only 6% higher at the 0.5 m radial location
for αp,initial=0.3, but is 38% higher for the same charge at the 2.25 m radial location.
This suggests that in the near-field, the impulse augmentation by adding more solid
particles to the charge can be easily compensated by otherwise having more high
explosive. However, in the far-field, significant impulse augmentation is achieved by
substituting part of the solid volume in the charge with the high explosive, as this
excess gas phase energy enhances the far-field impulsive loading.
7.2 Three-Dimensional Effects Included
The above studies of heterogeneous charges are extended with the inclusion of three-
dimensional effects, viz. hydrodynamic instability growth, mixing and afterburn ef-
fects in the mixing layer. Recalling, the initial heterogeneous explosive charge is 5.9
cm in radius, and consists of 463 µm steel particles occupying 62% of the volume of
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the charge. The same sector grid approach is employed; however, this time with the
sector being 2.4 m long, and 45o in the azimuth and zenith directions. The particles
are randomly distributed within the charge with velocities based on the aforemen-
tioned one-dimensional detonation simulation using the GISPA method (Section 4.7,
Appendix B).
In order to resolve the small scales of relevance in the mixing layer, it is essential
to use a fine enough grid that can accurately capture the same. For the present
study, three different grids are tried: 1000×45×45, 1000×60×60 and 1000×75×75,
and the results now to be presented demonstrate that the latter two grids are sufficient
resolutions to predict the shear instabilities and turbulent features in the mixing layer.
To compare results obtained with different grids, or different explosive charges, it is
customary to use a normalized spatial co-ordinate consistent with the definition of






where r0.5, r0.05 and r0.95 denote respectively, the radial distance at which the az-
imuthally averaged YCO is 0.5, 0.05 and 0.95 times the YCO in the detonation prod-
ucts after the completion of the detonation (=0.459 in this study, obtained from the
balanced chemical reaction CH3NO2 → CO + H2O + 12H2 + 12N2). A similar scaled
distance concept was used by Kuhl [120]. Here, the denominator of Eqn. (190) is
used as a measure of the mixing layer width (δ).
To demonstrate grid independence, Fig. 81 shows the azimuthally averaged (a)
rms velocity components and (b) resolved KE at the 4 msec time instant for the
1000×60×60 and 1000×75×75 grids (Note: the 1000×75×75 grid has 56.25% more
grid points than 1000×60×60 grid). Here, ur, uθ and uφ denote, respectively, the
radial (r), the azimuthal (θ) and the zenith (φ) velocity components, normalized
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Figure 81: Grid independence. Profiles at 4 msec: (a) rms of velocity profiles (blue:
ur, red: uθ, green: uφ); (b) resolved turbulent KE.
with the ambient speed of sound (ainf ); furthermore, the resolved KE is normalized
by ainf
2 (note that this is only a normalization and does not represent the local Mach
number, since the speed of sound in the ambient is used instead of the local value).
As evident from the figure, reasonable matching is attained for both the rms and KE
profiles, thus exemplifying the choice of the grid used (1000×75×75) and its accuracy.
Some small discrepancies exist in the inner regions, especially near χ ∼ −0.4, and
this is presumably due to the particle size being comparable to the grid size in the
inner regions of the sector grid. However, the discrepancies are small considering that
the problem is inherently transient in nature. The turbulence predictions in the outer
regions of the mixing layer—in particular, the turbulence decay in the 0.25 ≤ χ ≤ 0.6
(Fig. 81 (b)) region is accurately predicted for both grids. Even the mixing layer
boundaries are in reasonable agreement for the 1000×60×60 and 1000×75×75 grids,
not shown for brevity.
Having demonstrated grid independence, the results from the 1000×75×75 grid
are used for the remainder of this study. The current study confirms that the particle
front is spherically symmetric, i.e., not influenced by the three-dimensional effects in
the mixing layer for the chosen particle size (463 µm dia.). This is consistent with
the experimental observations [214], and is owing to the large size of the particles
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chosen (463 µm), and the high material density of steel, due to which the particles
are almost unaffected by the hydrodynamic instabilities.
7.2.1 Mixing layer characteristics
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 82: Mixing layer profiles shown at different times: (a) 0.13 msec, (b) 0.58
msec, (c) 1.52 msec, and (d) 4.02 msec.
Here, the dynamics of the mixing layer ensuing from the detonation of the het-
erogeneous explosive are investigated to detail. The mixing layer at four different
times are shown in Fig. 82. It is interesting to note that at early times, i.e., at
0.13 msec (Fig. 82 (a)), the initial Rayleigh-Taylor structures are formed even before
the particles overtake the contact surface. This phenomena has been reported in
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experimental photography by Frost et al. [74], and is explained as follows: after the
onset of the detonation inside the explosive charge, the high-density detonation prod-
ucts expand outward with velocities faster than that of the solid particles, thereby
overtaking them. During this process, the expanding detonation products have to
encounter the leading particles of the cloud which, by virtue of their random spatial
distribution, enforce a non-spherical flow to the expanding gases. In other words,
the flow-field between the leading edge of the particle cloud and the contact surface
is non-spherically symmetric, with finite, albeit small azimuthal and zenith velocity
components induced by the random particle distribution. This non-spherically sym-
metric flow upon subsequent interaction with the decelerating contact surface, gives
rise to the source of the initial perturbations in the latter as shown in Fig. 82 (a).
Subsequently, at 0.58 msec (Fig. 82 (b)), the solid particles are seen to overtake the
contact surface, during which they further enhance the growth of perturbations in
the mixing layer by interacting with the gas in the mixing layer through momentum,
heat and work transfer. By 1.52 msec (Fig. 82 (c)), the secondary shock propagates
inwards, thereby dragging along with it the lower boundary of the mixing layer, and
widening it. Subsequently, the secondary shock reflects from the origin and propagates
outwards, and in so doing, interacts with the hydrodynamic structures in the mixing
layer during the re-shock phase, a typical Richtmyer-Meshkov instability [169, 146].
This is characterized by the creation of vorticity due to baroclinic torque effects, i.e.,
mis-aligned pressure and density gradients. This vorticity creation subsequently dis-
torts/wrinkles the flame (Fig. 82 (d)), thereby sustaining the mixing process, and
resulting in a loss of memory of the shape of the structures in the mixing layer at late
times. In the following sub-sections, these physical phenomena and their consequence
to the mixing layer dynamics will be studied in detail.
Figure 83 shows the mass-fractions of CO2 (YCO2 , Fig. 83 (a)) and CO (YCO,
Fig. 83 (c)), and the temperature (T , Fig. 83 (b)) field along a slice of the sector
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(a) (b)
Figure 83: (a) YCO2 ; (b) Temperature (K); (c) YCO contours in the mixing layer at
4 msec. In order to illustrate the structure of the mixing layer, the solid particles are
not shown.
at the 4 msec time instant; the solid particles are not shown for more clarity of the
mixing layer. As evident, the maximas of YCO2 and T are nearly similar, indicating
the obvious exothermicity associated with the burning regions. Furthermore, the T at
the core of the sector is significantly ‘cold’, due to the absence of O2 in these regions,
and hence no afterburn occurs at late times in the inner regions of the mixing layer.
It is emphasized that if ‘anaerobic’ burning is considered, i.e., combustion of CO with
H2O in the detonation products, the inner regions of the mixing layer would not be
‘cold’; however, no data exists on the kinetics of these reactions behind an explosion,
and hence the problem has been reduced to a mixing-controlled combustion and not
a kinetic-controlled process. Observing YCO, mushroom-like structures are evident,
and significant concentration fluctuations persist in the mixing layer.
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Figure 84: Mixing layer mean ((a) & (b)) and rms ((c) & (d)) velocity profiles
shown at 2.2 msec ((a) & (c)) and 4 msec ((b) & (d)).
7.2.1.1 Mean and rms profiles
To get a better understanding of the velocity profiles, Fig. 84 shows the mean (Fig.
84 (a) & (b)) and rms (Fig. 84 (c) & (d)) at times 2.2 and 4 msec, normalized by
the ambient speed of sound (ainf ). As before, the x-axis denotes the non-dimensional
scaled distance (χ), defined as in Eqn. (190). From Fig. 84, both the mean and the
rms velocity magnitudes are observed to decrease with time due to the expansion of
the flow, and the spikes observed in the radial velocity profiles represent the primary
and the secondary shocks. Moreover, as expected, the mean uθ and uφ fluctuate
about zero in Figs. 84 (a) & (b), and are of a similar magnitude. In Figs. 84 (c) &
(d), the rms of ur is about 25% higher than that of uθ and uφ in the mixing layer, a
consequence of the flow being preponderantly biased in the radial direction.
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Figure 85: YCO profiles in the mixing layer normalized with the initial CO mass
fraction in the detonation products, YCO
i: (a) mean; (b) rms.
In order to understand the concentration patterns in the mixing layer, the mean
and rms of YCO are presented at different times, normalized with YCOi = 0.459, the
value of YCO in the detonation products at the completion of the detonation, in Fig.
85. As before, the x-axis denotes the scaled distance (χ) defined as in Eqn. (190).
The mean concentration profiles (Fig. 85 (a)) are self-similar, suggesting that the
scaling procedure that has been used is valid. The rms concentration profiles (Fig.
85 (b)) are similar in shape, and the peaks are about 23-30% in intensity; the peak
rms concentration decreases in time as a consequence of the decreasing perturbation
intensities in the mixing layer.
7.2.1.2 Turbulent kinetic energy and baroclinic torque
The role of perturbations/instabilities is best illustrated with an investigation of the
resolved and sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy (KE), as shown in Fig. 86, normalized
with ainf
2. As evident, the resolved and sub-grid KE decay in time owing to the
decrease of the velocity magnitudes due to the expansion of the gas. The sub-grid
KE is observed to be about 3-4% of the resolved, indicating that most of the turbulent
KE is resolved with the 1000×75×75 grid. Although the contribution of ksgs to the
total kinetic energy is minimal, it is essential to capture the finer scales, which would
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Figure 86: Turbulent kinetic energy profiles: (a) resolved; (b) sub-grid.
otherwise not be accounted for. At 1.5 msec, the peak observed near χ = −0.6 is a
consequence of the secondary shock, which enhances the perturbation intensity locally
through the baroclinic mechanism. At 2.2 msec, the same peak is observed near χ = 0,
albeit of a lower magnitude due to the decay in the strength of the secondary shock
as it propagates outwards. The mechanism of turbulence generation is explained with
the baroclinic torque effect, i.e., vorticity creation due to mis-alignment of pressure
and density gradients, which is prominent inside the mixing layer during the re-shock
phase. Of preponderant interest is the role played by vorticity in the dynamics of the
flame that exists in the outer regions of the mixing layer during the re-shock phase.
Note that since infinite chemistry has been assumed, the flame location is dictated by
where and how fast the CO in the inner detonation products mix with the O2 in the
outer air. The effect of the vorticity created during the re-shock phase on the flame
will now be studied to detail.
During the re-shock phase, the secondary shock (denoted SS hereafter) deposits
vorticity in the mixing layer due to baroclinic effects, as reported in other studies
albeit for a homogeneous explosive [13, 120, 121]. This vorticity plays a prominent
role in the subsequent wrinkling of the flame, the dynamics of which will now be
investigated. Figure 87 shows the temperature and reaction rate of CO (log(exp(−2)−
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ω̇CO)), with the temperature in K and ω̇CO in Kg/m
3/sec, at different times starting
from just before the re-shock phase until a short while later. Since infinitely fast
chemistry has been assumed, by reaction rate, it is referred to a mixing-controlled
reaction rate, and not kinetically- (temperature) controlled. Thus, the reaction rate
refers to how fast CO and O2 meet/mix so as to react. In Fig. 87 (a), the SS is
propagating outwards after reflection from the origin, but before its interaction with
the structures in the mixing layer. The thin braid-shaped flame is seen as large-scale
structures with smaller-scale corrugations. Subsequently, at 2.21 msec (Fig. 87 (b)),
the SS interacts with the flame, across which density gradients exist; this generates
vorticity due to baroclinic effects. Arrows are drawn in Figs. 87 (a)-(c) to illustrate
a location of interest used to elucidate the role played by vorticity on the flame
dynamics. By 4.02 msec (Fig. 87 (c)), the SS has traversed the entire region of the
flame, and is outside the mixing layer. In the vicinity of the arrow in Fig. 87 (c),
the flame has started to convolute/wrinkle, a consequence of the vorticity deposited
by the SS. This phenomenon enhances the effective surface area of the flame, due to
which fresh sources of O2, which was hitherto unreachable to the inner CO, is now
made available for reaction and for sustaining the flame. At the same time, smaller
pockets of air that were earlier driven inwards during the implosion phase, get trapped
inside the core detonation products and are also being slowly consumed; these pocket
flames are also seen in the inner regions at later times (Fig. 87 (c)). Subsequently,
these pocket flames will get extinguished after all the O2 in the inner regions of the
detonation products get consumed. In summary, the shape of the main outer flame
at the late time (Fig. 87 (c)) is very different from that at the early time (Fig. 87




The mixing layer under study is characterized by deep intrusions of the inner detona-
tion product gases into the outer ambient air and vice versa, a typical characteristic
of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. The study of concentration gradients is an indica-
tive measure of the mixing process in any mixing layer, as has also been studied by
Freund et al. [70] for a turbulent annular mixing layer. In the mixing layer under
study presently, the behavior of concentration gradients is complicated due to the
spherical nature of the problem and the presence of a re-shock, when compared to
planar and annular mixing layers. The CO mass fraction gradients are presented at
different times in Fig. 88 (log(exp(−2)+ |∇YCO|)); the prima facie observations that
can be deduced from this figure are: at very early times (Fig. 88 (a)), thin braid-
like structures of high CO concentration gradients exist, typical of Rayleigh-Taylor
instabilities. These gradients are initially aligned along the radial direction, with C-
shaped ‘caps’ connecting them outside and inside—the outer ones are the spikes and
the inner ones are the bubbles (Note: radial braids represent azimuthal/zenith con-
centration gradients, and ‘caps’ represent radial concentration gradients). These caps
correspond to the bubbles and spikes, while the gradients along the radial direction
correspond to the stem of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability that connects the bubbles
and spikes.
Subsequently, due to the spherical nature of the problem, the behavior of these
concentration gradients differs from planar and annular mixing layers that have been
studied in the past. As the flow convects outwards, the concentration gradients are
radially stretched, causing the concentration gradients across the radially aligned
braids to decrease in magnitude as the surrounding air is entrained into them. The
concentration gradients across the ‘caps’ also decrease, but to a much lower degree
when compared to the radial braids, as seen in Fig. 88 (b). This indicates that
mixing due to flow entrainment decreases the concentration gradients faster across
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the radial braids, than across the inner and outer ‘caps’. Analysis suggests that
this feature is due to the higher surface area of the radial braids than the caps and,
consequently, a higher entrainment of the ambient air through the radial braids than
through the inner and outer caps. During the implosion phase (Fig. 88 (c)), the inner
‘caps’ are imploded inwards, still preserving their ‘cap’-like curved shape. However,
subsequently, after the re-shock phase, these concentration gradients (or ‘caps’) flatten
out, a phenomenon known as ‘phase inversion’ [219]. At late times (Fig. 88 (d)), the






Figure 87: Flame dynamics in the mixing layer: Temperature (K) and ω̇CO
(log(exp(−2) − ω̇CO)) profiles at times (a) 1.42 msec; (b) 2.21 msec; (c) 4.02 msec.




Figure 88: CO mass fraction gradient in the mixing layer at times (a) 0.22 msec;
(b) 1.04 msec; (c) 1.62 msec; (d) 4.02 msec. The quantity log(exp(−2) + |∇YCO|) is
presented.
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7.2.2 Some parametric studies
7.2.2.1 Comparison to a homogeneous explosive charge
To illustrate the role played by the particles in the mixing and perturbations/instabilities
in the mixing layer of the heterogeneous explosive, the heterogeneous explosive charge
(NM/Fe) is compared with a homogeneous explosive (NM) containing the same
amount of the high explosive, but, instead, Gaussian random perturbations are added
in the outer vicinity of the charge to serve as a source of the initial perturbations.
This approach of adding perturbations has been used before [13, 120, 121]. One of
the major differences between the mixing layers for the NM and NM/Fe charges is
that, for the former, the perturbations are added at the initial time instant, and then
allowed to grow at its own ‘un-forced’ rate. On the other hand, for the mixing layer
of the NM/Fe charge, the perturbations are constantly ‘forced’ due to the presence
of the particles; thus, the mixing layers for NM and NM/Fe charges differ in the
underlying physics.
In Fig. 89, the (a) rms of velocity and (b) rms of YCO are compared between the
NM/Fe and NM charges at the 4 msec time instant. As evident, the rms of velocity
and concentrations are higher for the NM/Fe charge than the NM charge by about
25-40%, illustrating that the former has higher perturbation levels in the mixing layer.
Since the perturbations in the mixing layer are constantly forced for the NM/Fe charge
owing to the presence of the particles, the perturbation levels are concomitantly
higher. Furthermore, due to the presence of particles for the NM/Fe charge, the
implosion and re-shock phases are delayed (to be discussed shortly) as a part of the
momentum and energy from the gas are absorbed by the particles. Consequently, the
baroclinic torque effect, which plays an important role in re-energizing the turbulence
levels in the mixing layer is also delayed, implying that the perturbation intensity
persists longer for the heterogeneous charge, as also confirmed in the turbulent KE
profiles (Fig. 89 (c)).
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Figure 89: Comparison of homogeneous (NM) and heterogeneous (NM/Fe) explo-
sives at 4 msec: (a) rms of velocity profiles (blue: ur, red: uθ, green: uφ); (b) rms of
YCO; (c) resolved and sub-grid turbulent KE.
Figure 90 presents the (a) the mixing layer boundaries for the NM and NM/Fe
charges and (b) the mixing layer width (δ). Here, the inner and outer boundaries
are defined as the locus of the azimuthally averaged YCO being equal to 0.95YCO
i and
0.05YCO
i, respectively, where YCO
i denotes the mass fraction of CO at the completion
of the detonation (assumed 0.459 in this study from a simple balanced equation).
Furthermore, the mixing layer width is defined as δ = r0.05 − r0.95, where r0.05 and
r0.95 represent, respectively, the outer and inner boundaries of the mixing layer as
just defined; the subscripts 0.05 and 0.95 are used in accordance with their respective
mass-fraction value based definitions. Although this definition of the mixing layer
boundaries is rather ad hoc, it gives a reasonable measure of the mixing layer width.
As evident from Fig. 90 (a), the implosion phase terminates later for the NM/Fe
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Figure 90: Comparison of the homogeneous (NM) and heterogeneous (NM/Fe)
explosive charges containing the same amount of the high explosive: (a) mixing layer
boundaries; (b) mixing layer width (δ). For the curve-fit expressions in (b), t is
computed in msec.
charge (0.75 msec for NM, 1.5 msec for NM/Fe). This is due to the absorption
of momentum and energy from the gas by the particles, and thereby ‘obstructing’
its passage during both its outward and inward passages; this delays the implosion
phase for the NM/Fe charge. Furthermore, since perturbations and mixing levels are
higher for the NM/Fe charge at the same time instant, as aforementioned, the outer
boundary of the mixing layer extends farther by about 2.5 charge radii for the NM/Fe
charge as more mixing results in more afterburn energy release—a driving force for
the outer boundary.
To compare the dependence of the mixing layer widths on the perturbation/instability
effects, δ, normalized with the charge radius (ro) is plotted in Fig. 90 (b) for the NM
and NM/Fe charges; also shown are the curve-fit expressions for δ/ro as functions of
time (t in msec). During the early blast wave phase, δ grows linearly with time (∼ t)
for NM, but non-linearly for NM/Fe (∼ t0.75), and is wider for the latter at the same
time instant during these early times (note that for small t, t0.75 is a faster growth
than t1). While the linear trend has also been reported in other studies [13, 120] for
homogeneous explosive charges, the non-linear growth for the heterogeneous charge
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is presumably due to the continuously forced perturbations introduced to the flow in
the mixing layer by the particles. At early times, small perturbations begin to grow
linearly—first predicted by Richtmyer [169]—until the perturbation grows to large
enough sizes, after which non-linear growth ensues. This theory is presumably not
valid for NM/Fe explosions due to the continuous forcing introduced by the particles.
For the NM charge, the Gaussian random perturbations added grow at their own
‘un-forced’ rate, while for the NM/Fe charge, the continuous perturbation of the flow
due to the particles causes the mixing layer to grow at a ‘forced’ rate. As reported
earlier, the perturbations form even before the particles overtake the mixing layer,
suggesting that the early perturbations in the mixing layer for the NM/Fe charge
must be significantly high in order to cause the departure from linearity. This is
supportive of observations stated previously with reference to Fig. 89. Subsequently,
since the implosion phase starts earlier for the NM charge (see Fig. 90 (a)), δ grows
faster for NM, overtaking that for the NM/Fe charge near 0.35 msec (see Fig. 90 (b)).
During this implosion phase, the growth rate of δ scales as ∼ t1.65 for NM, and
∼ t1.17 for NM/Fe, suggesting that particles subdue the rate of implosion of the inner
boundary of the mixing layer vis-a-vis the un-obstructed passage permissible for the
NM charge. This claim is further substantiated by observing the inner boundary of
the mixing layer during the implosion phase in Fig. 90 (a), from which it is evident
that the inner boundary implodes to about 2.5 ro for both charges, albeit about 0.8
msec later for NM/Fe charge. Thus, since the particles absorb momentum and energy
from the gas, the rate of growth of the mixing layer during the implosion phase is
subdued due to the lesser momentum and energy available to drive the secondary
shock inwards. Due to this delay, the outer boundary stretches farther for NM/Fe
(see Fig. 90 (a)), and concomitantly, the mixing layer width is also wider by about
2.5 ro at the completion of the implosion phases for both the charges. Subsequently,
the mixing layer stays wider for the NM/Fe charge, as evident from Fig. 90 (b).
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7.2.2.2 Effect of particle size































































Figure 91: Comparison of 463µm and 925µm particle sizes at 4 msec: (a) rms of
velocity profiles (blue: ur, red: uθ, green: uφ); (b) rms of YCO; (c) resolved and
sub-grid turbulent KE.
Since the mixing layer turbulence characteristics are influenced by the particles, it
is also of interest to consider the effect of particle size. To this end, another simulation
is carried out for a 11.8 cm dia. heterogeneous explosive charge containing NM and
steel, with the same initial volume fraction of solid particles as before (62%), but
with 925 µm steel particles; experimental data for this choice also exists [214]. The
rms of velocity and YCO are shown in Figs. 91 (a) & (b), respectively, at the 4 msec
time instant, and compared with those corresponding to the 463 µm particle size
used hitherto. As evident from Fig. 91 (a), the velocity trends are nearly similar
in shape for the two particle sizes, although some minor differences do exist in the
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turbulence intensities—near χ ∼ 0.25, the intensities are about 10% higher for the 463
µm particle charge; this reverses near χ ∼ −0.75, i.e., near to the core of the charge,
with the intensities being higher for the 925 µm charge. However, note that the 925
µm particle size is comparable to the grid size in the core regions—the point particle
assumption is over-stretched in these regions. Despite this minor discrepancy, the
dense multiphase approach used in the current study is able to simulate and predict
most of the flow-physics of relevance to the problem. From Fig. 91 (b), observing
the trend of rms of YCO, the profiles are similar, showing independence to the choice
of the particle size; this demonstrates that the mixing-controlled reaction time scales
are much faster than the particle-gas interaction time scales, due to the large size
of the particles, 463 µm and 925 µm alike. In Fig. 91 (c), the resolved and the
sub-grid kinetic energies (KE) are presented; as evident from the figure, the profiles
are similar, with slightly enhanced turbulence levels near χ ∼ 0.25 with the 463 µm
particles, and a trend reversal near χ ∼ −0.75, consistent with the findings from Fig.
91 (a). However, note that these differences are minimal.

























Figure 92: Comparison of the 463µm and 925µm particle sizes: (a) mixing layer
boundaries; (b) mixing layer width (δ).
Also of interest are the mixing layer boundaries and the width for the two explosive
charges with different particle sizes, viz. 463 and 925 µm. To this end, the outer and
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inner boundaries of the mixing layer are presented in Fig. 92 (a), normalized with
the initial charge radius, ro. The profiles are nearly similar, except for some minor
differences in the inner boundary subsequent to the reshock phase (∼ 1.5 msec). The
inner boundary of the mixing layer for the 463 µm charge is slightly more inside, by
about 1
2
ro, presumably due to the relatively shorter momentum transfer time scales of
the 463 µm particles relative to their 925 µm counterparts. This results in a slightly
wider mixing layer width from Fig. 92 (b) for the charge corresponding to the 463
µm particles. However, note that the ‘fireball’ as seen by an observer from outside
the charge will nevertheless be the same, as is evidenced by the outer boundary of
the mixing layer in Fig. 92 (a). In summary, from Figs. 91 and 92, the mixing layer
characteristics do not differ significantly for the 463 and 925 µm particle sizes.
7.2.3 Concluding remarks
Thus far in this chapter, the problem of heterogeneous explosive charges was dis-
cussed, both from a one-dimensional and three-dimensional sense. The one-dimensional
study demonstrates the efficacy of the EL DEM formulation for investigating similar
problems, and has demonstrated the use of this approach as a tool to study impulsive
loading from heterogeneous explosive charges for a wide range of operating parame-
ters. In the second part, three-dimensional effects such as hydrodynamic instabilities
are observed to play a prominent role in the mixing layer. Furthermore, the study
demonstrates that inert particles perturb the mixing layer, causing higher perturba-
tion/instability levels at the same time instant, and concomitantly, higher mixing and
afterburn than the corresponding homogeneous explosive charge containing the same
amount of the high explosive. Thus, the mixing layer characteristics subsequent to
the detonation of a heterogeneous explosive are significantly different from that of a
homogeneous explosive charge containing the same amount of the high explosive. For
a heterogeneous explosive charge comprising of particles with twice the size as the
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baseline charge, the mixing layer characteristics are not very different, emphasizing
that particle size does not play a role in the mixing process for heterogeneous explosive
charges of the kind explored in this study. Overall, these studies have demonstrated
the efficacy of the EL DEM approach, and have provided useful insights to charac-
terize the perturbations/instabilities in the mixing layer ensuing from heterogeneous
explosions.
7.3 Aluminized Explosive Charges
Reactive metal particles are very commonly added to high explosive charges due to
their high energy content, thereby providing energy release in addition to that from
the detonation and afterburn of the high explosive. Aluminum (Al), magnesium
(Mg) and zirconium (Zr) are the usual candidates for the choice of the metal added
to explosives, as these metal particles absorb heat from the gas, ignite and burn,
and release significant amounts of energy. The study of explosive charges containing
solid aluminum particles has been undertaken in the past, see for instance [72, 190,
197, 216, 218] and the references therein. Despite these studies, three-dimensional
simulations of these explosives, with focus on the aluminum burning characteristics,
and its effects on the fire-ball are still in its infancy.
Explosive charges containing inert steel particles have been considered hitherto in
the current research effort; building on this foundation, the simulation is extended to
the study of explosive charges containing a dense loading of solid aluminum particles.
Recall from before, whereas explosive charges containing large inert steel particles
find their application as an heterogeneous explosive charge by delivering additional
impulsive loading from bombardment on to a structure by the solid particles, the
role of aluminum particles when present in explosives is to deliver additional impulse
by afterburning and releasing additional energy. Here, the afterburn characteristics
of aluminized explosive charges are considered, with TNT as the high explosive. Of
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particular interest here is the ignition and burning characteristics of the aluminum
particles—necessitating the use of small size particles. It is emphasized that the
Lagrangian tracking approach used here does not enable the simulation of cm-size
explosive charges (corresponding to Kg-range high explosive by mass) with ∼ 5–10
µm particles due to limited computational memory. Thus, mm-size charges corre-
sponding to gram-range high explosive by mass is considered with small aluminum
particles. The goal here is not to directly compare these gram-range charges with
their counterpart Kg-range charges that have been hitherto studied; rather, the goal
here is to demonstrate the efficacy of the currently developed EL-DEM for dense
aluminized explosive charges, and shed light on the physics of this kind of explosives,
albeit in the gram-range initial charge mass.
The simulation strategy employed before is used here, and the initial explosive
charge comprising of TNT and aluminum is 5 mm in radius. This is simulated us-
ing a 0.256 m long, 45o sector, which is resolved using a 1000×60×60 grid. Grid
independence has been checked, and this chosen resolution is found to suffice to cap-
ture the relevant scales in the mixing layer. The aforementioned one-equation eddy
viscosity sub-grid closure is used to compute the effect of the sub-grid scales on the
resolved scales. This study is divided into three subsections to address the (i) effect
of particle size; (ii) effect of initial solid volume fraction in the charge; and (iii) effect
of the choice of burn time used for the aluminum evaporation model. These studies
are now elaborated, focusing on the transient burning of aluminum particles, particle
front trajectory, mass-weighted average particle temperature and velocity, afterburn
of detonation products and the radius of the ensuing fire-ball. Particle radius (rp) in
the range 2.5-10 µm, and initial solid volume fractions in the range 10-40 % are con-
sidered for the present investigation. The simulations are stopped at approximately
0.25 msec for each of the cases considered here.




Figure 93: Aluminized explosive charges (rp = 2.5 µm; 40 % initial solid volume
fraction): gas temperature (in K) and particle locations at (a) 0.1 msec, (b) 0.215
msec; (c) particle radius in µm at 0.215 msec (only leading particles shown).
a 40 % solid volume fraction, the gas temperature (in K) and particle locations are
shown for illustration in Fig. 93 at (a) 0.1 msec and (b) 0.215 msec. At the earlier
time, the particle cloud is observed to just trail behind the leading blast wave; at the
later time, the leading particles are observed to have slowed down further, thereby
widening the gap between the particle front and the leading blast wave. To demon-
strate preferential combustion of aluminum particles, Fig. 93 (c) shows the particle
locations colored with their respective temperatures (only the leading particles are
shown for better clarity) at 0.215 msec, and, as evident, slightly different burning
characteristics are observed for different particles, with some particles burning more
than their neighboring counterparts, owing to some particles having gone through
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enhanced afterburning regions of the mixing layer. The observed particle distribution
and temperature patterns are different when compared to the clustering presented
earlier for dilute aluminum particle clouds when present outside the explosive charge.
7.3.1 Effect of particle size































































































Figure 94: Effect of particle size on aluminized explosive charges: (a) normalized
mass of solid Al remaining; (b) particle front trajectory; (c) average particle temper-
ature; (d) average particle velocity.
The effect of particle size is illustrated in Fig. 94 for a TNT-Al charge corre-
sponding to 20 % initial solid volume fraction, for charges with rp = 2.5, 5 or 10 µm
Al particles, with the amount of solid Al remaining with time, normalized with the
initial mass of solid Al, presented in Fig. 94 (a). As evident, the particles quickly
ignite and then burn for a short while (∼ 5 µsec), with the rarefaction wave quenching
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them. Subsequently, as the leading particles enter the mixing zone, the afterburn en-
ergy release, viz. from the afterburn of the inner detonation products with the outer
air, re-ignites the particles, and sustains the burning for a longer time than the first
aluminum burning phase. As more particles enter the mixing zone and ignite, more
solid aluminum by mass evaporates. Later, as the particles leave the mixing zone,
they quench, with 96 % solid Al by mass still unevaporated for rp = 10 µm; 86 % for
rp = 5 µm; and 70 % for rp = 2.5 µm. In Fig. 94 (b), the particle front trajectory
(defined here as the radius within which 98% of the total particles are contained) is
presented for the three different sizes and, as evident, the larger particles by virtue
of their higher inertia travel a farther distance than their smaller counterparts.
The mass-weighted average particle temperature is presented in Fig. 94 (c); it
is observed that the initial temperature rises rapidly as the particles pick up energy
from the gas; the particles then cool-off fast due to the rarefaction, and then the
temperature more-or-less flattens out near 0.07 msec, only to constantly decrease
much later as the particles leave the mixing zone. It is interesting to note that the rp
= 2.5 µm particles actually show a temperature increase around 0.07 msec, as these
particles have faster response times and therefore pick up significant amounts of heat
as they traverse the mixing zone; it is also interesting to note that the smaller rp
= 2.5 µm particles not only heat up more during the heating phase, but also cool
down more during the cooling phase (∼ 0.01 msec)—when they interact with the
rarefaction wave.
The mass-weighted average particle velocity is shown in Fig. 94 (d) and, as evi-
dent, the smaller particle size not only accelerates more during the early acceleration
phase, but also decelerates more during the later deceleration phase—exemplifying
that inertia plays a role in the particle velocities. The afterburn of the detonation
products is of interest, and the normalized C(S) mass fraction is presented in Fig.
95 (a). As observed, more of the detonation products are consumed for rp = 10 µm,
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Figure 95: Effect of particle size on afterburn effects of aluminized explosive charges:
(a) mass fraction of C(S) remaining; and (b) fire-ball radius.
as these large particles introduce significant amounts of early perturbations on the
contact surface, which later grows into wider Rayleigh-Taylor structures, thereby re-
sulting in more afterburn. Observing Fig. 95 (b), the fire-ball radius (defined here as
the radius corresponding to where the azimuthally averaged CO mass fraction corre-
sponds to 5 % of the CO mass-fraction at the onset of detonation completion within
the initial charge) grows faster for the smaller particle size, but is later overtaken
for the larger particle size. It is also evident that the re-shock is delayed for the
smaller particle size, as the amount of afterburn of the detonation products is less
(even though more aluminum burns for the smaller particle size).
7.3.2 Effect of volume fraction
The focus here is to understand the effect of volume fraction to the parameters of
interest in the afterburn phase. Both rp = 5 µm and rp = 2.5 µm are considered so
as to investigate whether particle size plays a role in the trends observed; the initial
solid volume fraction is varied in the range 10-40 %. First, the results for rp = 5 µm
are presented in Fig. 96. From Fig. 96 (a) (normalized mass of solid Al remaining
with time), more solid Al is consumed when the initial solid volume fraction is lower.
This is evident because a lower solid volume fraction corresponds to a scenario where
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Figure 96: Effect of initial solid volume fraction on aluminized explosive charges
containing rp = 5 µm particles: (a) mass of solid Al remaining; (b) particle front
trajectory; (c) average particle temperature; (d) average particle velocity.
more high explosive by mass is present to ignite and drive fewer Al particles. Hence,
even the particle front travels a farther distance when the initial solid volume fraction
is lower, as presented in Fig. 96 (b). Observing the mass-weighted average particle
temperature in Fig. 96 (c), it is evident that when fewer particles (and more high
explosive) are present, the early time particle temperatures are higher (∼ 0.05 msec)
due to more explosive energy available; however, at late times, the average particle
temperature decreases more when the initial volume fraction is lower, maintaining
a more-or-less constant difference with the other initial solid volume fraction cases
considered.
Observing the mass-weighted average particle velocity in Fig. 96 (d), it is evi-
dent that smaller initial solid volume fractions result in faster particle velocities as
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Figure 97: Effect of initial solid volume fraction on the afterburn effects of alu-
minized explosive charges containing rp = 5 µm particles: (a) mass fraction of C(S)
remaining; (b) fire-ball radius.
more explosive energy is available to drive fewer solid particles; at later times, it is
interesting to note that the solid particles decelerate to velocities independent of the
initial explosive energy content—emphasizing that the drag effects at late times do
not depend on the early time particle acceleration phase behavior. It is also of inter-
est to investigate the afterburn effects in the fireball, and these aspects are presented
in Fig. 97. Observing the C(S) mass fraction remaining with time in Fig. 97 (a),
it is evident that more particles when present in the initial charge result in more
perturbations on the contact surface, and therefore more afterburn of the detonation
products. Observing the fire-ball radius from Fig. 97 (b), fewer solid particles when
present in the initial charge (smaller initial solid volume fraction)—correspondingly,
more high explosive by mass—result in larger fire-balls at late times owing to the
higher volume of detonation product gases produced in the explosion event. These
trends and discussions also hold for rp = 2.5 µm, as observed from the counterpart
figures presented in Figs. 98 and 99.
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Figure 98: Effect of initial solid volume fraction on aluminized explosive charges
containing rp = 2.5 µm particles: (a) mass of solid Al remaining; (b) particle front
trajectory; (c) average particle temperature; (d) average particle velocity.
7.3.3 Effect of burn time
The choice of burn time used in the aluminum evaporation model is critical to the
analysis, and this study analyses the same for the 5 mm radius TNT-Al heterogeneous
explosive charge currently under investigation. To this end, burn times of 1 and 2
msec have been considered for the initial charge corresponding to 20 % initial solid
volume fraction, and rp = 5 µm. The normalized mass of solid Al remaining with
time is presented in Fig. 100 (a), and as evident burntime only has a minor role
in predicting the amount of solid aluminum that remains with time. Also shown
are the results obtained for a hypothetical case with the afterburn effects turned
off, and lesser solid Al evaporates for this case—demonstrating the significance of
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Figure 99: Effect of initial solid volume fraction on the afterburn effects of alu-
minized explosive charges containing rp = 2.5 µm particles: (a) mass fraction of C(S)
remaining; (b) fire-ball radius.
the afterburn energy release. It is, however, interesting to note that at early times,
more Al is evaporated (∼ 0.04 msec) for this hypothetical case with the afterburn
turned off (‘no afterburn’)—the absence of energy release slows down the inward
moving rarefaction wave vis-à-vis that otherwise predicted for the realistic cases.
Consequently, the rarefaction wave for this hypothetical ‘no afterburn’ case interacts
with the solid particles much later, allowing for additional time for their evaporation.
The particle front trajectory is presented in Fig. 100 (b) and it is observed to be
nearly insensitive to the choice of the burn time used.
The mass-weighted average particle temperature is presented in Fig. 100 (c), and
as evident, is also insensitive to the choice of burn time, especially at late times; the
case with afterburn turned off (legend: ‘no afterburn’) predicts lower average particle
temperature as expected. The mass-weighted average particle velocity is presented in
Fig. 100 (d), and is insensitive to the choice of burn time at late times; however, at
early times during the acceleration phase, the average particle velocity for the case
with afterburn turned off actually predicts a slightly faster average particle velocity
(∼ 12 µsec). The fire-ball radius (based on CO mass fraction) is shown in Fig. 100
(e), and is observed to be larger at early times for the case with afterburn turned off,
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Figure 100: Effect of burn time on aluminized explosive charges: (a) mass of solid Al
remaining; (b) particle front trajectory; (c) average particle temperature; (d) average
particle velocity; (e) fire-ball radius.
as no CO is consumed for this hypothetical case; however, as expected, at later times
the fireball is larger for the real cases vis-à-vis the no afterburn case, owing to the





To meet the objectives of this research effort that were identified in Chapter 2, a solid
phase solver is developed, modeled along the lines of the existing liquid phase solver,
with appropriate empirical models to account for the inter-phase mass, momentum,
and energy transfer, and is coupled to the gas phase solver in the hydrocode. Due
to the study focusing on explosions, the perfect gas equation of state is not valid,
necessitating the implementation of a real gas model; to this end, the Jones-Wilkins-
Lee (JWL) and the Noble-Abel equations of state are considered in the current study.
Furthermore, a new Eulerian-gas Lagrangian-solid dense approach (termed EL DEM)
is developed based on the Discrete Equations Method (DEM) [1], to account for
dense/blockage effects encountered in flow fields involving high solid volume fractions.
In addition, an empirical inter-particle collision/contact model is implemented to
account for interactions between particles—critical for dense flow fields. The gas and
particle solvers, under both dense and dilute loading conditions, are validated using
experimental data from literature for shock/blast problems involving solid particles,
and good agreement is achieved. The investigation is classified into two studies:
(i) post-detonation flow field of homogeneous explosives into ambient air without
and with aluminum particle clouds; (ii) post-detonation flow field of heterogeneous
explosive charges comprising of inert steel or reactive aluminum particles into ambient
air.
The first study involves the investigation of homogeneous explosive charges with
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two primary classifications. The post-detonation flow field of homogeneous explo-
sions into ambient air is investigated with real gas effects accounted, focusing on
the growth of hydrodynamic instabilities such as Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-
Meshkov, hydrodynamic mixing, and afterburn effects. The impulsive loading with
such three-dimensional effects included are found to be higher than that otherwise
predicted from one-dimensional simulations, due to the excess energy release from af-
terburn. Furthermore, for explosions involving higher intensity initial perturbations,
enhanced mixing and afterburn are observed in the fireball at late times. This study
meets the first objective proposed in Chapter 2.
The investigation is then extended to homogeneous explosions into ambient alu-
minum particle clouds, and it is observed that whereas the particle size does not
play a significant role in the amount of mixing and afterburn in the mixing layer,
the initial particle cloud loading and width does play a role, with higher mixing and
afterburn observed when more particles are present in the initial cloud. Further-
more, sufficiently small particles are observed to cluster around the vortex rings in
the mixing layer, which is observed to result in preferential ignition and combustion
of the particles. The clustering patterns observed here are similar to past numeri-
cal studies of two-phase mixing layers reported in literature, and demonstrates that
the Stokes number plays a crucial role in the clustering of particles as they traverse
the mixing layer. Five different phases with respect to particle dispersion are identi-
fied: (1) engulfment phase; (2) hydrodynamic instability-interaction phase; (3) first
vortex-free dispersion phase; (4) reshock phase; and (5) second vortex-free dispersion
phase. Scaling laws for the growth rates of the widths of the mixing layer as well as
that of the exploding particle cloud are obtained, and it is revealed that the scaling
power index is more dependent on the mass loading ratio for the particles than for
the gas. Furthermore, since the particle induced perturbations are multi-mode, the
“bubbles” in the mixing layer compete at early times, resulting in their amalgamation
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and growth in size; later, the bubbles grow in a quasi-self-similar manner and reach
a freeze-out stage with partial memory retention of the initial perturbing conditions.
The ratio of the transverse scale to amplitude of the bubbles is found to reach an
asymptotic value around 0.2–0.27 during the freeze-out stage. Overall, these studies
satisfy the requirements for the second objective identified in Chapter 2.
Building on the accomplishments of the studies on homogeneous explosions, the
investigation extends to the post-detonation flow field of heterogeneous explosive
charges, focusing first on the charge combinations used in the experiments under-
taken by Zhang et al. [214]. This study is explored with two primary classifications.
First, the post-detonation flow field of heterogeneous explosive charges are investi-
gated from a one-dimensional sense, i.e., without accounting for three-dimensional
effects such as hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent mixing. The total deliver-
able impulsive loading from the detonation of heterogeneous explosive charges are
estimated for a range of operating parameters, and it is shown that particles make
a significant contribution to the near-field impulsive loading, demonstrating the ef-
ficacy of heterogeneous explosive charges for near-field applications. The impulse
due to particle momentum is found to be about 3.5–4.75 times that due to the gas
momentum, emphasizing that particles deliver a higher near-field impulsive loading.
The total deliverable impulsive loading is found to be insensitive to the particle size
for particles equal to or larger than 275 µm, even though the individual impulse
components show differences. The near-field impulse from heterogeneous explosions
are about twice as large as that from counterpart homogeneous explosions; however,
these impulse augmentations decline in the far-field as the particle surrender their
momentum back to the gas. Overall, these studies demonstrate that heterogeneous
explosive charges can be efficiently used to deliver impulsive loading within radial
distances of about 10 charge diameters away from the center of the charge.
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In the second part, three-dimensional phenomena such as hydrodynamic insta-
bilities are investigated for heterogeneous explosions, and the fluctuating intensities
in the mixing layer are observed to be ∼ 25-40% higher than that for counterpart
homogeneous explosive charges, demonstrating that solid particles play a critical role
in augmenting the perturbation intensities in the mixing layer. Furthermore, with
twice as large a particle size in the initial heterogeneous explosive charge, the pri-
mary hydrodynamic/perturbation features in the mixing layer are observed to be
nearly similar. The growth rate trends of the mixing layer widths are significantly
different for heterogeneous explosions compared to counterpart homogeneous explo-
sions, thereby demonstrating that particles play a vital role in altering the flow field.
This study exemplifies the efficacy of the dense approach used to study two-phase
explosions, and meets the said requirements of the third objective in Chapter 2.
Finally, the investigation is extended to the simulation and study of aluminized
high explosive charges comprising of dense solid loading. Focus is laid on character-
izing the dispersion, heating, ignition and afterburn of the aluminum particles, and
the dynamics of the fireball. It is found that smaller particles heat up more during
the early time heating phase, and also cool down more during the late time cooling
phase. Furthermore, smaller particles accelerate more during the early time accel-
eration phase, and also decelerate more during the late time deceleration phase. In
addition, it is found that the initial volume fraction in the explosive charge although
plays a role in the early time particle velocities acquired, however does not play a sig-
nificant role in the late time velocities during the deceleration phase, as the particles
tend to achieve an equilibrium with the local gas. The choice of the burn time used
in the evaporation model employed in the study is not observed to play a prominent
role in the overall gas dynamics of the problem. This study fulfills the requirements
for the fourth and final objective proposed in Chapter 2.
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Overall, the twin studies (homogeneous and heterogeneous explosions) demon-
strate the efficiency of the two-phase approach used, both in the dilute and dense
regimes, for two-phase, reacting, high-speed flows. Several fluid mechanic and gas
dynamic effects of relevance to the problem of two-phase explosions have been ad-
dressed. In short, the groundwork is laid to investigate a whole new class of en-
gineering problems that are, from a numerical simulation standpoint, still in their
infancy.
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Apropos of the presently developed simulation approach and the problem of explosions
in two-phase flows, several additional investigations, physical and numerical alike, are
recommended for future studies. Some of the major ones are summarized:
• From a physical standpoint, high temperature effects such as ionization/plasma
can be considered. If ionization is considered, presumably the temperatures
predicted behind blast waves may be lesser than that otherwise predicted. This
can have a direct impact on particle ignition (if present) and hydrodynamic
instability growth rates.
• Another useful direction for two-phase explosions could be the consideration of
the kinetic regime of aluminum combustion, which recent shock tube data pre-
dict is more relevant for high-speed flow fields. This will require modifications
to the presently developed solid phase solver to also include combustion effects,
i.e., not only evaporation as currently done.
• The role of turbulence can be investigated in the mixing layer ensuing from
explosions. The hydrodynamic instabilities that have been investigated in the
present study will eventually transition to turbulence, and so a measure of the
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turbulent kinetic energies at late times can shed light on the turbulence pro-
duction and dissipation mechanisms in the mixing layer ensuing from chemical
explosions.
• Particle agglomeration can also be considered, for it is well known from lit-
erature that aluminum particles tend to agglomerate when present in clouds
and exposed to high temperature surrounding gases. This, however, will need
modifications to the drag law to account for neighboring particles.
• The problem of two-phase explosions involves the interaction of strong shocks
with solid particles, which can also result in particle fragmentation/break-up
effects that can be accounted for in future studies. Although the macroscale
quantities such as shock and particle front trajectories, shock overpressure, etc.
agree with experiments even without the consideration of particle fragmentation
in this study, the local quantities such as perturbation intensities, hydrodynamic
instabilities, etc., may depend on the same. Since energy from the gas is ex-
pended to fragment particles, the mixing and hydrodynamic instability growth
rates in the fireball may be subdued. Furthermore, fragmentation results in
smaller particles which have faster response time scales, and can therefore af-
fect the flow physics. These aspects need further research.
• Due to the very high accelerations encountered upon explosive dispersal, the
particles can also deform to non-spherical shapes and this may affect the drag
coefficient (CD). This can play a significant role in the inter-phase momentum
transfer and therefore also impulsive loading.
• From a numerical standpoint, the EL DEM can be extended to include com-
pressible solid particles as well. This will enable the study of compaction
waves in particle clouds, which may be critical to the study of Deflagration-
to-Detonation Transition (DDT) in dense, two-phase flows. Also, the study of
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Shock Dispersed Fuel (SDF) charges may require both phases, viz. gas and
solid to be treated as compressible, since these compaction waves may perhaps
play a crucial role in the ingition and burning of the particles subsequently.
• Another addition can be the implementation of local Adaptive Mesh Refine-
ment (AMR) to complement the present developments, which will enable the
resolution of finer hydrodynamic scales in the mixing layer.
• The use of a stochastic approach to model the dispersion of particles can be
very handy, especially when a cloud of very small particles in the micron and
sub-micron range are considered. This will enable the study of dense clouds of
very small particles like aerosols, when present in sufficiently large sized clouds.
Furthermore, for very small particles, Brownian motion can also be included to
complement the current developments.
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APPENDIX A
PARTICLE DRAG LAWS AND NUSSELT NUMBER
CORRELATIONS
Some of the widely used drag laws and Nusselt number correlations from literature
are summarized. The application to which the author(s) originally used them are also
mentioned for each correlation presented.
A.1 Drag coefficient correlations
Akhatov & Vainshtein [4]
Application: Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) in two-phase explo-
sives.
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0.37
, 0.08 < αs < 0.45
Carlson & Hoglund [37]




















































−1.8, Re < 1000
CD = 0.44αg
−1.8, Re ≥ 1000
Igra & Takayama [102]
Application: Shock-particle interaction.
log10 (CD) = 7.8231− 5.8137 log10 (Re) + 1.4129 [log10 (Re)]2 − 0.1146 [log10 (Re)]3








A.2 Nusselt number correlations
Akhatov & Vainshtein [4]
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Application: Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) in two-phase explo-
sives.
Nu = 2 + 0.106RePr0.33, Re ≤ 200
Nu = 2.274 + 0.6Re0.67Pr0.33, Re > 200
Drake [58]
Application: Water flow past a sphere.
Nu = 2 + 0.459Pr0.33Re0.55
Whitaker [207]
Application: Flow in pipes, past flat plates, single cylinders, single spheres, packed
beds and tube bundles.







Nu = 2 + 0.3Pr0.33Re0.6
Yuen & Chen [213]
Application: Evaporating liquid droplets.
Nu = 2 + 0.6Re0.5Pr0.33
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APPENDIX B
INITIAL DETONATION PROFILE (GISPA METHOD)
The initial detonation profiles are obtained based on a one-dimensional simulation
employing the Gas-Interpolated-solid-Stewart-Prasad-Asay (GISPA) method for the
detonation process [209]. Here, the one-dimensional radial Euler equations are solved
using a mixture equation of state to account for the condensed explosive and the
detonation product gases [209]. These simulations were carried out by Dr. Douglas
V. Nance of the Eglin Air Force Base, FL.
The initialization of the detonation profile within the initial charge is critical to the
problem under study. Two approaches are proposed to take into account the effect
of the particles on the detonation wave in a two-phase explosive charge: (i) based
upon the limited availability of data, the pure explosive detonation conditions may
be scaled by appropriate factors, especially for the particles, or (ii) the detonation
energy may be scaled based upon the ratio of the mass of energetic material to metal
mass. The former method tends to work well if there is a sufficient body of data;
the latter method is robust and more generally applicable. Since there is very little
data available for heterogeneous explosives at the onset of detonation, this study
incorporates method (ii).
In the GISPA method, a single reaction progress variable, λ, which determines
the degree of the detonation, is used. The reaction rate expression for the detonation
process is non-specific, since it takes on different forms for different explosives. Proper
equations of state for both the condensed explosive (liquid or solid) and the detonation
products (gases) must be included to solve the governing equations [209]. In the
current study, the Hayes equation of state is used for the condensed explosive [96]
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and the JWL equation of state for the product gases [220]. The GISPA method
utilizes mixture-based quantities [210], and the mixture equation of state is defined
as:
e(ρ, p, λ) = (1− λ) e (ρs, p) + λe (ρg, p) (191)
(the subscript s is used to denote the condensed explosive). The governing equations
are solved by flux-difference splitting using the Glaister’s version of the Roe scheme
for equations of state of the form e = e(ρ, p, λ) with the exact calculation of pressure
derivatives [83]. The MUSCL extrapolation is applied to the primitive variables and
a non-linear limiter is employed to restore monotonicity to the extrapolated variables
[194].
Extensive studies have been performed to verify the efficacy of the GISPA ap-
proach, and a representative case is discussed here. A basic detonation problem used
for validation applies the detonation equations of state to a calorically perfect gas
[209]. The specific internal energy for the detonation products has the form:
e (ρ, p) =
p
ρ (γ − 1) −Q. (192)
Here, Q denotes the detonation energy release. For this equation of state, the det-
onation Hugoniots are well behaved, and the computed solution can be compared
to an exact solution. Based upon the initial conditions provided in Xu et al. [209],
the predicted solutions for pressure and gas velocity are shown in Fig. 101, and the
agreement between the numerical and the exact solutions is quite good. Both the
speed and the shape of the detonation, and the Taylor waves are captured accurately,
thereby verifying the GISPA method.
In addition to the above, the detonation algorithm can also be validated for con-
densed explosive materials that possess equation of state and reaction rate data. Of
particular interest in this study is the liquid explosive Nitromethane (NM) used in
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Figure 101: Detonation wave profile (a) pressure (non-dimensional) and (b) velocity
(non-dimensional) for the calorically perfect gas equation of state.
Table 8: Detonation programming validation data for nitromethane: PCJ - CJ
pressure, uCJ - CJ velocity, D - detonation velocity
Property Numerical Empirical % Difference
PCJ (Pa) 0.138 × 1011 0.125 × 1011 10.4
uCJ (m/s) 2030 1765 15.0
D (m/s) 6337 6280 -0.9
the experiments performed by Zhang et al. [214]. Data for both Hayes and JWL
equations of state for NM, and a suitable reaction rate expression are available [57].
For verification, the macroscopic parameters such as the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) con-
ditions and detonation velocity [57] are compared, and the validation is based on the
plane wave detonation solution. It is necessary to estimate the location of the end
of the reaction zone in order to fix the CJ point and its properties. The computed
CJ parameters (pressure, gas velocity, and detonation wave speed) for NM are pro-
vided in Table 8 along with the empirical values. The comparisons with experimental
data are good, especially when considering the level of variation in the measurement
procedures.
For NM and other explosives, e.g., TNT, and HMX, the detonation pressure and
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Figure 102: Initial profiles for the homogeneous 11.8 cm dia NM/TNT/HMX
charges: (a) pressure; (b) velocity.
velocity profiles as the detonation wave reaches the outer end of a 11.8 cm dia. charge
are shown in Fig. 102, and are used as an initial profile for homogeneous explosive
charges in this study.
The detonation initialization based on the GISPA method differs from other ways
of initialization, such as “programmed burn” [19], and constant volume explosion
[214]. In a programmed burn, the detonation wave speed must be known a priori,
which may not always be the case. In the constant volume explosion initialization,
the pressure field is assumed constant, and so the early momentum transfer from
the gas to the particles can be erroneous. On the other hand, the GISPA algorithm
is based on first principles and, therefore, the initialization is expected to be more
realistic.
The initial detonation profiles as predicted by the GISPA algorithm, corresponding
to a 11.8 cm diameter heterogeneous explosive charge comprised of Nitromethane
(NM) and 463 µm steel particles, initially occupying 62% by volume of the charge (as
used in [214]) is shown in Fig. 103 as the detonation wave reaches the outer periphery
of the charge. Also shown are the profiles for a homogeneous 11.8 cm diameter
NM charge for comparison. As observed, the pressure and velocity profiles for the
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heterogeneous charge (NM/Fe) show a deficit as compared with the homogeneous
charge (NM), due to the absorption of momentum and energy by the particles in the
former. Furthermore, the particles are also observed to attain a significant velocity,
albeit lower than the gas. These profiles are used as initialization for the NM/Fe
heterogeneous explosive charge simulations reported in Chapter 7.
Based on a numerical study presented by Ripley et al. [171], the velocity trans-
mission factor (defined as the ratio of the particle to gas velocities as the detonation
wave crosses the particle) is about 0.42 when the particle size is comparable to the
reaction zone, and is about 0.34 when the particle size is much larger, both corre-
sponding to a volume fraction of 62%. Interestingly, from Fig. 103, the ratio of the
peak solid particle velocity as predicted by the GISPA algorithm to the gas velocity
at the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) point is in this range.


































Figure 103: Initialization for the detonation simulations involving homogeneous
(NM) and heterogeneous (NM/Fe) explosive charges: (a) pressure and (b) velocity.
The GISPA method discussed here is a promising initialization approach for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous explosive charges alike. In the current study, the one-
dimensional GISPA solution is extrapolated to a three-dimensional spherical sector
grid as the initial condition to investigate the flow field subsequent to the detonation
process. More details on the numerical implementation of the GISPA method can be
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found in [209, 210].
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